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THIS YEAR-WE CUMB TO VICTORY 
y 0 u c A N H E L p I TO AOHIE'VE vtCTORY 
your country and ,._n at tile we -t be ellicitllt-:o lie dciellt we 
lame time if you do ,.ur best, J1Ut tnBH lie tnliiRII. If it is rour desire to 
rou are not doiRg ,...,. best if ,.u make progress and estaLbsh your•• If ID . I a good f~areer. wntc to us aud tell us 
waste time. of rnur likc~ and disli~ij. and we will 
Ry heeunliu!! efficient in your vcwat ·o11 1 giYP ~·o11 practif'al advkP a~ to the 
you eau give the he~t scr- posl:)ibilitieB of a vocation 
vice to your countr~~ nml and how to sucooed in it. 
to yourself. The more You will be under no obli· 
you increase your earuiu).!: g:a.tion :whatever. It is our 
power the better it is pleasure to help. We never 
h1r the rouutry and for take ~tudeuh for courses 
yourself personally. unle"" we feel satisfied they 
""ar or no \'\.·a.r, Parninrr are suita\Jle. Do not for-
puwPr a\ way..-. hrin~.;; it~ get that success i-s not the 
JK)s~•·...;sor to t hl~ front, prerogative oft he brilliant. 
1 t. i~ HI) ust~ wait ill;! tt'r Our experience of over 
loettt:r time>. The iueal tlijrty years provt• Umt 
o ]) p o r t n 11 i t, y n e v er tM tDill to succe6d achieves 
arrive~. \Ve have to make more tba.n outstanding 
the hest of ext~tiug eon.. brilliancy. 
dition'1.. Therefore, llelav 
is useless; 'it is worse it 
isharmfuJ. ' 

INTEREST YOU? 
Accountaacy Examiaatioos " 
Advertisiac & Sales Manacemeat 

DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS. 

~U~r:·--. Agriculture 
A.M.I. Fire E. Examiaatioaa ~>·. 
Applied Mechanics ~ 
Army Certificates ·- " 
Auctionf'ers. and Estate Agents 

~=!~:: i~!:;:;:ioc ~ 
Barunng , 
Blue Prints 
Boilers 
Book .. keeping, A.ecouataney and · . ·. 

Modern Business Methods • · ' • 
B.Sc.(Eng.) 
Builders' QuantitiEs 
Buildiag, Architecture aad Clerk of Works 
Cambridge Sur. School Certificate 
Civil En!lineerinc 
Civil Service 
All Commercial Suhjecta 
Commercial Art 
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B. 
Concrete and Struct. Engineering 
Drauchtomaaabip. All Branches 

l ::~::.~~:=;i~~:~!:B::ranches, subjects Pvmps and Pampiag Machinery llaiio Communication 
Ra<lio Senice Engineering 
R.A.F. Special Coarsea 

Couroe 
Preceptors, College of 
Press Tool Work 
Production J;ngineering 

Road Making anti Maintena&ce 
Salnmansmp J.S.M.A. 
Saaitalioa 
Scheol Atteadaace Officer 
Secl'etarial Ezema. 
Sheet Metal Wodr 
Sllipbuilding 
Sltorlloand (Pitman's) 
Short Story Writing 
Spe.kiag io Public 
Structural Eaciaeeri1111 
Sar-.e,ing 
Tear:hen of Handicraft• 
Telephony and Telerrapby 
Television 
Transport Inst. Examsa 
Viewer•, Gaugers, ltupectors 
Weights and Measures Inspector 
Welding 
Wireless Telegraphy & T·eleah•on•rl 
Works Managers 

If you do nht see your ou·n 'N'qttirements abooe, write to WJ 011 any .wbject. 
· Fnll parliculars .free. 

STUDY 
AT HOME 
IN YOUR 

SPARE 
TIME 

EVERY 
DEPART· 

MENT IS A 
COMPLETE 
COLLEGE: 

EVERY 
STUDENT IS 
A CLASS TO 

HIMSELF. 

IF YOU ATTEND TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE 

A WOij)ERFUL DIFFERENCE TO YOUR FUTURE.~ 
COUPON-CUT THIS OUT 

-y:;;Ep;. :t'o7, TiiEBENNETT COLLEGE:L"tZ,"sitEFFiiLD "' · .. 
Please senu me (free of charge) :- . · 

Patliculars of • .•••••......•••...••••••.•. }(Cross out l-ine which 
Your private advice about................ does not apply.) 

.......... ' ... PLEAsE· wiiiTE .. IN. ili:oc"K. i,:E'i"rEitfi .............. . 
Name .••••.•••••••••...•...••..•••.•.•..........•.....••.••••••••••.. 

A.Wress .••.••.••.................. · • • • · • • · · • · · · · • · · · · • · • · · • · • • · · • • · · · 

-
S1itl\\11\\ 

\\£\..N\l\11 &. tff\C\tttC'i 
~---The great mechanical strength, out

. standing reliability and high efficiency 
·ot tbe Weltiagllouse Melal Rectifier makes it 
indispeasUie tD all db..:rintinating aonstructors. 1t 
is not easily broken •••• it lasts tar years and years. 

There is a unit to suit every possible wireless 
neetl. "Tbe All Metal Way " descrilles them all, 
and contains many circuits. The attached 

coupon will bring you a copy. 

. ....................... _ ............. : 
Westinghousa Brake Bt. Signal Co. Ltd., Pew Hill House, Chippenham, Wilts. •:~• 

I enclose 3d. in stamps. Please send me'" The All Metal Way." 

::;r:~~-~-·~.·.·.·~.-.·.·.. .................. . . ..................... ~~ ..... ,_. ............ :.-.·. ~ 

BRITISH 
MADE 

PRA. 741 ~ 

ecoNSIDER the FOLLOWING FACTS! 
STRENGTH I EffiCIENCY! 

e Exclusive Celestion-Amphenol Moulded-in Plates ensure 
maximum strength, rigidity and a high degree of 
efficiency. 

e The sturdy plates keyed into the body cannot rattle 
loose. 
UNIFORM CONTACT! INSULATION! 

e Celestion-Amphenol Contacts pressed from specially 
treated phosphor bronze are engineered to ensure 
uniform contact on all prongs. 

e There will be no " fatigue " even after constant use. 
e Exceptional insulation is assured by the special 

properties of the moulding powder. 

CELEST/ON-.1\MPHENOL VALVEHOLDERS 
All standard British and American types available. 

CELESTION LIMITED 
Ill 

Engineers 

KINGSTON • UPON • THAMES, 
Telephone : KINgston 5656-7-8. 

SURREY. 
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The 11 Fluxite Quins" at W m k. 

Cried 01, from the gutter, "Hold tight ' 
Till 1' ve soldered this aerial right. 

I can see now quite plain 
Why it's broken again. · 

Pass me down, lads, the tin of FLU XITE I" 

See that FLUXITE is always 
by you-in the house-garage
workshop-wherever s p e e d y 
soldering is needed. Used for 30 
y~rs in government works and 
by leading engineers and manu-

. facturers. Of Ironmongers-in 
tins, 4d., 8d., 114 and 218. 

Ask to see 
SMALL-SPACE 

the FLUXITE 
SOLDERING 

SET -compact but substantial 
-complete with full instruc

tions, 716. 

~----------------·----------. 
l TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels I 
l will NOT k.eep round and true, l 
j unless the spokes are tied with 1 
; fine wire at the crossings AND I 
1 SOLDERED. This makes a much I 
1 stronger wheel. lt's simple-with . 
I FLUXJTE-but IMPORTANT I 

"'-----------·-----------J 
The FLUXITE GUN is always 

• ready to put Fluxite on the 
soldering job instantly. A little 
pressure places the right quan
tity on the right spot and one 
charging lasts for ages. Price 

116, or filled 216. 

Write for Free Book on the art 
of " soft " soldering and ask 
for leaflet on CASE-HARDEN
ING STEEL, and TEMPERING 

TOOLS with FLUXITE. 

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. W.P.), 
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I. 

FLUXITE 
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING 
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~~ELECTRADIX BARGAIIS!!!!!!!!!! 
THE CAMBRIDGE-TOWNSEND 

Tiny and Shrill,. is the 

ROLLS-ROYCE OF BUZZERS 

Perfect for Wavemeters, 
ideal for signals. High 
note Model " T •; Dia
phragm blade. Platinum 

ALTERNATORS 

MOTOR-ALTERNATOR.-2t kW. NEWTON. Verti
cal, 580 cycles 200 volt" 23 amps. 1,1100 revs, 
~iotors, ~20 volts D.C., !20. 

I-PHASE HIGH CYCLES TEST ALTERNATORS. 
-The famous 52a WA'n'ORD H.F. Alternators 
250 watts at 500 cycles, 20 volts 10 amps. Self exrit
ing indnctor type, slot wound stator. Small size. 
Cost, £30. Sale, 70/·. 

Contacts. The 10/ .., 3-PHASE ALTERNATORS.-G.B.C. 333 cycles 3 ph. 
Smallest Buzzer possible. • 120. ~·olt• 1 amp., fittc<l reed Tachometer. Self 

exciting honzontal, !6/10/-. 

RELAYS.-No. 6 Telephone Relar, Twin bobuins, 
6 volts, 25 mja, single pole change~over, 8/6. 

MORSE INKERS.-'l'ape Strip Recorders; portable 
or Table. Cheap. Wheatstone Strip Hand Perfbrators, 
15/-. Paper Tapo for Morse, green or white, 1/· reel 
post paid. Brass Tape Reels in mahogany case, 4/6. 

FITTED CABINET 
KIT FOR P.W.30/· 
THREE. 

Your home-made 8/W 
set. Tudor ,Oak Cabinet' 
13tln. by 7in. by 7in. 
Fitted .0005 S.M. and 
vernier microdenser. 3· 
wave switch, valve· 

holders, wiring, three condensers and 10-ter- 16f 
minal panel. Carriage paid, • 

NEW PANELS.~Ehonite. 24":X 24" quarter-inch, 9/6 
and eighth-inch, 7/6. 

MICRO MOTORS 

A.C. split phase synchronous motors, 
squirrel ,cage rotor, ! in. dia. Dog clutch 
drive to reduction gear from 2,ooo revs. 
to sS r.p.m. Voltage IS to 20 vglts, so 
cycles, reversible, double shaft, enclosed, 
laminated, new. Suit model drive, remote 
control switching, tuning drive, etc.•, 8J-. 
Post free. 

SMALL A.C. MAINS MOTORS.-Enrloscd, self
start on l_oad. 230 v., 1/80 h.p. Type 40, 1,500 revs., 
18/6. Bpht phase, 1/10 h.p., 2,500 revs., 45/·. 

SMALL D.C. MAINS MOTORS.-1/tO h.p., Type 60, 
220 v., K.B. series, 1,750 revs., 15/-. Ditto, 1/12 
h.p., Croydon 110 and 230 v. shunt, 1,700 revs., 
30/-. M.G. for A.C., 220 v. to lOO v., 1 amp. D.C. 
77/6. 100 v., 15/. All fully guaranteed. 

D.C. GENERATORS. Shunt wound.-110 volts, 
200 volts t amp., 21/·; 200 volts 1l amp., 36/•. 

D.C. MAINS MOTOR GENERATORS.,.-M.G. Crompton 
D.C./D.C., 100 volts to li volts 6 amps., S~j7/8. 
200 v. to 16 v. 5 amps., £5. 

D.C. ROTARY CHARGER.-3 h.p. 220 volt D.C. 
Motor 6 volt, 250 amp. Dynamo, £11l. 'lf}O volt 
Motor 25 volts 8 amps. dynamo, 14. Mot"or 220 volts 
8 amps. dynamo, 18/1 0/·- And others. . . 

DYNAMO BARGAINS 
no-volts, .8 to I amp. 
D.C. ball bearing, semi
enclosed. x,Sso revs., 
ISlb., 6in. X sin., .cheap. 
Carriage paid. 15/6. 

DYNAMOS.-Double Current Govt., cost £15. Two 
commutators, D.C. uj8v., 3/5 ams. and H.T.400/IIOOv. 
100 mm,, 5!in. dia., 12in. long, 17lbs., 4,000 revs., 
ball bearings, 25/~- Large size 500 watts, 18 volts, 
20 amps and 4u0 volts 200 m/a, 1&. 

Stamped envelope must be enclosell for ALL repliell to 
enquirie•. 

A.C. HAND ALTERNATOR.-Permanent •tee! 
magnets, wound armature driven by gearing and 
handle. Output of 80 volt" 20 mfa. A.C. For Medical 
Treatment. A.C. experiments, etc. Sale, 7/6. Carriage, 
1/-. 

ELECTRIC DRILLING MACHINES, "WOLF."
D.C. Useful all-round tool for Bench or Hand. Half 
Maker's Price. lliassive Jack Geared Rise a)l(! Fall 
Stand, two distinct machines are thus available. Height 
over all, 32in. Hole Capacity in Steel, !in. Morse Drill 
Socket Size I. 100 v., 15. 220 v., £8. Stand only 15/-. 
Carriage Forward. · ' 

OZ:ONIZ:ERS. For sweet air. For A.C. mains operation. 
One tube unit in white enamelled wall case with flex, 
17/6. Two-tube model, 15 watts chassis, 21/·-

TEST GEAR 
ELLIOTT BATTERY LOAD TESTERS.-1\fud.el 108. 
Ammeter and rheo., 37/6. 

CELL TESTERS.-Megger 3-0·3 volts,iJ7f8: 

TEST PANEL, with 4 meters for,_full-range works 
testing-. nau:,.tcs 5 m.a. to 12 amps., D.C. or A.C., 
with rectifier aud transformer, 5 volts to 500 volts 
7in. dial meter on steel panel, 27in. x 301n., £12• 

NEOfll LAMPS.-Standard size letter neon bu!IJ, • 
220/240,..v., 2/6. 

TELEPHONES.-House, Office, Garage, Wall an<l 
Table models cheap. 

TALKIE SOUNDHEADS.-Brown's Universal, less 
optical, £8. Brown's Standard with head amplifier, 
new, fits most projectors, £10. 

CINEPHONE SOUNDHEAD with P.C. and meter, 
£9. B.T.P. Soundhead with Osram P.C., new con
dition, £8/10/·. llilhaly Soundhead, !3/10/·. 

SOLO VARIABLE AIR CONDENSERS for Wavemeters 
and Single Circuit Tuning, logarithmic blades, 
.0005 mfd., new, Type F, 2/6. 

UNUSED X-RAY VACUUM TUBES.-New Govern
ment Hospital Surplus, 7in. dia. bnlb. Big solid 
1'tmgsten Electrodes. Emission guaranteed. COST 
£5. SALE, 15/·· Callers only. 

LIGHT AND RAY CELLS.-Eiectrocell, Self
genefating, 25/· ; Photo-Cells for sound on Film 
and Ray work,. 25/·. 

2, AND 2! H.P. ENGINES 

IN STOCK~-
EN&INE SETS.- GOO- watt .·~ 
single cylinder ~-stroke, water t 1~ G:U 
cooled self-ollmg Pelapone - J!. 
engine; mag. ign. coupled to , 1 ~\ 
50/70 volts, 10 amps. shunt "" _ 
dynamo, 1,000r.p.m., !17/10/·-

Horizontal Twin Petrol A.B.C. Engine fan-coole<: 
coupled If kW. D.C. Dynamo -50/70 volts 25 amps.' 
Mag. Ignition. Cost£190. Sale, £25. 2f kW. AUSTIN .j 
Cyl. water-cooled Engine. Mag. Ignition and 110 
volts Dynamo, 3! kW. £48. Send stamp for details. 

POSTAGE must be added to ALL mail Mders. 

We regret we are unable to entertain callers for the present. 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
WE ARE NOW AT 225, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. 
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PREMIER RADIO 
Please Note.-AII 

SHORT-WAVE GEAR 
Short-Wave Coils. 4- and 6-pin types, 
13-26,22-47,41-94,78-170 metres, 21-each, 
witb circuit. 
Premier 3-Ba_nd S.W. Coil, 11-25, 19-43, 
38-86 metres. Suitable any type circuit, 
2111. 
4-pin or 6-pin Coil Formers. Plain or 
Threaded, 112 each. 1 

Bakelite Dielectric Variable Con
densers. .0005 mfd. Suitable Tuning or 
Reaction. 1/6 each. 
Short-Wave H.F. Chokes. 10-100 m., 
IOtd. each. 
Pye Wound Type. 15-200 metres, 21-. 
Lissen Dual Range Screened Coils. 
Medium and Long Waves, 219 each. 

SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS 
Trolitullnsulation. Certified superior 
to ceramic. All~brass construction. 
Easily ganged. 
IS m.mfd. 
25 m.mfd. 
40m.mfd. 

2/4 100 m.mfd .... 31-
216 160 m.mfd .... 317 
216 250 m.mfd .... 4/-

Short-wave Kits include Purchase Tax. 
NEW PREMIER S.W. 

A.C. RECEIVER 
In response to many requests we have 
now produced an A.C. version of the 
popular Premier Short Wave SG3 Kit. 
Circuit.: Pentode H.F. Stage, Pentode 
Detector, Beam Power Output, and 
F.W. Rectifier. 200-250 v. A.C. Opera
tion. Built-in Power Pack. Hum-free 
operation. For use with Phones or 
P.M. Speaker. 

Complete Kit of Parts with drilled 
chassis, all components, Plug-in Coils 
covering' ll-170 metres, -
4 valves and full in:. rs J4 6 
structions and circuits. ~ • • 

Battery Version also available. Kit 
1411514. Extra Coils 9-15, lOD-2,000 
m. available. 

~ " The Wireless World " said they 
'7' were" very much impressed .•• " * 
See full Test Report, PP. 491-3 December 

issue. Send for details. 

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE 
Km for OYUSEAS NEWS 
incorporating the Premier 3-Band 
S.W. Coil. 11-86 Metres witbout coil 
changing. Each Kit is complete with 
all components, diagrams and 2-volt 
valves. 3-Band S.W. 1-Valve Kit, 18/-. 
3-Band S.W. 2-Valve Kit, 2716. 

DE LUXE S.W. KITS 
Complete Kit, including all Valves, 
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instruc
tions for building and working. Each 
Kit supplied with a steel Chassis. 
Panel and plug-in· coils to tune from 
13 to 170 metres. 

I Valve Short-Wave Receiver or 
Adaptor Kit 24/6 

I Valve. Short-Wave Superhet 
Converter Kit .. _ 281-

2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit 35/6 

ELECTROLYnC CONDENSERS PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS 
Cardboard cases. 500 v. working, 4 mfd. 

MATCHMAKER" UNIVERSAL 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

and 8 mfd .• 21- each, 8+8. 41-, .ot-HJ, 2111, FOR A.C. MAINS 
4+4+1, 319, 4+4+4. 413, 16+8,4111, 
16+ 16, 61-, 25 mfd. 25 volt. 116, 50 mfd. 
12 volt, 116, 15 mfd. 100 volt. Ill. Mans
bridge type. I mfd. 250 volt, 11-, 2 mfd. 
250 volt, 119, 4 mfd . .500 volt, 418. .1+.1 
Mains Buffer, 112. 

Will match any output valves to any 
speaker i m pedan:ce. Westinghouse Rectification complete 

and ready for use. 
To charge : 6 volts at I amp. 26/-
2 volts at ! amp. 1114 12 volts at I amp. 281-

11 ratios from 13 : I to 80 : I, 5-7 
watts, 16110 ; 10-15 watts, 21110; 
20-30 watts, 36110. 

6 volts at! amp. nf- 6 volts at 2 amp. 4316 ""--:;---------------' 
# 

PREMIER MICROPHONES Moving Coil Mike. Permanent magnet 
model requiring no energising. R~ponse 

90-5,200 cycles. Output .25 volt average. 
Excellent reproduction of speech and 
music. 491-. 

Microphone Transformers. Suitable for 
all mikes. Tapped primaries. A, ,20 and 
41 : I ; B, 30 and 60 : I ; C, 50 and 100 : I, 
6/6 each. 

Transverse-Current Mike. High grade 

large output unit. Response 45-7,500 
cycles. Low hiss level, Dl-. 

Microphone Stands, floor type. tele
scopic, Sin. ring, 3216. 

ALL EIW}UIRIES MUST BE ACCOIIIIPANIED BY 2ld. STA,ItfP. 
A~ ORDERS LESS THAN 5J- 6d. POST EXTRA. 

PREMIER RADIO CO. ALL POST ORDERS to: JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON RPAD, 
LONDON, E.S. (Aml!erst 4723.) 

CALLERS to: Jubilee Works, or 169, Fie<>* Street, E.C.4 (Central 2833), or 50, Hich 
Street, Clapham, S.W.4. (MacsuiCIJ' 2381.) 

832 
Pages-

Over 

500 
lllustratio• 

Covers the whole theory and practice of Wireless Reception._ On the 
Offidal Admiralty Ust, and recommended to Wirelea Operators 

By 

RALPH 

STRANGER 

The· Outline of Wireless 
DeaJs with Matter and Energy, Electrffiect Matter, Electronic Contents, Mqnetrsm and ·I Sf • 
Electn-Mapetilln, &aueries- and Aa:umulaters. Wireless Communication and 8roadcastitrc. NET 
Modern Valns. Wireless Sicals, Wirelels Receiw1nc Cin:uks, Wlretess Measurinc lnstrumeats, ek. 

from- alliJGelaellen, or, port 15/9 from GE:ORGE N£WHES.liD. (Baok Dept.), Towu House,~ Street. l.Aimfm, W.C.2_ 
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BY THE EDITOR 

Broadc.ast Propaganda 
THERE has been severe criticism of 

the Ministry of Information and of 
the }J.B.C. concerning the alleged 
weakness of our Broadcast Propaganda. 
The subject was limned · in "Parliament 
recently over the arrival in this country 
of a German trai.tor. It was . suggested 
t.ha.t we ha"d not made suffieient use of the 
incident in our broadcasts to GerD;J.any. 
The fa.ct that the member of a political 
organiSation flees the country bears its own 
propaganda va.lue in a bald statement of 
the fact. To endeavour to embellish it by 
wishful thinking destroys its value. 

Conjecture as to the possible reasons 
behind it only provide suitable material 
for ba.r-parlour gossip. The newspapers 
have been filled with suggested reasons 
why Hess flew to Scotland. They hailed 
it as a victory, and suggested that the 
maximum amount of use should be made 
of it in our f'xerman broadcasts. Ou11 case 
is sufficiently strong not to need such a 
soporific, and in our view the endeavours 
to dress up Hess's flight as a sign of a 
German crack has cancelled out its value. 
It can be argued that it is no more a sign 
of a crack in the ranks of the German: 
Jlarty than the sacking of Chamberlain 
was the sign of a crack in this country. 

Politics being what they are, it is always 
possible that a member of a political party 
will find himself in disfavour, and there 
will always be intrigues. -In this country 
the man is merely removed from office. 
In Germany, where party politics do I).Ot 
exist, the man flees th,, country. \Ve do 
not wish to convev the impression in our 
broadcast propaganda that we are drowning 
people clutching at a straw. It is equally 
our view that we should not allow nonen
tities to use the air to propagate their 
personal views. \Ve should, in fact, give 
them the air in another sense. 

Raised from Obscurity 

WE have always in this qountry made 
the mistake of presuming that 

because a man writes a successful novel 
he is able to express views on politics, 
warfare, religion, and education. He 
becomes famous ~cause he writes some 
t.rifling novel which sells well and captures 
the public's imagination. He is interviewed 
and photographed, ahd~s views are sought 
on diverse subjects by enterprising reporters. 
He has lifted himself from obsctrrity and 
"arrived." No ·one stops to ask the 
question whether he has studied the 
particular subjects on which he talks. . 

This is where the ether is being misused. 
It does not seem to be realised that once a 
man broadcasts, his views become house~ 
hold words, and from that point he is 
enabled to bask in the often undeserved 
lime~ight of public adulation. 

Early PhilosQphers 

BETTER use could be made of quotations 
from famous authors ann public men 

now dead, and particularly those of 
German origin. Quotations could be made 
from the writings of the early philosophers, 
for their views have been confir-med by over 
2,000 years of world hist?ry. Present 
views have not been mellowed m retrospect ; 
they deal with the possibilities of the fut~.m;, 
whereas the writings of Horace and V1rgll 
and Plato have impacted on world history, 
and we are able to assess whether their 
views have been confirmed during the 
passage of the centuries. 

Take the following quotation: 
" Is it not always the practice of the com

mons to select a special champion of their 
cause whom, they exalt to greatnes.y? T11.e'f!, 
cbvionsly, whenever a despot g~ows u.p, _hts 
origin may be traced wholly to th~s cham,plon-

. ship which is the stem from wh1ch he shoots. 
He mnst keenly noticP- who is manly, who 
high-minded, who prudent, '!nd who we.al;thy. 
He is compelled to plot agatnst them u,ntd he 
has purged them, ib:rectly counter to the ·pro
cess by which the physician purges the body, 
for the physician purges what is bad, and 
leaves what is goad, but the tyrant remrwes 
the good and leaves the bad. A.~ soon as he has 
relieved himself of his enemies his first 
measure is 'to 'be constantly exciting wars, in 
order that the common,~ 'ITUlY stand in need of a 
leader, and we know that an insane or de
ranged person expects to be able to lord it, 
not only over men, but even over gods, and. 
attempts to do so." 'Yho wrote that ? Does 

···········~~~~:~·==~~···~~:::~:::::~····~~~::·:··········i 
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it not apply to Mussolini ? It fits his case, 
does it not ? But if you think they were 
written concerning Mussolini, you are wrong. 
Hitler, then? Wrong again. Those wcu-ds 
were written over 2,300 years ago by Plato 
in the- book which every schoolboy knows 
as "Plato's Republic." 

Nostradamus 

WE are somewhat surprised that greater 
use has not been made of thiil 

prophetic statement. There are many 
dozens of others which are more calculated 
to make the German flesh creep, including 
the. prognostications of Nostradamus, than 
wishful thinking regarding the object of 
Hess's flight to the country he has 
hated so much, but which was the only 
country which could provide him with 
safety and sanctuary. 

Great Britain is not the only country 
which is remiss in allowing nonentities to 
broadcast stupid views. There is t-h(' cast> 
of Col. (now Mr.) Lindbergh, a man who flt>w 
the Atlantic alone and landed in France 
with a world-wide rt>putation as the Flying 
Fool. It was a brave act and we do not wish 
to belittle Mr. Lindbergh's abilitit>s as an 
airman, but he flew from obscurity as a 
flying fool into fame. From t~at mom('nt his 

Teputation has been world-wide, and he has 
been given the freedom of the air to broad
casthis views on the war. Now, Mr. Lind
bergh was not, and is not, a politician, and 
we are glad to observe that. the large-heartt>d 
American nation has shown its disapproval 
of this misuse of broadcast. Feeling 
apparently was so strong against him that he 
has resigned his post as Colonel. Thus from 
the obscurity of the airman who was a. 
flying fool he goes back to the obscurity of 
one who was a political fool, for, of courSI', 
Lindbergh could not possibly know the in
ternational implications of the present war. 
Like Hess, he fled to England for sanctuary, 
after a German had killed his child. He 
has shown poor gratitude for the great 
hospitality which this country showe~ tc 
him. The subtle Germans, however, feted 
him when he visited that country, and 
appealed to his vanity. This may ac.cmmt 
for his distinctly pro-German, and If not 
pro-German, then certainl_v anti-Britis£1 
attitude in his broadcasts. 

The British Public 

LET us in this country, therefore, take the 
lesson, and be parti{:mlarly careful in 

our selection of those t.o whom we extend 
the privilege of expressing views over the 
air. And let the B.B.C. remember that the 
British pnblic requires of its speakers gr~ater 
qualifications than that they have wntten 
a successful novel or excelled, say, in the 
field of sport. 
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Problems of Amateur Receiver Design-11 
The Use of Push-pull Amplification in Mains Receivers 

By FRANK PRESTON 

LAST month we considered the one
valve-per-stage type of L.F. ampli
fier for use in a mains-type receiver. 

For the average type of broadcast or 
" communications " receiver this form 
of amplification and output is most· con
venient, and is completely satisfactmy. 
But when quality reproduction is an 
important matter, and when a large output 
is required without the need for very high 
H.T. voltage, push-pull in one of its various 
forms is desirable. 

It should be stated that this form of 
amplification is not, relatively, as valuable 
as it was a few years ago, since modern 
tetrodes and pentodes can be used to pro
vide outputs up to about 10 watts ; and 
this is without introducing much dis
tortion. Nevertheless, push-pull can 
generally be- considered to be somewhat 
better from the point of view of quality, 
and it is certainly valuable when a high
power output is required while using an 
H.T. voltage of, say, 250 orless. From this 
it should not be assumed that push-pull 
is not satisfactory at high anode voltages. 
It is even more efficient in those oon
:litions, but we are here mainly concerned 
with: receivers from which an output up 
to lO watts is ample. 

Advantages of Push-pull 
Considered from the aspect of undistorted 

output for a given input, push-pull is at 
!tn advantage over the forms of amplifier 
considered last month. Another advantage 
is that it provides a greater undilltorted 
output than twice that of one of the valves 
used singly. These points will stand out 
more clearly if reference is made to a 
particular valve used in different sets of 
conditions. The PX4 is probably the 
best-known power-alnplifying triode avail
able, so we may look at a few figures relat
ing to this valve. When used as a single 
<:-'lass A amplffier With 300 volts on the· 
anodl', this valve has a rated output of 3.5 
watts ; in this circuit the anode current, 
as given by the makers, is approxi
mately 50 mA. Two of these valves used 
in a Claas All! push-pull circuit provide a 
power output of 10 watts, whilst eac-h valve 
passes a standing anode current of 40 mA. 
which rises somewhat on loud p&SI!llges of 
strong signals. The increased efficiency 
gained by using the push-pull arrangement 
is evident from these deta.ils, for the com
pa.rative figures may be applied to other 
valves of corresponding type. · 

Class A and B Amplification 
In passing, it might be d~ble to make 

some reference to the terms Class A, Class B. 
and Class ABI, as used· with reference to 

· push-pull amplifiers; there is also a Class C, 
but this will not be considered here because 
it is generally used for another pll1'pO!le. 
In Class ~ amplification (and this applies 
also to single-valve stages) the valve 
works entirely on the straight portion of' its 
characteristic curve. In other words, the 
sine wave A.C. applied to the grid is 
reproduced in amplified form in the anode 
cireoit. Another point about this type of 
circuit is that the grid bias is fixed approxi
mately midway between the bottom bend 
of the Characteristic and zero grid volts. 

In the case of Cl&ss B (which is used 
only in push-pull circnits) the valves are 
biased right back to the bottom bend. 

with the result that scarcely any anode 
current flows on negative grid swings. 
As a result the output as developed in the 
anode circuit is in the form of a series of 
" peaks " instead of a sine wave. By 
combining the output from two valves 
working in "opposition "-one taking the 
negative grid swings while the other takes 
the positive swings-the sine wave may be 
completed by adding together the output 
from the two valves. In this form of 
amplification the average anode current is 
dependent upon the amplitude of the A.C. 
voltage applied to the grids, and therefore 
upon the strength of signals handled. 

ClassABl 
The above is only a very rough explana

tion. and is incomplete, but will suffice for 
our present purpose. Between Classes A 
and B there are various other arra.ngements, 
the ditference generally being only in con
nection with the applied grid bias. Thus, 
Cla~s ABl can be described as slightly 
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singly and' with an anode voltage of 300, 
as with the push-pult circuit. These 
figures are given only as examples, and 
must be modified according to the particular 
valves employed. 

The Circuit Explained 
Making further reference to Fig. 1, it will 

be seen that the output stage is preceded 
by a triode L.F. amplifier, which wonld, 
in turn, follow the double-diode-triode 
second detector-L.F. amplifier. The push
pull tra.nsformer, which should have a 
ratio not exceeding 1-3 is shown as being 
parallel fed. This is desirable since the 
anode current required by the preceding 
valve would be rather too high to pass 
through the primary winding of the push
pull transformer. The value of the anode 
resistor will depend upon the L.F. valve 
employed, which should be of the " L" 
type, whilst the value of decoupling resistor 
indicated is generally applicable. 

It will be -seen that there is a stopper 

HT+ 

Fig. 1.-""A typical push-pull output stage with intermdiak LF. timl'li/ier, using directly-heated 
triodes.. 

over-biased Cla11s A push-pull. It is this 
over-biasing which results in the reduced 
anode current, although it should be added 
that, as with CI&Sil B, Class ABI generally 
takes a. higher anode current as the input 
to the stage increases. That is, the current 
consumption varies with the . volume of 
the output. 

A representative push-pull circuit is 
given·in Fig. 1, where the valves shown are 
power triodes with directly-heated fila
ments. Each valve is biased separately 
by means of a resistor connected between a 
centre-tapped resistor placed across the 
filament leads and earth. The resistors 
described as centre-tapped should have a 
value of about 50 ohms and should actually 
have a slider so that the electrical centre 
can be found by trial. The value of the bias 
resistors depends, of course, on the valves 
employed; for the PX4 valves previously 
referred to, the recommended bias resistors 
have a value of 1,000 ohms for Class ABI 
amplification. This compares with the 850 
ohms reciimmended when usjng the valves 

resistor in each grid lead ; these are to 
prevent puasitic oscillation and are desir
able in almost every push-pull amplifier. 
The value of 10,000 ohms shown is a good 
average. Stability is further improved by. 
the connection of a .25-megohm resistor 
across each half of the transformer second
ary winding. As previously stated, the two 
valves are individually biased, but in some 
cases-cbiefty when the valves are being 
run well below their maximum anode 
voltag~ single bias resistor may be used, 
this having half the value of that required 
for a single valve, due to the fact that it 
carries double the anode current when it 
feeds both valves. It is, however, best to 
retain the separate biasing in all other 
cases. 

Output Transformer 
When using the arrangement shown, 

the directly-heated output valves must have 
separate filament windings on the mains 
transfonner. An output transformer of the 
push-pull type is shown, and. this should 
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be matched to the valves. As most rcadl'rs 
ar£' aware, the correct ratio for any output 
tmnsformer may be found by dividing 
the required anode load (twice that of each 
valve for push-pull) by the speaker im
pedance and taking the squa,re root of the 
rrsult. It need scarcely be stated that a 
large speaker is necess-ary to handle the 
output from a push-pull amplifier such as 
that, under consideration, and that correct 
matching is extremely important. 

Tetrodes in Class AB Push-pull 
Fig. 2 gives a circuit using a pair of 

power amplifying tetrodes in push-pull. 
It is similar in most respects to that shown 
in Fig. 1, but the valves in this case have 
indirectly-heated cathodes. It will also 'be 
observed that a common bias resistor is 
employed, that there are grid stopper re
sistors, and that 100-ohm stoppers are used, 
in the screening-grid leads. Due to the use of 
indirectly-heated valves it is not necessary 
to have a separate winding on the mains 
transformer for the heaters, provided 
that they are of the same rated L.T. voltage 
as the other valves in the set. 

A simple form of tone compensation is 
used in the form of a .005 mfd. fixed eon
de!llier between each anode and earth. This 
also assists in giving complete stability to 
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Fig. 3.-A method o/ ap
plying negative /eed-back . 
in a push-pull amplifier. 
Only one of the two 
valves is shown, in the 

interests o/ clarity. 

resistor is in series with a fixed condenser 
of about .2 mfd., the condenser being 
connected to the tapping between the 
" earth " end of the input transformer 
secondary and a 10,000- ohm resistor. 
The A.C. voltage developed across the 
resistor is fed into the grid circuit in the 
form of" reversed reaction." 

When using this system it is nesessary 
to use a push-pull transformer with separate 
~secondary windings instead of there being 
a single winding with a centre tapping. 
f!uch transf{)rmers are generally obtainable 
as alternatives to the more usual type, and 
are normally sold at a slightly higher price. 

H.T.+' 

lOOn 

lOOn 

IO,OOOn. 

E H.T.-

Fig. 2.-A pair o/ power tetrodes in push-pull. Pentodes o/ suitable type could be used in 
the same circuit. 

the amplifier. As to the output transformer, 
precisely the same considerations apply as 
in the case previously dealt with. It must 
always be borne in mind that the anode 
current passing through the transformer is 
fairly high, and that a good component 
should be used. This is in spite of the fact 
that the current through the two halves is 
in opposition. 

Using Negative Feed-back 
Although a push-pull amplifier is nor

mally easy to maintain in a stable condi-
1 ion, it is sometimes desirable, when using 
modern high-amplification tetrodes and 
pentodes, to introduce negative feed-back. 
This can be done fairly easily, as shown in 
the simplified circuit given in Fig. 3. In this 

.1 c:asc only one-half of the complete push
pull amplifier is shown for the sake of 
darity ; it will be appreciated that both 
halves are exactly alike. The actual arrange
ment of components is slightly different 
from that shown when dealing with "single
valve amplifiers, since in this case there is 
no grid condenser and therefore the anode 
c·ould not be fed back to the grid through a 
fixed re3istor. Instead, the 100,000-:~hm 

BOOKS RE£EIVED 
CONVERSION TABLES: METRES TO 
KILOCYCLES. Published by H. U. Van 
Rood Technical Publications. 64 pages. 
Price Is. 6d., post free, from Radio Society 
of Great Britain, 16, Ashridge Gardens, 
London, N.l3. 

THIS useful little booklet, which is in 
vest-pocket form, contains conversion 

tables for metres to kilocycles, and covers 
the whole range of 1 to 29,990 metres. The 
columns in the table are interchangeable, 
or in otper words wavelength and frequency 
being reciprocal, 50 metres corresponds to 
6,000 kc/s, and 50 kc/s to G,OOO metres, and 
so on. Radio experimenters will find this 
a handy reference book . 

ELEMENTARY HANDBOOK FOR WIRE· 
LESS OPERATORS. By W. E. Cro()k, 
A.M.I.E.E. Published by Sir Isaac Pitman 
and Sons, Ltd. -102 pages. Price 4s. net. 

IT is often apparent that the beginner in 
radio cannot " see where he is going," 

and bearing this in mind the author of this 
book has endeavoured to remove the 
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Reference has not been made to the 
wattage rating of the various resistors, but 
the same considerations apply a.s were out
lined last month. Thus, all the stopper and 
negative feed-back resistors could be of -l 
watt, whilst the rating of the others should 
be calculated by the simple method, based 
on Ohm's Law, which was explained in the 
preceding article. 

Effect of Anode Voltage 
It has been mentioned above that push· 

pull is very useful when a large output 
is reQ_uired while using a comparatively low 
H.T. voltage. This will more readily be 
appreciated when it is consiQered that a 
representative power output valve may be 
rated as providing an A.C. output of 5 
watts on 350 volts, 3 watts on 250 volts, 
and 2 watts on 200 volts. If a practical 
limit were set on the permissible H.T. 
voltage, by the mains transformer in an 
existing set for example, and an output of 
5 watts were required, the most satisfactory 
method of obtaining it would probably 
be to use push-pull, when the required 
output could be obtained when using 
about 200 volts H.T. These figures do not 
relate to any particular valve, but give an 

. indication as to what might 'be expected. 
There is, of course, a practical limit to the 
pennissible reduction in H.T. voltage 
without great sacrifice in efficiency, btit, 
with most valves--especially triodes-there 
is a good deal oflatitude with regard to the 
working H.T. voltage. 

In a case such as that cited above, how
ever, it is possible that it would prove 
more convenient to use a pentode or tetrodc 
with high mutual conductance in place of 
the push-pull stage. In general, that would 
be a satisfat·tory ~olution only when 
quality reproduction is not of first import
ance. 

diftlculty by presenting to the reader 1\ 

general view of radio communication with 
an introduction to its technique, thu8 to 
enable him to tackle. more comprehensivP 
books later on. This useful book shouhl 
appeal to all prospective ra\fio t>peratoni 
\\ ith the Services. 

DEAD RECKONING NAVIGATION. Bv 
W. J. D. Allan and William Alexander. 
Published by Gcorge Alien and Unwin, 
Ltd., 100 pages. Price 2s. 6d. net. 

DURING recent years the increasing 
speed of o.ircraft has involved the 

introduction of a· new technique, full 
details of which are embodied in this handy 
volume. The term dead reckoning cove1s 
most navigational problems other than 
those associated with direction-finding 
wireless ahd celestial observations. It is 
sometimes spoken of as pilotage, and it plays 
a very importal\t part in the navigation 
of all types of aircraft. In this book 1hc 
authors deal with each type of problem 
in a simple and straightforward manner, anrl 
several exam pies are given for exercise, most 
of which are illustrated by line drawings. 
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A Radiogram Wireless Link 
Two Novel Units for the Experimenter 

THE wireless link in radio-gramophones 
is a new development originating in 
America, though there is nothing 

new in the fundamentals employed. 
The main points are that with a turn

table, a gramophone.pick-up, and a simple 
auxiliary circuit, gramophone music can be 
picked up by any receiver in the house. 
Even if the receiver is .not fitted with 
piek-up terminals the scheme will work, 
since it is not necessary to disturb the 
wiring in any way. 

Auxiliary Circuit 
The following notes are intended to assist· 

readers who wish to make up the simple 
auxiliary circuit, which is really a miniature 
transmitter. The circuit transforms the 
audio impulses of the pick-up into a 
modulated high-frequency carrier of weak 
power, which can be detected by ·an 
ordinary wireless receiver up to distances 
of 30 feet or so. rhe gramophone music is 
tuned in just like a broadcasting 

4

station, 

Fig. I.-Theoretical circuit, using 
/requency-changer valve. 

which it apparently resembles in strength. 
Fig. 1 shows the ,theoretical circuit 

employed. It will be seen that a heptode 
frequency-changer valve, as used in a 
superheterodyne receiver, is used, and 
curiously enough it still plays the part of 
an oscillator-modulator, though· in a 
different way to that in a superhet receiver. 
It will be seen that the pick-up is connected, 
through a transformer, to the first, grid, 
where it modulates the electron stream at 
low frequency. The second grid is non
nected to H.T. positive at lOO volts. Grids 
three and five, which form the screening
grids of the valve, are connected to about 
60 or 70 volts positive, which is the normal 
voltage for this class of valve. The fourth 
grid, which comes out at the top cap of the 
valve, forms the radiating electrode, and 
is tuned by the coil and condenser as shown 
in Fig. I. High-tension is supplied to the 
anode-of the valve through a,n H.F. choke. 
The reaction winding, necessary to maintain 
the valve in a state of oscillation, is also 
connected to the anode, and thence by way 
of a reaction condenser to the point ofleast 
votential, i.e., L.T. -. 

Operation 
To use the arrangement, connect about 

lOft. of wire as an aerial, and if a low 
reading milliammeter is available place it in 
series with the H.F. choke. Now rotate the 
reaction condenser until the reading shows 
a sharp reduction, indicating that the 
valve is now oscillating. Switch on the 
receiver and set it at a point where no 

station is operating, and rotate the tuning 
condenser of the gramo. unit until a rushing 
sound is heard. This indicates that trans
mitter and receiver are in tune. It is help
ful, if the receiver has a reaction control, 
to make the receiver oscillate temporarily, 
when a whistle will be heard when the 
transmitter and receiver are approximately 
in tune. Now ease oft' the reaction control 
on the receiver and adjust its tuning knob 
whilst music is coming through from the 
pick-up. The reason for not reversing the 
process, that is, setting the gramo unit 
haphazardly, and then picking it up on 
the receiver, is that one must have a •· clear 
channel'' free from any interfering station 
if a heterodyne is to be avoided. 

With stations having less than a lO 
kilocycle separation on the medium waves 
it is by no means easy to find a clear 
channel after dark, though it is easy in 
daylight. The long waves should prove 
suitable in this respect, particularly towards 
the bottom of the long-wave band. For this 
reason a dual-wave coil can be used in the 
gramo unit, and it is then a simple matter 
to switch from one wave to the other. 

For those who want the best possible 
results there is much to be said for the 
employment of the ultra-short waves as a 
radiogram wireless link. Here there will 
be no heterodynes, and ·much superior 
reproduction will be obtained if a good pick
up is used, particularly if the receiver has 
been designed with a view to first-class 
reproduction. The sound part of television 
receivers, and those receivers designed to 
receive the sound part of the television 
service, come under this heading. 

On Ultra-short Waves 
A gramo unit to operate on a wavelength 

of 5-7.5 metres is shown in Fig. 2. As will 
be seen it is very simple, but due care must 
be taken in the lay-out to get extra short 
leads and wiring. The valve should pre
ferably be mounted on a pillar or turned 
on its side in order to get the valve-holder 
terminals close up to the condensers and 
coils. The coils themselves are eaeh of 
three turns on a lin. former, and the 
aerial coil is adjustable in relation to the 
other coils. This can be <lone by mounting 

MICROPHONES 
RAILWAY 

AT LONDON 
STATIONS 

One of the women microphone announcers who 
have taken over from men at London main line 
1tations. Our ll/ll$tration shows the woman all" 

nouncer at Paddington. 

the coil former on its side and having the 
aerial coil on a small sep~rate former, 
which can be moved to or from the other 
coils. It will be appreciated that the best 
results will be obtained by using proper 
ultra-short-wave coil formers such as those 
made of ceramic or other material having 
good qualities !iS a dialectric at the ex
tremely high fre_quencies employed in this 
circuit. 

De-basing the Valve 
It will not be necessary to de-base the 

valve in order to get it into the oscillating 
condition. The circuit, which is the split 
Colpitts type, is a ready oscillator at these 
high frequencies. Needless to say, a com
paratively " young'' valve ·should be used, 
however, as good emission is a prime 
essential ; an old valve may have fallen 
off in this respect. 

The valve may be an L.F. or driver 
type, having an impedance of from 6,000 

! • 120vt-
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Fig. 2.-(ircuit diagram o/ a gramo. unit to 
operate on the U.S. W. 

to 10,000 ohms. The Ferranti driver tyre 
L2, due to its construction and the way the 
electrodes are placed low down in the bulb, 
can be recommended as suitable. A true . · 
power valve is undellira.ble, as is also an 
earth connection in either of the gramo. 
units described. · 

BAND-SPREAD WITH 
PERMEABILITY TUNING 

IT is now becoming apparent that tuning 
by variation of inductance instead of 

by variable capacity has certain advantages. 
The lay-out of the receiver chassis is simpli
fied and the cost of the tuning element can 
be reduced, particularly by using a variable 
inductance of the variable permeability 
type in which a suitable core of magnetic 
material is moved inside a solenoid. 

This type of tuning inductance lends 
itself conveniently to use in an all-wave 
receiver with band-spread. The tuning 
inductance can take care of the medium
wave band, and can easily be arranged to 
cover the long-wave band by the connec
tion of a suitable fixed capacity in shunt. 
On short waves the tuning inductance can 
be used to provide fine ttming in the spread 
bands by) connecting sUitable values of 
fixed inductance and capacity in shunt so ae 
to centre the tnning range in the frequency 
ranges required, the ratio of the fixed in
ductance to the fixed capacity being so 
chosen that the desired tuning range is 
provided by the tuning inductance. 
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ONVO 
Special Requests . ' 

OF all the corre;ponden~e whicl_1 s~ruggiP~ 
for existence on a JOurnalist s cll'sk .. 

and particularly corre~pond?nce whic~h 
struggles for existence m pnnt, none IS 

more prolific at the present time than that 
which makes an appeal. These . appeals 
take various forms ; someone wishes to 
sell some back issues, another has some 
wireless parts for disposal, whil~t there are 
always those who want a partwular c~m
ponent not now made. The most touchmg 
appeals, of course, colll:e from enth~1si~sts 
in th6 services living m remote distncts 
and who are without ·wireless. Un
fortunately in these days of paper shortage 
and small periodicals the space is not 
available for them to be printed. Were 
space available, preferene? would . un
doubtedly be given to those m the servJCes. 

. So many -of them are being received that 
the paper would be filled with .them. T.he 
War Office, as was announced m an earher 
issue has undertaken certain arrangements 
rega;ding the supply of receivers for the 
troops and direct approach should be 
made 'to the Commanding Officer of the 
Regiment concerned .. Requests for c<?m
ponents, back issues which are out of prmt, 
or announcements that second-hand com
ponents -are for sale ca~1ot be printei;l. 
The Miscellaneous Advertisements of this 
journal have been specially PI"?~uced at· but 
a tithe of the normal advertismg rates to 
meet the needs of those who have something 
to sell or who wish to buy, Readers will 
appreciate the difficulty. If such appeals 
were made in the editorial pages we 
should have to treat every reader alike, 
and there would be little, if any space 
left for articles and features ; and, after 
all readers buy the paper, not to read 
ap~eals, but to read articles. I hope 
readers will understand. 

Hook-up Receivers 

IN response to my recent suggesti~n I have 
received some dozens of deeugfts for 

Hook-up Receivers, and I hope to publish 
a selection of them in the next issue. Books 
will be awarded to the senders of those 
published. The offer is still open. 

Measuring Distances by Radio . 

RISING amidst the waters of the White 
. Sea-part of the Arctic Ocean-is a 
group of islands by the c~rious na~e ?f 
"Wandering Islands." This appellatiOn IS 
very appropriate, as no two maps agree 
on their exact position. Each of the 
numerous explorers who attempted to 
settle the matter fixed the-situation of the 
group differently : the. islands "~ove~" 
to a new position. This was the situatiOn 

·until the summer of 1940, whjW an 
expedition of three scie~tists-radio
physicists-came to the White Sea on a 
hydrographic vessel, named The West, to 
make another attempt to char£ the position 
of the Wandering Islands in relation to the 
mainland. They employed a strange n~w 
apparatus, with the aid of which they studied 
the sea routes and compiled charts to make 
navigation in Arctic. waters safe. And !:he 
scientists made their measurements with 
extreme rapidity and ease, but the ·captain 
of the vessel remained convinced that the 
results obtained were no more precise than 
preyious data. 

One night in September last found the 
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e.xpedition steering a course through a 
dense fog. Cruising in the " pea soup " 
fog The West was making for the nearest 
port to spend the night. Somewhere along 
the ship's course lay a g~oup o~ roeky 
islands known as the Stolbov1yt' Lud1. The 
vessel steered a course which, according 
to the pNot, would avoid all da,ugcr of 
piling up on the rocks. Suddenly t~e 
three physicists rushed up to tht> c.aptam 
with the alarming news that the sh1p was 
steering straight for the isla~ds. The~y 
had determined this with the aid of their 
new apparatus:- B~t th~ captain o~ly 
smiled. He had no mtentwn of wandermg 
around in circlt>s because of some unknown 
apparatus. )\nd, glancing at the map, he 
turned the helm slightly to keep the ship 
exactly to her course through the demc 
fog. " Land ahead " came a sudden ery 
from the look-out. Bells clanged, orders 
rang out and the motors rQared into rev'e~se 
as the screw churned the waters WI~h 
terrific force. The ship came to a standstill 
a few yards from the forbidding rocks. 

How the Apparatus Operates 

THE apparatus tested in the Whi~e 
Sea has come to be known as a radio 

dist.ance-meter. Invented by the Soviet 
scientists Professors N. Papalexi and L. 
Mandelst~m, it employs radi? w~ves to 
measure distances. The radio distance
meter consists of two special receiving 
and transmitting s~ts situated . at . two 
points the distance between whwh IS to 
be m~asured. Radio waves of exactly
known wavelengths are remitted from C?ne 
set and receh•ed by the other, from whwh 
they are relayed back to their source. This 
is done to determine how many wavelengths 
fit into the distance being measured. But 
the difficulty lies in the fat;Jt tha~ th~s 
cannot He done directly. However, If this 
procedure is repeated, employing a. radio 
wave of slightly different length th~ seco_nd 
time (by changing the wavelength m w~ch 
the set is operated), it then becomes possible 
to determine the number of waves that fit 

·~ur 1Roll of merit 
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LENGTH 
into the distance by comparing the result!. 
of both measurements. With the aid ofs?mE 
simple meamrements and calculat10m 
based on the knowledge of the velocity of 
radio waves the distance is determined 
precisely. . . 

Employing such a radiO distance-met.er 
a captain of a vessel· can always deter
mine his position without using a compass or 
any other navigation instruments. Two 
radio relaying stations are l?~ated ~t. fixe.d 
points on land and the ship s positiOn IS 

found as the point of intersection of two 
arcs whose radii are the distances from the 
ship to the aforementioned sta:tions .. 

The principle of the method IS so simple 
that at first it seems hard to understand 
why it was not employed before. But even 
a cursory examination· of the complex 
apparatus answers thi~ question. It. is so 
highly perfected that It works as easily. as 
the simplest tool: the process of recordmg 
the number of wavelengths is almost com
pletely automatic, and the results are 
unparalleled for their precision. The 
apparatus fills a big g;ap ; it ~npp)ics science 
with a new and rarnd-workmg mstrnment 
for measuring long distances. It is un
necessary to speak of the gre~t useful~~ss 
of this radio distance-meter m compiling 
maps and charts, in charting air routes, 
and so on. 

Broadcasting· Without a Microphone 

A CORRESPONDENT writes as follows: 
" The lively music of a guitar met 

me when I entered the Acoustics Laboratory 
at the Moscow Conservatory of Music. The 
guitarist, I was told, was on the air, but 
the scene in the laboratory resembled 
anything bqt a radio broadcast. At the 
other end of the laboratory two other 
musicians were discussing something in 
rather loud voices. A third was tuning up 
a violin. I looked in perplexity at the 
guitar player, and I was suddenly struck 
by something distinctly odd ; . t~ere was no 
microphone before the musiCian ! Just 
then the guitarist finished. The announcer 
called for silence. There was a sudden 
hush he switched on his table microphone 
at the far end of the room, and introduced 
the next number. He then switched his 
microphone ofl', the guitarist. ~egan bis 
next piece, and the other musici.ans, after 
listening a second, resumed therr conver
sation and violin tuning. 

"That my curiosity was aroused would be 
putting it quite mildly. ~ut the announcer 
did not satisfy me·; he simply assured me 
that this was a bona fide broadcast and 
then he directed my attention to the secret: 
the guitar. I smutinised the instrument 
closely. I saw nothing unusual, at first, 
except for a wire leading a "'ay from it. Yet 
this wire as • I learned later, was what 
made bn:adcasting without a microphone 
possible. . . 

" The ordinary broadeastmg microphone 
has one :n:lain drawback : it is not selective. 
It picks up sounds promis?~9usly. An~ all 
the sounds or noises stnkmg the m!cro
phone are amplified. This is annoying to 
the radio listener, particularly when the 
broad east is from the stage of a . conem t 
hall. MoreoveJ;, the microphone make~ it 
necessary to effect a doUble transformation 
-from sound to electrical energy and baek 
again-and somewhat distorts the sound of . 
an instrument." 
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The Relay and Its Uses 
The Construction and Operation of Various Types pf Relay 

Simply Explained 

T HE home-constructor and experi
menter is not always aware of the 
many useful operations which may 

be performed by means of a relay. Relays 
suitable for amateurs' use are often offered 
for sale in the columns of this journal, and 
may be obtained quite cheaply. -

A relay consists basically of a coil of wire 
wound on suitable- magnetic material, and 
so arranged that when a current is passed 
it will pull towards it an armature (Fig. 1). 
The armature bears on springs (not 
shown) which it pushes towards or away 
from other springs, thus making or break
ing contact between them. 

Spring Sets 
Spring sets may be of three types : 

" make," consisting of two springs which 

coil of t'he same nature as the first is also 
sometimes wound on the core. It may be 
used as a " polarising winding" -if a steady 
current flows through the polarising winding 
the relay will be operated. Current in the 
main winding will then, in one direction, 
have no effect, and in the other will cause 
the relay to go back to its normal position. 
This may also be done by making the core 
of material which readily retains its mag
netism, and magnetising it powerfully. 

For Remote Control 
The relay is obviously a very useful 

instrument in the field of remote control, 
and Fig. 4 shows a simple circuit by means 
of which a receiver, or other apparatus, 
may be Rwitched on or off from a distance. 
The relay coil is connected in series with the .. 

---------~~---------(~>)Make Fig. I (Left).- Dia
gram of a simple_ 

relay. "-
----:-"'·-·~-----Fig. 2 (Right). - {b) e,..ak 

Illustrating the dif· 
/erent types of sPring- £4 ••• 

set relays. ·~-:.eo-------
Armature ~Change over 

are brought together when the relay line to the distant poin.t and a battery, and 
opera~s · " break " two sprino-s which on closing the switch, the relay operates and 
separate; or "cha'nge-over." Ae change-· the receiv_er is switched ~n. The disadvan
over set consists of three springs, one of tage of this arran~ement ~s t_hat the b!l'ttery 
which can make contact with the other two · must be left runnmg contmuously while the 
it makes contact with one of them when th~ receiver is on. This is overcome in the man
relay is not operated, and the other one when ner shown in Fig. '5, in which case a polarised 
it is. These different types of spring-sets 

-----""1'-----::t_ 
tont11cts J ""!"'+ 

\ : . -~ i 
-- : 

: i 
! ~ .... 

Fig. 7.-Method of ming a relay .for protecting 
bias supply. 

have a broadcast receiver on A.C. inains, 
but be doing some work on short-wave gear 
running from batteries. The mains can be 
arranged with a proper double-pole switch 
and indicator lamp near the door, so it is 
fairly easy to make certain that these arc 
turned off. It is very difficult, however, 
to be sure that all the battery supplies have 
been turned off. A neat remedy for this is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. A small transformer 
is connected across the A.C. supply, and 
across the secondary of this is connected a 
relay in series with a rectifier. One pair of 
contacts of the relay opens the H.T. 
battery circuit, the other 'pair the L.T. 
circuit. Thus it is only necessary to turn 
off the mains switch to be sure that all 
power supplies are disconnected. · 

One further use of the relay may be 
mentioned. Sometimes separate H-;T. and 
bias supplies are used, and in some cases 
it may be very dangerous to apply H.T. 
even for a second without bias. In that case 
a relay may be connected as shown in Fig. 7. 

are shown in Fig. 2. Change-over spring-sets --o 1~,__--1,_ ____ _ 
7: dr--may also be arranged so that the pair of 

contacts which are about to make do so 0 
before those which are about to break. In ~r ~ __, 
this case the set is said to be of the" make-~----- - • ----1----- I 
before-break". type. Nam Sontch 

Springs are equipped with contacts at 
the points where they touch. These must be ·-- -- • ---- -----
of suitable material, such that a proper Slug__.,; 7rtm:~ttormer 

.Rw~~,; 
Contact$ 

~F: I ...) .. 
~ "o-.. ... -r low resistance contact be made, and also 

they must be able to withstand any arcing 
that takes place when the springs separate. 
They are usually of gold, silver, or platinum, 
though for relays bearing heavier currents 
at higher voltages, tungsten. is frequently 

Fig. 3.-A slugged relay. Fig. 6.-Circuit showing lww a relay is used. for automatic 
power supply canlrol. · 

used. 
Relays are often "slugged." A slugged 

relay is one which remains operated for a 
short time after voltage has been removed 
from its coil. Slugging is effected either by 
mounting a large copper ring or a closed 
winding at one end of the relay coil (Fig. 3). 
When current is dying in the ordinary 
coil, large currents are induced in the slug 
which tend to preserve the magnetism ofthe 
<'ore and keep the relay operated. A second 

l.-----·--·-·----------, 

~--··········j._,__ ____ ___, 
Battery 

relay and two press buttons are used. The 
"on" button causes the relay to operate, 
and being polarised, it stays operated. 
But the '' off '' button sends current ,round· 
in the opposite direction, destroys the 
magnetism, and causes the relay t,o release. 

Power Supply Control 
Another field of service for the relay is 

in that of safety, or economy. It is extremely 
common in the workshop to have more than 
·one power s.y. For example, one might 

To Apparatus to 
be controlled Fig. 4.-A simple remote 

conlrol circuit. 

~ ~ ···-------~,.5--h·~.____l-
~---······- ------- --------------

Fig. 5.-An improved 

version of tire circuit 

shown. in Fig. 4, using 

a polarised relay. 

Pol~>nsed Relay 

Until the bias supply is on the H.T. circuit 
is broken, and hence no H.T. can be applied 
without bias. 
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P.A. EQUIPMENT - 3 
The Design and Working of Microphone Amplifiers---- By "SERVICE" 

AMPLIFIERS employed for P.A. work 
are _ ~enetally very simple and 

_ . straigh~forward. Tll,ey are, naturally, 
desr~ned to gr~e as big~ a quality repro
du<:tion as posstJ:>le;--and m many ca11es use 
resiStance-capacity coupling throughout in 
~he case of amplifiers having a single valve 
m the output stage, but where push-pull 
valves are employed good quality trans
formers are used. 

Fader and Mixer 
Our first considerations, therefore, will 

be to examine the various volume and 
tone control arrangements incorporated in 
P.A. amplifiers, and as it is wise to start 
a~- first principles we will examine a very 
srmple fader and mixer arran~ent- which 
can control the inputs from two sources 
and feed the resultant signal to an amplifier. 

Fig. 1 illustrates th most simple fad€1r 
' and mixer device 

which will control 
the output from 
t w o microphones. 
It will be seen that 
it comprises a po
tentiometer w i t h 
the microphone M. I 
connected between 
terminals ·1 and 2 
al),d the second 
microphone, M.2, 
connected to ter
minals 2 and 3 of 
the potentiometer. 
" S" is the moving 

External and internal views Q{ a 4-way input, 
douhle-channel mixer panel. ·Note the triple unit 

. volume control. 

The advan\IIJe of transformer couplings, slider and " R " is the resistance element 
of course, is the voltt~-ge step-up obtainable of the ·potentiometff. 
between .the primary anq. secondary, thus It will be appreciated that when "S" 
enabling a very large output valve or valves ·is right round; and up against terminal 1, 
to be driven from a comparatively small microphone M.l is short circuitedand there
L.F. amplifier. With resistance-capacity fore its output is not applied to any portion 

. coupling there is no amplification except of the potentiometer element and only 
that directly from the valves themselves. .the output from microphone M.2 is passed 

The designer of P.A. amplifiers must on to ~he amplifier at full volume. 
produce an arrangement which will give as When " S " is rotated towards terminal 3 
true a reproduction as possible of the the short circuit is progressiyely reduced 
signal fed into the amplifier because he while the resistapce across microphone M.2 
probably does not know where .the equip- is decreased so that tl}e signal from it is 
mentwillbeusedwithregardtothe~coustic attenuated. Thus, the programme from 
Properties of the building· in which the M.l will be superimposed upon M.2, and 
loudspeakers will be operating. When will increase in strength, w_hile the pro
designing an amplifier to work in a cabinet gramme from M.2 decreases m strength. 
with its loudspeaker, the designer .can' When the slider "S" is exactly half
arrange fo:t: the chokes ·and transformers 
to emphasise or attenuate any band of 
frequencies he likes, so as to augment or 
compensate for any specia,l acoustic charac
teristics of the cabinet and the loud
speaker. 

-The straightforward P.A. amplifier, how
ever, must be capable of giving just the 
right type of reproduction to suit any 
environment of the loudspeaker. Therefore, 
the designer will endeavour to make his 
amplifier have a straight-line ·frequency 
response, and will incorporate appropriate 
t<me controls to ena.ble complete control 
to be obtained of both ends of the frequency 
response. Thus the operator can alter the 
rc.n-oduction to meet ehanging conditions. 

Figs. 3 and 4.:-Dia· 
grams illrutrating the 
principle o/ constant 
impedance v o I u me 

control. 

way round the potentiomcter the value of 
the signal to the amplifier will comprise 
exactly 50 per cent. of M. I and 50 per cent. 
of M.2 programmes. As the slider is 
rotated, M.2 programme will die out, M.l 
programme will .increase to full value until 
finally, with" S" right up against terminal 
3, microphone .M.2 will be virtually out of 
circuit or, rather, short-circuited. · 

This arrangement, while it helps to 
explain the fundamental principles of 
fading, is not of much practical use because 
one cannot- obtain, when desired, a low 
background of M.l to M.2, with the latter 
at, say, half volume. For example,' taking 
the output of the two microphones as 
lOO per ce:~~.t., it is only possible to have, 
say, 20 per cent. of one and 80 per cent. 
of the other,. or 40 -per cent. of one and 
60 per cent. of the other, but nev!'r is it 
possible to obtain just 20 per cent. of each 
of the outputs from the two microphones. 

For this reason it is generally arranged 
to h/lve a volume control for each micro
phone, and for the fading to be acccm
plished manually • by rotating the two 
controls in opposite directions and, when 
required, leaving them in any desired 

Fig. 2.-A more practical arrangement o/ Fi$. I. 
wing a separate constant impedance volume control 

/or each microphone. 

position, as may be the case when it is 
desired to have a constant quiet back
ground of music to accompany announce
ments or dialogue. 

The next important consideration is that 
of correct matching between the micro
phones and the!. amplifier input circuit no 
matter what volume is required. If this 
is not attended to, quaJity as well as volume 
will be changed-as the control is rotated. 

Fig. 2 sb-ows the circuit diagram of a 
tWJ;J-way mixer with constant impedance 
arrangement for each of the microphones. 
Eaeh contrpl unit comprises three variable 
resistances in tandem connected on a 
common shaft'. In Fig. 2, V.R.l, V.R.2, 
and V.R.3, are the three units on the.control 
affecting microphone M.l, while V.R.IA, 

Maximum 
volume 

Minimum 
=volume 

• 



• 
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VR.2A, and V.R3Aarethetltreeresistanccs The contt·ol panel may be part of the rack 
in the control unit affecting microphone M.2. equipment of a large installation, but in 

· · small amplifiers the attenuator and tone 
Constant Impedance Volume Con- controls are built-in with the amplifier on 

trol similar lines to the 10-watt amplifier illus-
How the volume control presents a con- trated in the first article in this series. 

stant impedance to the matching trans- More especially is this arrangement suit
former will be appreciated from a study of able in cases where the microphones are a 
Figs. 3 and 4. The three elements of the long way from the main amplifier. Because 
triple volume control are designated l, 2, 3 of the long run of microphone cables with 
and the slider "S" (which really incor- ·consequent attenuation,, microphone ampli
porates three sliders). fiers would be necessary, and it would 

In the position of the volume control generally be arranged to have the fading 
shown i~;Fig. 3 it will, be seen that the and mixing controls on the panel built into 
resultant resistance is lOO ohms across the the microp)llfne amplifier. · 
microphone and the transformer. This is Such an arrangement would be used at 
the maximum volum~ position. Of course, the side of the stage on which there might 
the values given here, although suitable for· be three microphones, one of which would 
certain types of microphones, would be be for the orchestra and another for the 
different for other types, but this does nq:t actors, and the third for the compere at the 
affect the operation of the device. side of the stage. . The co;p.troller sitting 

In Fig. 4, the sliders have been brought at the microphone amplifier could. watch 
,to the other end of the element, and in this the various turns in co-operation with 

• position it will be seen that there is a. resist- the compere and fade in and out the 
ance of 100 ohms in the microphone circuit, microphones as required. 

Microphon• 

)I 

R<Jdio input.j+ ~m input 

Fig. 5.-A comprehensive fader, mixer and lone control unit (unessential details omitted). 

and lOO ohms in the transformer pri,mary. Microphone Amplifiers 
circuit, but that the junction of these two Microphone amplifiers must be very 
systems is shorted to the opposite ~ide of carei'ully designed with regard to back
the circuit, thereby preventing the· trans- ground noises, especially hum. Where 
fe1ence of energy from the microphone to an installation is designed on more or less 
the transformer. portable lines to be hired out for work at all 

At all intermediate positions of the manner of locations, the microphone ampli
volume control slider there will be a total of fier may be a self-contained battery-oper
.100 ohms in the microphone and trans- ated unit. It does not matter then if the 
former circuits. When at half volume, for microphones are at some distance froJU a 
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Valve Mixers 
In order to bring all input, channels to 

more or less the same level for fading pur
poses, and to maintain a constant impedance 
and load on the input circuit of the main 
amplifier, valve mixers are often employed. 
Each input has its own valve-amplifying 
stage which feeds -into the final stage of the 
mixer v-ia a master voiume control. 

Fig. 5 is a typical circuit of this type 
of m'ixer. The three microphone inputs 
being of a lower level than the radio and 
gramophone inputs have an additional 
stage of amplification. All these· various 
inputs may be · mixed, faded, or super
imposed as desired in any degree, and the. 
restdtant mhrture controlled by the master 
volume contrpl for feeding to the power 
amplifiers. 

Tone Controls 
Unlike small amplifiers and the L.F. 

stages of radio receivers, the cpmponents 
of power amplifiers are subjected to very 
high voltages, and even the grid circuits 
may have high potentitls applied to them. 
Consequently the simyle tone control 
devices met with across the output trans
formers of domestic equipment cannot be 
tolerated in large amplifiers and control 
of tone is carried out in the early stages of 
an installation. Generally an extra stage 
of low gain amplification is used in which 
the required tone or frequency control 
may be exercised, and· this stage is in
corporated in the mixer or microphone 
amplifier so that all controls are centralioed. 

In this. way all the various inputs may 
be tone corrected and the volume adjusted 
as required. The , la.tter adjustment is 
generally necessary every time the tone 
controls are altered, due to the effect of the 
tone control circuits on the gain of t};e 
amplifier. 

It is general practice to provide two 
separate tone controls, one for bass and one 
for brilliance-, so that any required balance 
of tone m.ay be obtained to suit the iHtmt 
signal and the acoustics of the. place in 
which the loudspeakers are operating. 

A typical tone control stage is shown in 
the last stage of the, circuit of Fig. 5. 
V.R.l and 0.2 are.the components of the 
brilliancy control. The . condenser, 0.2, ' 
by-passes the higher freqtlencies to earth 
when the variable resistance v.R.l is at 
minimum resistance, but as the control is 
rotated to bring in more and m<A:e resist
ance, the effect of C.2 becomes less and less 
so that very little top note loss is observed 
with the control at maximum. In ge:Q.eral 
practice, of course, the control will be 
wired up to give a top note cut as it is 
rotated in a clockwise direction, so that at 
the minimum position with regard to 
brilliance control as indicated on 'the 
panel of the amplifiet· the .control will be 
at maximum resistance. 

· example, there wilL be _50 ohms resistance mains supply point or the mains supply 
in the two resistance elements and 50 ohms very" rough," the signal delivered to the 
in the shunt elements, thus giving a total power amplifiers will be free from extrane
resistance of lOO ohms in each circuit with ous noises, and any special smoothing 
50 ohms as the coupling resistance. arrangements or hum-control can be 

incorporated in the main amplifiers. Bass Control 
Fader Unit 

Instead of microphones, the output of 
record-playing desks or a radio receiver 
may be used to provide the programme to 
be amplified and di(itributed by the P.A. 
system, and where a dual nhannel network 
is arranged to give alternative programmes 
from four inputs that can be used to pro
vide alternative programmes to each of the 
two channels. A fader unit for such a 
purpose may be seen in the accompanying 
photographic illustrations. By means of 
the four switches, and after the attc!Riators 
h:we beeii. rotated to " minimum" posi
tions, the required programme is switched 
in at the appropriate moment and the 
attenuator then rotated to bring up the 
programme to the required volume level. 

In some cases the microphone amplifier V.R.2 and 0.3 in Fig. 5 are the corn-
is fed with iJ.T. and l'[T. by means of a ponents of the bass control. C.l is the 
multiple cable which also contains the normal coupling condenser between the 
speech leads. This arrangement is useful two stages, and its capacity is large enough 
where it is desired to switch the microphone to pass the lowest frequencies required. 
amplifier on and off from the main ail;lplifier By putting 0.3 in series with it, and if the 
location, and where no monitoring is capacity of C.3 is equal to that of 0.2, the 
required at the microphone position. An- effective capacity is halved, so that there 
example would be a microphone in a belfry is an attenuation- of the lower frequencies. 
from which the sound of bells would be V.R.2 controls the effect of C.3. When 
relayed at certain times. The microphone it is at its minimum resistance C.3 will be 
amplifier up iu the belfry near the micro- short-circuited, and a.t that position of the 
phone would be switched on, about ten control full bass will be reproduced. As 
minutes befare it was needed, to thorortghly the control is rotated and more and more 
warm up ; then, at -the 'appropriate time the resistance brought into action the effect 
fader and volume controls on the main of 0.3 is progressively increased, with a 
amplifier would be adjusted to the correct consequent suppression .of the lower 
position as determined by previous register: 
experience, (Contin11ed on page JOB) 
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An Improved Remote ContrpL System 
The Application of A.F.C. to Remotely-control_led Receivers 

IN a radio receiver provided with motor
operated pre-selector tuning mechaniilm, 
it is sometime~ found desirable to 

introduce automatic frequency control or · 
so-called " pull-in tuning" to counteract 
slight ihaccuracics in the stopping positions 
of the tup.ing member. If, as is usually 
the case, the receiver is also provided with 
a manually-operated tuning control, it is 
desirable to cut out the A.F.C. during 
manual tuning to avoid " pulling " during 
this operation. When the station-selecting 
switches, usually push-buttons, al'e mounted 
on the receiver, this presents no special 
difficulty. for a switch controlling A.F.C. 
can be coupled to the ''.manual '' or 
change-over switch (or switches) which is 
operated to co]ldition the receiver for eitJ;er 
manual or pre-set tuning. In many 
modem receivers wave-band switching ill 
accomplished by the operation of push
button switches, and the wave-change 
and s:ation-selecting push-buttons .·are 
mechanically latched by a common bar ; 

.the depression of any station-seleeting 
push-button thus releases the wave-chang(' 
buttol}.B, and the . A.F.C. control switch 
can conveniently be associated with the 

_ wave-changing switches, so that it operates 
only when all of them are open. 

If the station-selecting push-buttons, or 
an additional set of button~, are remotely 
situated, the remote pu~h-buttons and the 
local wave-band .selecting or the '" manual" 
buttons cannot ·be mechanically inter
latched, and the problem arises as to how 
to re-introduce A.F.C. and release a 
wave-band selection button or" manual, 
button from the remote point after a manual 
tuning operation. 

Relay-operated System 
This can be accomplished electrically 

by the use of relays. Thus, all the local 
push-buttons at the receiver can be-latched 
together mechanically so that actuation 
of any one of these battons ·will cause any 
other button in the group to be released,. 
and in addition an unlatehing relay can be 
provided for releasing this latch when a 
remote push-button is. operated. In t}Je 
0ase of the remote push-buttons a latching 

' rela~ can be provided which will hold a 
depressed button down until the tuning 
operation has been completed, and then 
release it. 

As before, the A.F.C. control switch 
' will be associated with the wave·range· 

selecting push -buttons so that the depression 
of any station-~electing push-button, either 
local or remote, wilt release the wave
change buttons,-l'md thus re-introduce tlie 
A.F.C. circuit. 
· An arrangement of this kind is shown in 

the accompanying circuit diagram of a 
pre-selector tuning unit . that is provided · 
·with banks of push-buttons 1 and 2 · for . 
local and remote control of the receiver 
respectively, ami with station· selecting 
ew_it?hes 3 and 4, aQ.d their respec~!ve 
dnvmg ·motors 5 and 6 for controllrng 
movement of the tuning member and the 
wave-change switch respectively. The 
motor 6 may also be u!led to drive an 
additional selector switch 7 for controlling 
volume from. the remote point by pressing 
one or other of the push-bnttons 8 (which 
cause the volume to be raised and lowered 
respectively) until the required intensity 
of sound is received. The motor 6 is 
normally coupled by an electro-magnetie_ 

clutch (not shown) to the wa'l('e-changing 
selector switch 4, but when one or other 
of the volume-control push-buttons 8 is 
depressed the clutch-relay 9 becomes 
energised, uncouples the wave-change 
selector switch 4 a.nd couples the motor to 
the volume control si' lector switch '7. 

Wave-changing . · 
The station-selector. switch 3 is provided 

with eight · contacts for seleQting eight 
different stations from three ·different 
wave-bands, and the contacts are connected 
by leads to contacts 10 of eight push-button 
switches. Other contacts 11 of these 
switches are connected to the aRPropriate 
contacts 12 o' the wave-range selector 
switch 4. The four contacts 12, reading 
from the top one downw'll.rds, seh·cl; 
respectively the short, medium and long
wave bands, and gramophone reproduction. 

1136 

long-wave contact on selector switch 4, 
j'nd the next eight leads connect cOntacts 
16 of the remote switches to the corres
ponding contacts 10 of the local bank of 
push-button switches 1. The remaining 
leads shown oom:prise tw.o leads to the 
common terminals 18 of the remtJiie push
button switches, a lead to the common 
terminal of the vollUile. ooritrol push
button ~tch 8, and two leads for a remote/ 
loudspeaker 19 which is coupled to an output 
tmnsformer--20. 

Operating Current 
Operating current is obtained from one 

or other .of the transformers 21 and 22; 
transformer 21 supplies current to the 
system at 20 volts when any of the local 
push•button'!l are operated, and transformer 
22 supplies current at 30 volts when any 
of the remote push-buttons are operated. 

Circuit diagram of a pre-SI!leclor · 
tuning unit incorporating th~ relay-

• operated remote control syst~ 
.described in the text. 

1-~ 
~'!!fl~...,q..l~ 
~.
14 

13 ~18 
= --

\ 
Connectfflg 
Plug <Jnd 
Socket 

This is a convenient af11tngement., 
because the latching and un
latching relays 23, . 24 (which are 

These contacts 12 are also connected to the about to be described) and the clutoh 
top four contacts 11 of the band of push- relay '9, which come into operation 
buttons l. These four push-buttons are when tuning and volume control are 
thus for wave-band changing only, while t.he carried out frDm the remote point, require 
eight 'lowel"Ililost push-buttons will select the extra power to be obtained from 
predetermined stations in selected wave- transformer ·22 .. Th~s ttansformer may be, 
bands. Actually, the six lowest buttons permanently connected direct to'the mains, 
have been arranged in the diagram to and the volume· control selector switch 7 
select M.W. stations, and thtJ next two can be arranged to actuate the main switch 
uppermost Buttons L.W. stations. The for the receiver in the extreme position 
A.V.C. switch (not shown) is associated of minimum volume so that the set can 
with. the four wave-changing push-buttons, also be switched on and off from the 
so that it is opened when any one of these remote point. 
buttons is actuated and closed to re- As already mentioned, the local push
introduceA.V.C. whenallthe$ave-changing button S\vitches 1 are mechanically latched 
buttons are "up." by a coiiimon bar which releases . a 

The remote bank of push-button switches depressed button when a1;1other local button 
2 and the vplume control push-buttons is depre.ssed, and the latching bar is also 
are coupled by leads 13 to a t.erminal operated t;o release any local button that 
board 14, and thence by leads 13A -to may be latuhed, when a remote puah
the appropriate contacts of the· selector button is opera.ted; through the agency of a 
apparatus. Thus, the top two leads rel~y. T}Jis relay 24 is provided with two 
connect the volume con~rol push-buttons operating coils, one in each 11\0tor circuit, 
8 to the selector switch 7. The third lead instead of a common coil, because the coil
connects contacts 15 of the six lowermost impedance is high, and a common impedance 
s"witche.s in bank 2 to the ·medium-wave in the motor circuits would reduee the 
contact' in wave-change selector switch 4. power supplied to each motor when they 
The fourth le&d. connects contacts 15 of the. operated simultaneously. . 
two uppermost switches in this bank to the The unlatching relays 24 are connected 
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in the common leads to the remote push
button switches 2 and in series with them 
are two coils of the latching rel~y 23. 

Operating Details 
The driving motors 5·and 6 are reversible, 

and - the selecting switches 3, 4 and 7 
comprise rotating drums of the so-called 
" homing " type. It will be understood 
that the drums are mechanically coupled 
respectively to the spindles of the tuning 
reactance, the•wave-band switch, and the 
volume control of the receiver. 

·The main switch of the receiver m~y be 
closed either ·manug,lly or by depressing 
the "ma~'volume push-button 8 at 

·the remote point. Assuming that all the 
push-buttons are ... up," then the A.F.C. 
switch is closed, and the set is in conditiOn 
for pre-selector tuning. If, 'now, one of the 
local station-selecting buttons (say, the 
bottom one of group 1) is depressed, the 
button is held "' down'' by the' mechanical 
latch and current flows as follows : 

The secondary winding of transformer 21 

The common lead to Jpush-button switches 1 --------' Lowermost contact 10 

I 
Station-selector switch 3 

Lowermost ,contact 11 
. I . 

Station-selector switch 4 

J I 
Motor 5 Motor 0 --------The secondary windi~g of transformer 2.1 

The motors are thus energisefl., and move 
chc tuning reactance and wave-change 
switch to select a predetermined station 
in the medium waveband. 

An operator at the_ remote point -may 
wish to change the station and operates, 
say, the top push-button of the remote bank 
of pdsh buttons 2. eun·ent then flows 
as follows· : 

Secondary winding of transformer 22 --------Unlatching relay 2-! 

I -' 
· Latching relay 23 

I 
Uppermost contact HI 

(of group 2 push-button) 

I 
Uppermost c'-">tact 10 

(of group 1 push-button) 
.-. I 

Station-selector switch ·a 
I 

Motor 5 

Unlatchinf,( relay 24 

I 
Latchiu~ relay 23 

I 
Uppermost contact 15 

(of group 2 push-button) 
. I 

Wave-band selector switch· 4 I . 
Motor 6 1 

I 
---__.;.....:---

Secondary winding of transformer ~2 

Sequel to "The 

\ 
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As a. result the unlatching relay 24 is 
energised to release the local station 
selecting push-button previously depressed, 
the latching relay is energised and holds 
"down" the actuated remot!l push-button 
and the motor~;~ are energised and drive 
the tuning reactance and the wave-band 
switch to select the required station in the 

·long-wave oand. As· soon as the selector 
switches 3 and 4 have ceased to move the 
latching and unlatching relays . 23," 24, 
become de-energised, the remote. push
button is unlatched and returned by 11pring 
pressure to its " off" position. 

If the volume is incorrect the operator 
can actuate one or other ef the push
buttons 8 to increase or decrease the volume 
of sound. When this occur~ a circuit is 
established a,s follows : · 

Secondary of transformer 22 

I 
Clutch rein y 9 

I 
Volume control push-putton 8 

I .. 
. Selector switch 7 . I 

Motor 6 

I 
Secondary of transformer 22 

,. In this case, pressure mu·st be maintained 
on the push-button until the desired volume 
of sound is heard. To switch off the 
receiver the operator ~imply presses the 
" minimum" -volume button until the 
machine is silenced. 

During both the tuning operations 
described any slight inaccuracy in the 
positioning of the tuning reactance is 
correcled by operation of the A.F.C. 
circuits. 

Manual Control 
An operator at the reooiver may now 

wish to control the receiver manually. 
He.selects a desired wave-band by pressing 
one o£ the top four push-buttons of the 
local group, and this action conditions 
the receiver for m~nual tuning, for actuation 
of any wave-band selecting button causes 
the A.F.C. control switch to open. Had one 
of the local station-selecting push-buttons 
(group 1) been down it would have been 
r-el~ased upon actuation of the wave-band 
push-button, due to movement of the 
latching bar. The remote push-buttons 
are, of course, never '' down '' in these 
·circumstances. 

This system has been developed by the 
Designs Department of the Gramophone 
Co., Ltd. 

Battle of Britain" 

·P.A. EQUIPMENT 
(Continu•d from page 306.) 

Contrary to" domestic practice with the 
almost universal control to cut " top" 
and give " mellow'' reproduction, the bass 
cut control is often of far more use in P.A. 
installations to prevent " boominess" in . 
microphony, and to clear up reproduction 
in places prone to reverberation and 
high note absorption. 

Current Supply . 
Although an extra stage of amplification 

for tone-control purposes means more H.T. 
and L.T., it is still often desirable to run 
the -complet"e mixer control amplifier from 
batteries to ensure a perfectly quiet back
ground. However, as/ the stages -<Jf the 
amplifier are resistance-capacity coupled, 
the H.T. current is very low, and with good
capacity accumulators, regularly attended . 
to, maintenance is not troublesome. The • · 
whole equipment may be housed in a 
console type of cabinet with the batteries 
and accumulators at the bottom and with 
the amplifier and sloping control panel 
fitted with a:- lockable lid at the top.· The 
control engineer can sit at the console at 
the side 'of the stage or other location, and 
with a record-player handy, he can also 
compere the programme as required. 
This, however, is more a question of 
layout, and will be dealt with more full~
later in this series. 

In concluding this article on microphone 
amplifiers it may be noted that these units
are often referred to as pre-amplifierH, 
" A " amplifiers or head amplifiers. The 
equipment known under these variouR 
names all perform the function of stepping
up a weak signal to a strength sufficiently 
high to overcome cable losses to the main 
amplifiers. Head amRlifiers generally Ief{·r 
to the very small up.its fitted in th~ actual 
mim:ophone housing, and comprise ti.ny' 
valves running off dry_ cells._ 

The next article in this se:des will deal 
with the driver and large output amplifil'JH, 
and will describe the precautions takm to 
safeguard the expensive large valves u: ed 
in the output stages of large installatior.s. 

; . l PROBLEM No. 421 

A Unique Work which is Now Available 

THOMl'BON':i _ superhet receiver stopped 
functioning and although he snspectetl that 

the frequency-changing valve was not oSdl
lating he found that this Yalve ~bowed continuity 
acrosR its filament pins, and passed auolle 
current. What easy method could he . have 
adopted to find whether: the valve was oscillatiu~? 

Three hooks will he awarded to the first three 
correct solutions opened. Entries must he 
addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELES", 
Georp;e Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southamp
ton Street, Strand, London. W.C.2. Envelopes 
must be marked Problem No. 421 in the top 
left-hand eorner and be posted to reach . this 
office not later than the first post on Monday. 
.June 16th, 1041. 

A N appropriate sequel to " The Bl!,ttle of 
Britain '' would be a book of photo

graphs- showing the results of the bombing 
of Britain's towns and cities-the story in 
pictures of the c~mrage and endurance of 
the civil population and the A.R.P. services. 
Such a work has just been published under 
the title of'" Britain Under Fire." 

Divided into two sections--London aad 
Provincial Towns and Cities-it records in 
graphic photographs the damage su"ffered 
by famous buildings, churches, hospitals, 
schools and residential property, In many 
cases, contrasting pre-war pictures are given 
illustrating the beauty o(these.buildings. 

There are nearly 200 photographs in all, 
and a preface-illustrated by photographs 
taken quite t;eccntly-tells how Britain is 
carrying on. 

The publication of" Britain Under Fire " 
is. a striking condemnation of the Nazi 
policy of indiscriminate bombing. In a 
special preface to the work J. B. 
Priestley describes the -book as " a record 
of civilised savagery, and a two-fold story 
of .a great crime and of a still- greater 
t!eople.~' 

The book costs 6s. of booksellers, or 
6s. 7d. by post from the publishers, 
Country Life, Ltd., 2-10, Tavistock Street, 
London, W.C.2, a)ld is already in gn:at 
demand in Britain and Overseas. It is 
a work -which' will· be treasured as an 
historic souvenir of Britain's greatest 
Hour-of an island people '"ho are to-day 
the admiration of the Empire, and all 
who watch the breathless struggle to 
uphold the ·democratic way of life. 

i ........................ Jrt. ................ .,. ............................................... .! 
~Solution to Problem No: ·420. 

L.F. instability In a pnsh-puU output stage is generally 
dne to the nse of unmatchejl valves, and may he cure<l 
in most cases by connecting a resistance of approxi
mately 50,000 ohms between the· G.B'. rerlllinal of the 
input pnsh-pull transformer and the lead normally 
joined between this terminal and the H.T.- or n.B.-
lina . • 

The following ·three readers successfully mlved 
problem No. 410 an<l books have according!~- been 
forwarded to them: D. J,eeson·, 211, Sketchley Hoa<l. 
l3ttrbage, Leit•s; R. D. Callow, Michelsmersh,~Ronu~ey, 
Hants; S. E. Ja11C•s. 72, Kimh~rley Road, Croydon. 
Surrey. 
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Pra,ctical Hints 
A Novel Rotating Frame Aerial 

IN the accompanying sketch a frame aerial 
is shown which has proved of great 

use to me where it has been inconvenient 
to erect an outdoor aerial. As the sketch 
shows, it is fitted with a slow-motion drive 
and also a scale which is very useful when 
finding stations.' The construction is 
clearly shown in the sketch. The two 

Details of a simple 
rotating frame aerial 
1i lied with a slow· 

litotion drive. 

Plan Undenitie 

~riviRg whcels.were each made up of two 
Circular pieces of wood, one edge of each 
being bevelled, afterwards being glued 
together. The chief measurements are not 
given, ag these are left to suit readers' 
owri requirements . .;__ A. P. RuSHFORTH 
(Trowbridge). ' 

Earthing Fixt~ for Special Cable 

THE type of screened cable shown in the 
sketcl1, and known commercially as 

co-axial cable, is invaluable where very 
effici~ntly screened high -frequency leads 
are required with the least possible losses. 

The amateur will find this cable ideal for 
many connections in short-wave receivers, 
or for that matter, arty radio set where 
H.F. instability is likely to occur. When 
using the cable, the metal screen (which is 
in the fom1 of a finely-woven wire mesh) 
must of course be earthed-to the chassis. 
The mesh is cover_ed.with an outside layer 
of insulating material, and a portion of 
this must be first removed, in order to 
make the necessary connection. One or 
two turns of ordinary bared flex may be 
used, but a far more satisfactory job can 
be made by using a strip of copper or 
brass foil, bending one end of this round 
the mesh covering, and soldering, as shown 
in sket9h. The other end is fixed to the 
chassis, either by screws or soldered if 
possible. Incidentally, this method gives 

A 't!fethod of earthing co-axial calile when uaed for 
. connections in short-wave receivers. 

f-;:~~-r·~oooeoF-roU"RTtl 
I Every der o£ " PRAcriCAL WIRE- I 

LE~!' · >:~.!'riginatedsomelittledodge 

I ~Ne!,>. i~tt..-.•t other readers. Why I 
not pa~ to ~? We pay £1-10-0 for the 
best hint 'tted, 'ilnd for every other item I 
publislied OIJ this PBIIe we will pay half-a
guinea. Turll te•t i~ of yours to account by I 
sendiq it in to us iiddftssed to the Editor, 
"PRAgJc;;ALw~,,.Geor!reNewnes, I 
Ltd., T-er H~; Southampton Street, 
Strand, W.C.2, Put your name and addfl>ss I 
on eVery i~em. PI~ note that every 11otion 
sent in must be oriP~t~~l. Mark envelopes I 
"Pracqcal Hints." DO NOT enclose 
Queries. with yout bints. .J ...-..- . 

,_..-...-..;~~..-. ..... .-...-..~~._.. 
r---;;;=~;;---T 
I All hints must be accompanied by the I
I coupon cut from page iii of cover j 
--~~~.-c....c.-.~~,_..~ ..... ._,..; 

just that• support necessary for the cabie, 
where lengths of several· inches or more 
are to be used for connecting two points 
at a distance away from the chassis. 

A point worth noting is that of using a 
really hot iron when soldeliing the· centre 
wire of the cable, and to make the joint 
as quickly as possible, ot-herwise the web
shaped section which supports the wire is 
apt to melt, throwing the wire out of 
centre. A quick touch with a damp Cloth 
immediately after soldering will obviate 
such twuble.-R. L. GRAPER (Chelmsford). 

Automatic Overload Cut-out 

HAVING already burnt out one motor 
~ on my television experiments, I 

determJned that it should not happen again, 
so I devilled this simple cut-out and speed 
contra}, whictl 4as been duly fitted on the 
motots. and is working quit.e satisfactorily. 

The "full speed" position is obtained 

Relay 

.3~-~ly 
~ 1- 0 

Motor_ 
Motor 

Figs. 3 ani{ ~t7"!rcuit diagrams showing arrange
ment of rulildilces /or rough and fine control, 

· ~ re~~Jectively. 

If for any reason there is an. exce~sive 
current passing through the windrngs of the ' 
motor, the relay comes into ~ction, the 
tongue disengages · with the notches, and 
the resistance, which cuts out completely 
at one end, is automatically open-circuited. 
This action isolates the motor from the 
mains, thus preventing any serious damage. 

The relay can be set at different current 
ratings by means' of an adjustable set 
screw and spring (Fig. 2). The relay was 
adapted from an 'Old G.P.O. current relay. 

There may be a better way of resetting 
the cut-out than I have used, such as using 
anothcp.-relayworked off a bell transfonncr . 
-S. F. waRn (Cranforo). 

A Ganged Tuner 

HERE is a description of a simple method 
I adopted for building a .0001-.0002 

ganged tuner from a .0005 tuning condenser. 
If the fixed plates of a .0005 tuner-are 
divided into two equal unconnected sets, 
a ganged tuner having a capacity of .0002 
is formed. I divided the fixed plates by 

(ill, 
····-"'\ 

Rounct off 
when on 
Rotor 

A simple dodge /M mal(ing a gG~~ged tuner out of a 
single condenser. 

cutting the threaded brass rods on which 
the plates are strung, and inserted a se~ion 
of threaded ebonite red, as shown· in the 
sketch. Thus two sets of plates are fanned. 

Not wanting the capacity to be .0002, 
but .00015, I took off a few. plates from the 
moving and fixed plates, and filled the 
spnce on the spindle for the moving vanes 
with washers, to make a tight fit. As the 
introduction of the rod throws pl~ttes out 
of true, the sels of vanes must be adjusted 
so that the plates do not- scrape.~F. R.· 
Gn.soN (Tunbridge Wells). 

by pa11ing the square 
rod B (Fig. 1) out 
until the tongue of the 
relay is in the 'notch 
farthest away frOm the 
panel. There are 
eleven such notches,
and each is 3/32in. 
long. Thus a move
ment of ,3/32in. on B 
produces a movement 
of !in. across the resis
tance A. This is only 
a rough control (Fig. 3), 
and a finer one may be 
added, if it is sodesired,. 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
(Rl is the rough con· 
trol, and R2 is the fine 
control.) 

Fig. 2.-Side view of Fig. I.-Side view of an overload cul-oui 
the cut-out showing ad· and JPeed-control det•ice. 
JUSting arrangement. 

.. 
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Fig. I.-Diagrams showing how the mOdulation or 
audio-frequency volt ages are " added" to the 

·carrier voltages at the transmitter. 
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wave is shown at the 
top in Fig. I. The 
human ear cannot 
detect sounds which 
have a frequency in 
excess of, say, 20 
kc/s, so it is apparent 
t ha t the c a r ri e r 
frequency will be 
inaudible. 

Detection 
The Modulated 

Wave 

The First of Two Articles Explaining 
Anode-bend and Grid-leak Detectors 

Notes 'On the Choice of the Moet f 
\ 

As the name implies, however, the carrier 
is 11sed to" carry" the audible sounds of the 
hliiila:o voice, music, etc. Thus, we impress 
the electrical equivalents of those sounds 
on the carrier wave. A simple cilzye showing 
what we shall consider as an audio-frequency 
wave is shown in the centre diagram in 
Fig. 1, while below it is shoWn. th~ combin
ation of the carrier. wave and the a.udio 
wave,; It should be stressed that these 
wave-forms ;~.re not necessarily drawn to the 
same scale, but are merely shown in a con
venient proportion for illustration p-qrposes. 

The combination of the two waves is 
described as a modulated/ ~ve, the out
line of which (shown dotted in Fig. 1) is 
known as the envelope. -Waves of this 
general form, but more complex due to the 
constant changes of audio-frequency in the 
studio; are broadcast from the transmitting 
aerial. WMn they strike the receiving aerial 
they are still inaudible, and would remain 
so even if passed through a simple rectifier, 
or one-~ay device. This is because the 
frequency of the pulses of rectified current 
would still be above audibility. It is the 
purpbse of the detector stage in the receiver 
to separate the audio-frequency from the 
high- or radio-frequency, so that the audio
frequency impuJses can be made to operate 

• a loudspeaker or a pair of 'phones. 

The Diode 
There are various methods of providing 

the separation, or demodulation, but that 

half-cycle has come along ; this time a 
negative one. The charge- on the condenser 
is thus reversed so that the anode is made I 
positive. This means that current will flow 

, from the cathode to the anode through the 
i resistor. And when current flows there is a 

voltage drop across the resistor. Because 
electrons (or " particles of negative elec
tricity") have flowed from the ca.thode to 
the a.node, the anode has been made nega
tive in respect of the cathode. As a result. 
of this oontinued a.ction the anode develops 
a negative potential, the value of this being 
proportional to the amplitude of the signal, 
and varying with the amplitude. It is 
also governed ~Y the product of the valQ68 

Fig. 3.-This C: 
diagram shows '~ 
how the diode ~ 
reproduces the 
audio frequency. ~ 

"{ 

of resistance and capacity of the resistor 
and condenser in the anode circuit. 
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Methods 
} 

;·in Simple Terms the Action of Diode, 
former is not used in 
practice. As the name 
suggests, this detector 
depends for its opera
tion on the bimd ·or 
sharp curve near the 
base of the anode 
current - gtid v o 1 t s 

and Second Detectors. with Practical 
~itable for Any . Particular Receiver 

it has been drawn as a varying-anode voltage 
as applied to the anode current-anode
voltage curve of a diode. Since the diode 
passes. anod"'"current only when its anode is 
positive the anode current takes the form 
of a series of pulses of varying amulitude. 
These are so close together that the mean or 
average anode current can be said to follow 
the outline of the tips of these pulses, as 
shown in Fig. 3. And this mean follows an 
apdiotfrequency. wave-form similar to that 
snown in the centre diagram in Fig. I. 

·This fluctuating current passing through 
the anode resistor produces an alternating 
voltage across the ends of the resistor 
(voltage equals current times resistance) 

la 

Fig. 5. - How the 
anode-bend detector 
operate!! ·can be seen 

from this diagram. 

and this can be applied to the L.F. ampli
fier, and then to the loudspeaker. In prac
tice, we should insert an H.F •. choke or 
resistor-<,'Ondenser filter in the A.F. lead 
to prevent any H.F. from passing into th~. 
A.F., or L.:F., amplifier. It is not necessary 

, .to give a practical circuit here, since that 
has been done in the series entitled " Prob

' lems of Amateur Receiver Design." 
'~- I 

:Anode Bend 
Now let us look at the anode-bend 

. detector. Actually, there are two forms of 
'this known as top and bQttom bend, but 

we need consider only the latter since the 

characteristic curve of a triode valve 
Fig. 4 shows a representative anode bend 
circuit, \vhere it will be seen that negative 
bias is applied to the grid, and that there 
is no grid condenser and leak. • 

Fig. 5 shows what happens to the anode 
current as tb:e modulated signal is applied 

·to the gtid. Positive half-cycles result in 
the bias voltage being reduced in propor
tion ~o the amplitude of the signal, and 
negahve half-cycles have little or no 
elf'ect, since they come past the bend. where 
the· !tld\Je of thee curve is very slight, or even 
beyond the anode current cut-off point. The 
result is that we have pulses of anode . 
current, as shown on the right in Fig.· 5. 
:rhese are similar in character to those in 

- the anode circuit of the diode, and we have 
a corresponding , curve representing the 
mean fluctuating anode current·. This curve 
again corresponds to the original modu
"lation-frequenc~, so that we have an alter
nating voltage of. the same frequency· 
developed across the resistance or other load 
placed in the anOde circuit of the valve. 
This voltage is applied to the lo"'-fre
quency amplifier or to a pair· of 'phones. 

Anode. By-pass' Condenser 
Referring back to Fig. 4 for a moment 

it will be. seen t~at there is a small fi;ted 

• li.T.+ 

0
,1 ~ud;; 

• •mfd. 
\ 

la 
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Fig: 7.-/n grid-leak de
tection the audio-frequency 
current through the anode 
load is the mean of the 
H.F. in the anode circuit. 

as thi11 diagram show!!. 

In consequence, we have a mean grid volt
age varying at the audio frequency, and 
producing an anode-current envelope and 
mean anode-current wave similar in shape 
to the grid-voltage curves. 
· As will be ·appreciated from the action 
of a triode, the variation in grid voltage 
produces a corresponding variation in 
anode current. In consequence, we have a 
mean anode current variation at the audio 
frequency, as shown in Fig. 7. Again, 
the audio-frequency current produces an 
audio-frequency voltage across the load 
or anode resistor, and tllis is applied to the 
following L.F. stage. Altern~~:tively, the 
anode resistor could be replaced by a pair 
of high-resistance 'phones, which would 
then constitute the load and reproduce 
the audio frequency. As in the case of anode 
bend, it is often found desirable to connect 
a t~mall fixed condenser between the anode 
and earth to act as an H.F. by-pass. Another 
point indicated in Fig. 6 is that the grid 
leak may be connected directly across the 
grid condenser, between the grid and L. T. r_ 
or between the grid and L.T.+. 

• 

.· 
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G.E~c; POWER SPEAKERS 
T HE General Electric Company h;vc 

recently introduced a r!J>ng€. of new 
.Power-type loudspeaker units, ex

ponential horns for such •speakers,. and . 
cabinet and omni-diifusfon type speakers 
which are now available· for.instaUations of 
natit>nal service. . · 

When the projection of acoustic energy 
over large areas out of doors is necessary, 

Fig. 1.-Speak;er unit 
in weatherproof case. 

Fig. 2. · ..... Speaker 
unit, with proJective 

'cover removed showing 
magnet .and trans-

former assembly. 

the·· directional type of loudspeaker is 
unsurpassed. Many .who are likely t.o . be 
faced with such a problem these f~rthc~mmg 
months will, therefore, be especmlly mter
ested in the two 
speaker driving units 
and exponential horns 
shoWn. in Figs. 1 to 4 . 

. J'he driving units a.nd 
horns are interchange-

Fig. 3.-&nior ex
ponential horn /or 
use with the type of 
unit.shown in Figs. 

I and 2. 

11ble, so that four alternatives are available. 
In each a well-balanced frequency 

characteristic maintains the response from 
150 to 10,000 cycles, but accentuation has 
been given to the voice frequency band to 
ensure incisive voice articulation. 

The driving unit and transformer are 
completely shrouded in a ·streamlinPd 

• weatherproof case. No terminals are 
\i& expoEed, and a watertight cable entry is 

provided. The throat is protected against 
dirt particles and drivjng rain;~ and since 
the throats are of identical gauge, each is 
suitable for use with either of the two 
horns illustrated. 

For Motor-cars 
For mounting on the bumpers of motor

cars, or other mobile use, there is a new 
folded type of horn (Fig. 5). Although its 
dimensions are only Sin. de~p by lO!in. 
high (including mounting bracket), with a 
mouth diameter of 9in., this horn provides 
an air column of mora than 2Qin.- Com
plete. with a low-impedance !fioving-coil 
driving unit, it is capable of handling a 
maximum of 4 watts input. 

Three versions of a· new service type 
cltbpwt speaker (Fig. 6) are also available. 
For use in internal address systems where a 
large number of speakers ate required, and 
thus where price is likely to be a oonsidem
tion. these spe~kers are sure to have special 

appeal. _ As in the power and 
mobile speakers, good articulation 
of speech is ensured in the design 
by the appropriate choice of 
frequency response. 

The chassis, which is obtain
able separately, embodies a high
quality nickel aluminium alloy magnet 
providing a flux density of 10.500 lines 
per square centimetre, assPmbled on a 
lOin. diameter aluminium casting. A 
transformer is fitt.ed for accurate match
ing to any speaker line of standard 
tiOO-ohm impedance, or to a voltage
matching of 60, 80, lOO or 120 volts. Tap
pings are provided to pre-set the audio 
output of the speaker to any chosen maxi
mum wattage within its capacity. By this 
means t:Qe volume of each speaker in an 
extensive installation can be adjuste'd 
independently to suit the requirements ~ 
its location.· The soundly constructed 
cabinet is of n.ttractive appearance, finished 
in dull, polished oak. The handling 
capacity of these unit.s is 8 watts. · 

Fig. 5.-Folded h,.-n for 
use on automobiles. 

Fig. · 4.-The 
]unior horn, 
giving a wide 
angle of dis-

tribution. 

Fig. 7.-]unior omni-diffusion speaker. 

For Internal Use 

Another hew model for internal u~e is th£· 
,Junior Omni-Diffusion Speaker (Fig. 7). 
As its name implies, this is designed f(>r 
souwl radiation in all directions and is 

Fig. 6.-Cabinet speak;er with high{itklity moving
coil unit. 

particularly applicabfe either singly. or m 
numbers for annOUJlcements or music in 
public rooms or factories, etc., where the 
noise leve1 is reasonably low. The driving 
_unit is a P.M. cone speaker of high 
efficiency, and i.s fitted with a transformer 
to facilitate accurate matching to any 
speaker line of 600-ohm impedance, or to a 
voltage matching line of 60, 80, lOO or 
120 volts. The maximum handling capacity 
is '10 watts. A folder entit·led "G.E.U. 
Sound Prod)lction Power Speakers," giving· 
further particulars and prices of these Il'CW 
speakers is available, and copies may be 
had on request from Magnet Home, 
Kingsway, Lbndon, W.C.2. 

It should be noted that supplies of this 
equipment a~, at present, restricted. to 
installation for which Government contract 
numbers and material authorisations are 

oobtainable. 

~··················· .. ···•······· ..... -............................ ___ ,, ... _ .. , ... _ .................. -............ ____ , __ .. , ......... _______________ " 
~ . ! 
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TRO.UBLE
TRACKING 
' .- ~ 

. ...., .......... PLIIIID. 

AV,Q 
Regd. Trade Mark. 

ELEOTRIOAL MEASURING 
INSTRUMENTS . 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers 1 

eThe Univeroal AvpMinor and the 
D.C. AveMinor put Within the reach 

.-of the· serioUs Amateur a meaDS of 
rapid precision teatiq of aft accuracy 
unobtainable with other instruments 
in their class. Their aimplicity and 
versatility make short work of all the 
normal trouble~tracking problems. 
They are worthy members of a rallge 
of " A VO " Instruments renowned 
for their high standard of work· 
mansbip and efficiency. '. 

~ 'THE 
UNIVERSAL' AVOMINOR 

ELECTRICAL !!EA~UlllNG 

D.C. A.C. 
Volts Volts 

tJ. 75 mllll· 0· 5 volts 
volts 

Q. 5 volt. 
o- 25 ... 
0.100 .. 
0.250 " 
tl-500 " 

0· 25 
0.100 
0·250 " 
0·500 " 

INSTRUMENT 

D. C. 
Milliampo. 

0· 2.6 milll· 
amps. 

0- 5 " 
0· 25 

g:~ .. 
RESISTANCB 

o- 20,000 ohms 0· 2 megobms 
tl-100,000 0· 5 .. 
0·500,000 0·10 

THE o;c. AVOMINOR 
ELF.OTRICAL MEASURING 

Cnrrent Voltage 
mllllamps volt. 

0· 6 (). 6 
Q. 30 0· 12 
0.120 0-120 

0.240 
0·800 
().600 

INSTRUMENT 

liteoiatance 
obms 

Q. 10,000 
Q. 60,000 
0.1,200,000 
megohms 

0.3 . 

, ................................................................ . 
1 In spite of greatly Increased produc- ~ 
i' tion, most of our output of" AVO,. : 
1 Instruments is belnc taken by the ; 
: Services. Delay In delivery of Trade ; 
! Orders Is consequently inevitable, { 
! but we shall continue to do our best : 
l to fulfil your requirements as ; 
; promptly as possible. l 
: .................................... , .......................... .1 

e Write for .f~tlly descriptive 
pamphlets and current price8 
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THE UNIVERSAL AVOMINOII 

' THE O.C. AvoMINOII 

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL Winder House, Douglas Stnet, Londen, 8.W.1. 

' 

MAl NS TRANSFORMERS COMPLETE STOCK OF 
TELEVISION MAKER 

We have handled many thousands of mains transformers, hut truly 
these are one of the best jobs we have seen. Originally made for Tele· 
vision Power .Pack~ wher~ accuracy and robustness is essential 

• 
Weight12lll.,size 51 m. xnm.overall. 35tHJ-350 volts 120 · 
m.a. Four tappings giving 4 volt 2 amps 4 volt 8 anips J 

TIME &ASE CHASSIS AND 
CHASSIS For Bin. Cathode Ray Tube. Well· 

Size 16Un. x 13Un. x 4in. Planned as made cadmium-plated chassis, size 
the main unit for Television receivers 17in. x HUn. x 2in .. containing apl>rox
costlng many pounds. Includes heaVY imately thirteen fixed resistors rang
m~ins transformer 350-0-350. 120 m.a. ing from 15,000 ohms to 1 megohm, five 
with 4 4-volt 5 amp. tappings; H1gh va.riable resistors, 2,000 to 20,000 ohms. 

b~Jt~agr:Fub:~a~~gg~ !ci~de~~~J's1.'9'ii~ ~fJ'i~~;Wt~~elycJ~d!:~~~ !Y:oul=~~~ 

POWER PACK 
AMPLIFIER 

eluding 16 x 16 mfd. 550 volt working, focus and scanning coils and chokes. 
1·16 mfd. 45() volt working. 50 x 50 x 2 Price 301· each. (Complete circuit and 
mfd. B.I. Electrol:vtics, etc., etc. Pen- service manual available, 
tode output transformer : chokes :-- price 6d. each.) Ca1'riage 

3
0/ 

irg!s~r~ica t~~~Jta~1~~~J:~;~~~Y~ ~bi~>afgr ~1:C~1~g. <Retw·n- • 
short-wave coils, etc., etc. New and ' 

:::'a';,":r~:,.::,;eiv~JI;~~/he a'il'~~~ CATHODE RAY TUBES 
Also a slightly smaller chassis ful· 
filling the same functions but made for 
a different model. 62/6. All 

6 7
,
6 carriage forward. Plus 5/· 

(Returnabfe) for packing. 

TUBE SUPPLY UNITS 
For high voltage 1611Bin. Tubes. 
Approx. 6,000 volts output. Includes 
B.I. .1 x .1 mfd. 7,000 volt d.c. test con
densers with porcelain insulators. 
transformer and rectifying valve. all 
shielded 1n metal case. Again. Brand 
new, 45/-. (BJ. conde;nser supplied 
separately at 20/· and the trans· 
former at 20/·. Carriage .,.,

5
, 

~'i.'i!>aigr J';=~ ateturn· .. • 

VISION UNITS 
To fit on Time Base. Consists of 
3 Mullard T.S.E.4 and 1 Mazda D1 
Valves. Approximately 25 resistors 
ranging from 75-75,000 ohms. and abont 
30 condensers of various , values. to
gether with Rejector. Grid and various 
Band Pass Coils, also approximately 10 
chQkes of various descriptions and W6 

Included in the consignment are many 
types and sizes of Cathode Ray Tubes 
(magnetic type). Brand new in original 
cartons or mounted on unused chassis. 
As examples we quote the following 
prices. all subject to being unsold : 
Approx. Bin .. £4 : lOin .. £5 : 12in .. £6. 
All tubes must be collected by buyer. 
No responsibili~y·accepted for carriage. 

COMPLETE RECEIVERS . 
We have a number of complete Tele
vision instruments housed in beautiful 
cabinets. complete and ready to switch 
on, covering the televil!lon sound wave~ 
band only. Made to sell at 80 and • 100 
guineas, they will be cleared at a frac~ 
tion of this price. The w&.r may be short 

:~~ tP:~:at~setr~:~e'ri~~ld/l~~n~ 
quiry is invited. 

NEW CHASSIS 

3 volt 3 amps., and 20 volt 1 amp. Brand new and unused: 25 
25/· each. Carriage forward. ;. • 

.W This is the 
"'T"' ~ost amazing 
purchase in our 

of many years 
trading. We have 
cleared the ware
houses of the most 
famous manufac
turers of Telev_ision 
apparatus. £very
thing is offered, 
subject to· being 
unsold, at prices 
far below 
of the raw 
material 

cost 

~EGULAR , LINES 
STILL AVAILABLE 

Soundly constructed5-watt undistorted 
output ~pliflers for gramophone or 
mic. Built from tbe best pre-war com
ponents and material. · Streamline 
shock-proof heayy gatlge chassis. 2 
triodes output stage with a first-class 
lOin. energised moving coil speaker. 
Specially designed output transformer 
and volume control. A well-made first
class job at the right price. 
5 WATT, 4 VALVE, 220-:ZSOv. A.C 
LIMITED NUMBER 6 
ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE 

GNS 
Sl.ilrhtly used Gramophone Amplifiers 
binlt for the R.A.F. to .G'd~ernment 
specifications. A: sound, heavy Job, will 
stand . hard use. For A. C . .220-250v 
3 valves 3-watt Pentode output: a= 
position tone control. Complete in 
beautiful ·heaVY polished mahogany 
cabinet 14in. x 14in., with decorative· 
grille and chromium bar. Super P.M. 
loudspeaker giving clear, un. 

5 distorted quality of music and 
speech. Only fifty available, 
unable to repeat. GN!I, 

Heavy duty, double button' type 
mcrophones. Chromium-plated case. 
Gold plated electrodes. Hlgh output 
Good quality, With mount-

3
. 
0
,. 

~~~t~u~t~nd~~r.,&"~~m- • 

SEE ALSO OJJR BARGAIN UST 
IN THE CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS ON PAGE iii OF 

COVER. ' 
Wt!stector. All completely wired and Beautifully finishec). h!gbly-polishe<l 

:~r~slr~'b'i.w.~e~:ct~~~ ll:'exiniii~= ~'iir c~i~un:,·;g~~ eh~~~~: LOIDON· CENTUL. . RADIO S!. ORES 
facturer. 401· each. (Complete cir· but superb !y. made, 
cult and service manual available 16Un. x 13!in. x 4!n .. drilled for 
price 6tl. each.) Carriage 40/ 6 valves. t_ransformer, ,.,, 23 LISLE STR ET 
~'l:i':f~r P~~'f."!,;;~~ <Return- . • ~~'ii ~c'l.'1~·. f,~~tage ... • • , E , W .C. 2 (GERRARD 2969) 
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ROUND .THE WORLD OF WIRELESS 
CuHing Out Germany casts in the French language to supplement 

its.Spanish, Portuguese and English pro
grammes. These programmes, whieh 
comprise news summaries, are broadcast 
on Sundays from 6.15 to 6.30 p.m., E.S.T. 

transmission is directed. Britain. on the 
contrary, has no ·fear of any part of th·e 
world hearing what has been broadcast 
in any of the B. B. C. transmissions. 

BEFORE . and since the War Germany 
has· been paying for broadcast pro

grammes from South America, but this 
" entertainment" has riow been scotch~ 
by a. · brillia.nt American business man. 
Behind· the brief announooment recently 
from Washington that the United States 
will d9ntina.te future programmes lies the 
story of William S. Pa.ley, President of J;he 
Columbia. Broadcasting System. • 

Nazi Propaganda Exposed 
''Wooden-leg" Radio' EVo!ERY Monday at 18.40 G.M.T. and 

·ANenterprisingAm;eric11;namateur,Ralph every other weekday at 18.55G.M.T., 
Veady, of Califorrua,_ has fitted a a five-minute radio feature with the modest 

rece!ver, ~plete with loudspeaker, in one - title, ''The Seeker," is broadcast in the 
of his artlfimallegs. B.B.C.'s African Transmission. With the 

Thirteen years ago, at the age of 27, 
William Paley left his father's cigar business -
arid became president of a small Retwork 
of radio stations. Within three months . 
he gathered 22 more •tiona into his field. 
Gradually, the Columbia system spread 
into the 48 States, and Paley discovered 
artists who are now famous throughout 
~he world. 

B.B.C. Contests Raise £20,000 

RECENT B.B.Q. radio contests have 
brought. in .more than £20,000 in 

entrance fees--all in 2!d~ stamps. Sold 
back to the Post Office, the money has 
been handed to the Red Cross. 

Sav~ by Radio 

A LTHOUGH his own 'plane h~d been 
- damaged and beoome uncontrollable 
during a patrol, Sergeant Jack Mann, of 
No. 91 Squadron, warned his ilight com
mander by radio telephone of the danger 
from a rear attack by enemy aircraft., and 
saved the commander from being shot 
down. For ·this, and other acts of gallantry 
in the air, Sergeant .Mann has been awarded 
the D.F.M. 

The I.A:R.U. 

THE affiliation of the Bra.zilia.n amateur 
radio society, Liga de Au;l~dores 

Bcasileiros de Radio Emissao, to the 
International Amateul' Radio Vnion was 
recently announced. 'i'hirty-8even countries 
are n.Ow membenl, and in Brazil there are 
about l,OOO ama(ieur operators, all of whom 
belong to the L.A.B.R.E. " 

Tlr.e King and Queen inlereskd in catkts untlergoittg instruction in inter-tank radio communication 
during a reant viR I of their Majesties to an Officer Cadets Training Unit in Soutlr.ern England. 

Yugoslav Listeners 

ACCORDING to a recent report· there 
are about 185,000 licensed}listeners 

. in Yugoslavia, which is roughly 1.9. per 
cent. of the population. A recmvmg 
licence costs 300.dinar (approx. 30~.). 

New High-power Station at Rio 

ONE of the largest short-wave statifi>nS 
in the Western Hemisphere is beJiig 

erect.ed by the R.C.A. Manufacturing 
Comptmy for the Brazilian Government at 
Rio de Janeiro. The new 50-kW trans
mitter will be linked with five directional 
and three non-directional aerials. Two 
of the directional arrays will be beamed on 
Europe, two on the l,J.SJ and one on Asia. 
The station is scheduled to be ready fo,r 
oprration by next January. 

Radio Men Defied U-Boat 

SINCE the War began tales ·or' heroism 
of radio operators at sea are told 

from time to time. Here is another ane. 
Radio Officer Max R. Gera.rd and his 
assistant, Edward R~ Campbell, refused to 
leave their unarmed ship wben it was 
shelled by a U-boat. The boll.ts with the 
rest of the crew had just got clear when 
the submarine surfaced and torpedoed the 
ship. Gerard and Carnpbell, sending out 
messages to the last,_ perished when the 
ship sank. Their names recently appeared 
in the list of awards of Lloyd's \Var Medal 
for bravery at sea. 

Sports- Commentator's Hobby 

ROGER BAKER, sports commentat<lr 
of.Station WLW, Cincinnati; doesn't 

have to suppress the adult interest in 
model railways. He has an elaborate 
model railroad system, complete with 
drawbridges, freight yards, gadgets for 
loading coal and timber and all t.he rest 
of the accessories. The lay-out is located 

R_.J 0 in his basement-where he's to be found 
Training aaio perators most of the time when not getting ready 

FOR training operators for the Services for his broadcasts. 
. and the Mercantile Marine the North 

British Wireless. College, of 21, West Calling the World 
Maitland Street, Edinburgh, has equipped JN future the Talks period in the B.B.C. 
three inain telegraphy rooms with 71 key Empire Service, broadcast daily from 
points. Each point is fitted for duplex 03.15 to_ 03.30 G.M.T. will have the general 
working._ In: order to assimilate working title of "Calfuig the World.'' In this 
conditions a certain amount of intcrfereiwe feattire North American listeners will have 
is introduced. · the opportunity of hearing talks that are 

being bro11dcast to other parts of the 
french Programmes from Wl WO world. This makes a significant· contrast 

STATION WLWO, the international with the ~rman method of propaganda, 
short-wave companion station to which "doo~s" the" broadcast according 

WLW (Cincinnati), is now featuring broad- · to the part of the globe to which each 

resources of the B.B.C.'s Monitoring Service 
behind it, this authoritative programme 
detects and exposes the aims and ob;ects 
of the Nazi radio and Press propaganda. 

A~erica' s listeners 
ACCORDING to a recent report 29,397,000 

J-\. homes in the United States have 
broadcast receivers ; and approximately 
11,000,000 of these also have a second set. 
It is estimated that, including the 8,000,00() 
car radio receivers in use, there are approxi
mately 48,000,000 sets in the United States. 
Of the 49 states, New York heads the list 
with 3,455,000 wireless-equipped homes
and Pennsylvania C9mes second \l<ith 
-2,430,000. 

Questions of the Hour 

THE B.B.C. series of talks for overseas 
listeners " Questions• of the Hour " is 

planned on a regular weekly basis. The 
plan is as follows : On Sundays·, Economic, 
industrial and shipping questions ·(Donald 
Tyerman, John _Price, shipping experts, 
etc.); Mondays, Military Commentary 
(Major Lewis Hastings); Tuesdays, Air 
Commentary (Major Oliver Stewart); Wed
nesdays, Occupied Territories, U.S.A., Far 
East, and other parts of the world (speakers 
will include Thomas Cadett, Colin Coote, 
R. H. Crossman, 0. M. Green, and V. 
Stavridi) ; Thursdays, Military Coinmen. 
tal'y (Captain Cyril Falls) ; Fridays, Air 
Commentary (Major Oliver Stewart) ; Satur- · 
.days, Naval Commentary (H. C. Ferraby). 
The speake1s on Sundays and Wednesdays 
will be booked from week to week, but the 
speakers on the other day!iJ will be booked 
for a series. · 

• 
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Building a 
"Ordinary" 

Superhet with 
Components 

Progressive Stages m the Development and Construction of a Four-valve Superhet 
Receiver Using Standard Components 

MANY amateurs hesitate to build a 
superheterodyne receiver because 
tp.ey think it too complicated., 

owing to confused thinking with regard to 
the coils employed, or from a number of 
other reasons. 

Yet the basic circuit of a superhet is 
really very simple, and as this class O'f 
circuit gives such good 1\Jsults, it is well 
worth making up. \ 

The class of amateur I have in mind is 
perfectly conversant with the l-v-1 receiver, 
and as such is fully competent to under-

IOOOOO.n. 
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Fig. 1.-Theoretical circuit diagram o{ a short
wave converter. 

stand and build a superhet with" ordinary" 
components. The extra parts needed to 
convert a 1-v-1 receiver into a superhct are 
not many, and the modification can best 
be grasped by considering. a conventional 
shert-wave converter--whiCh is used. before 
th!l high-fTequency stage of a set which is 
not a superhet, and which, in effect, con
verts it into this class of receiver. 

S.W. Converter 1-. 
First, consider Fig. 1. It represents a 

~hort-wave converter (notr to he confused 
with a short-wave adapter, which plugs 
into th!l L.F. stag!ls of a receiver) of which 
the lead marked " A" goes to the aerial or 
a conventional set with one high-frequency 
stage. The .00015 mfd. gang condenser 
tunes the grid and oscillator sections of the 
valve, the oscillator being the ouc on the 
right, associated with the .0002 mfd. grid 
condenser, and 50,000 ohms grid leak. 
The other coil connected to H.T. positive, 
a:nd an" anode,., in the valv.e (really a grid) 
is a reaction coil, which performs its usual 
function of feeding back energy until 
oscillation1)0intis reached; in fact, it,kcepK 
this part of the valve oscillating all the time 
the set is in operation, The veriable con
denser of 40 m.mfd. (.00004 mfd.) is used to 
effect the necessary frequency s.Jllft bet1\·een 
the two gl'Oups of coil;!, in order that the 
incoming signals (left-hand coiJ) may fonn 
31 beat note or heterodyne with<the locally 
applied "signal·~ due to the ..oscillator 
(right-hand coil). 

This constitutes a short-wave converter, 
and the combination of converter and 

receiver is really a. superhet, for what 
emerges from the lead marked " A " on the 
converter is a heterodyne of the signal 
received by the aerial ; it is, of course, an 
H.F. signal, and as such is applied to the 
first (high-frequency) valve of the receiver, 
where it is amplified, and ·thence to t.he 

'detector valve, which. rectifies it. Because 
the tuning is carried out on the converter 
the tuning controls on the receiver are not 
touched, except to set them to a point on the 
long-wave or medium-wave range, which-

and substituting two dual-range coils with 
the necessary switching, and replacing the 
.00015 mfd. gang condenser with a gang 
condenser of .0005 mfd. each section, we 
can achieve our object. The short-wave 
H.F. choke in the anode lead of the con
verter valve should also he replaced by one 
designed for the medium and long waves. 
The necessary ~frequency shift can be 
achieved by employing a .0003 mfd. or 
.0005 mfd. pre-set condenser in place oft-he 
fonner one of 40 m.mfds. (See Fig. 2 for 
details.) 

On One Chassis 
r--t--------t-~.,.. Suppose we now scrap the conve~r-idea 

and build the entire receiver on one chassis. 
The sequence will then be as shown in Fig. 3. 
First we have the frequency-changer valve 
with itR associated coils, about which we 
have already learned. Then we have the 
H.F. amplifying valve, called the inter
. mediate, which is exactly the same as in the 
conventional 1-v-1 receiver, except that 
we scrap tlie gang condenser and employ 
instead two pre-set conden8ers which, after 
they have been set, do not require to be 
touched. Next comes the detector, or second 
detector, as it is called, the coils before vhich 
are tuned by one of the pre-set conden~ers 
iust mentioned. The rest of the set is a 
straightforward L.F. affair. It will be seen 
that there are four valves in all, and most 
of the parts required will doubtless come out 
of the-junk'box, no special superhet parts 
being required; for all that it is a superhet 

-receiver, just as much as if specialvarts 
had been obtainl'd. There is nothing magical 
or mystifying about a superhet. 

·000001fd. l.T 

'---·o~o'"'os"",.-fd-.. --~~,'---a'<--:' 
i! Gong conrl 

Fig. 2.-Circuit showing modification.! to a S.W. 
converter /or receiving the medium and long-wave 

band. 

• • ever. gives the best results. If the reoliver 
is tuned by two separate conden~s; as 
distinct from one gang condenset·, these 
must be synchronised. 

Now suppose we wish to receive, not the 
sh.ort waves, but the inedium and long 'waves 
with what we will still~ call a' converter. 
What changes must 'we make ? ~ Biv remov~
ing the short-wave coils of t-he converter 

1 
1 
I 
•·0005mfd. t 
~'-Caiig. Con<!."' 

Operation 
The adjustments nece~sary to get the 

receiver into full working trim are really 
quite simple, but they must be calllied out 
slowly, and with care. A local oscillator is of 
great help, but use can be made of the local 
station to get them . approximately right, 

Fig. 3.-Circuit diagram of a 4-valve superhet, embodying the circuit shown in Fi_q. 2. 
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a~1d th<:n a weak station to get them more 
C:V:act. 

To receive the local station turn the gang 
· condenser to where it is known to come in 

with the }Jartieular coils in use, and set the 
pre-set condenser (marked condenser No. 1 
in Fig. 3) about 50 degrees away from the 
gang condenser in terms ofo()a,pacity. Now 
turn to the other pre'!iets (Nos. ·4 and 5 in 
:Fig. 3) ancl adjust them, retuning with the 
gang condenser while doing so. There should 
be no difficulty in receiving the local station. 
. The same procedure is carried out with a 
weak station in order to get the set accur
ately ganged, not forgetting the trimmers 
on the gang condenser. Once the set is 
ganged you will have one knob tuning, with 
all the othef advan~ges of a superhet. 

For incre&sed, range it is customary to . 
add an H.F. stage before the mixer valve. 
This necessitates a tlll:ee-gang con!lenser, 
and another coil. The circuit is then as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

July, 1941 

SO,OOOA 

By viewing a superhet in this progressive 
manner the circuit lOileS much of its terrors, 
arili has the advantage that one can use 
up standard material in building it. 

C.B.- ·OOOSmfd . ...J J 
'-- -3-Cang COitcienser---- _..J 

Fig. 4.-Circuit diagram showing the cuLlitional H.F. stage: 

Stqtion WL w·,s Twentieth Anniversory 
AHUMMING transmitter with dear

channel power of 50,000- watts, and 
after-midnight experimental power of 

500,000 watts, an 831-ft. aerial tower, and 
the largest independent broadcasting organ
isa.tion in America., is what Powel Crosley, 
Jr., possesses in Radio Station WLW 

· (Cjncinnati) in 1941, its twentieth 
anniversa.ry year. 

WLW to-day is a fabulous leap fro!ll the 
tiny 8CR of 1921-, which Crosley con
structed in his own home, in Cincinnati. 
This sma.fl station, predecessor of WLW, 
was an experimental station built from a 
fuw odds and ends of equipment, and 
Crosley tested it by playing a gramophone 
record, "Song of India," over and over 
a~in. 

Anticipating permission to boost WLW's 
power to 5,000 watts, Crosley in 1924 
had new studios const,ructed at. his plant.. 
When permission ca.mc the following year, 
he began operating a new tra.nsmitter at 
Harrison, Ohio, 22 miles from ths studios in 
Cincinna.ti, w~h was the first remote-con
trol broadcasting unit to be used in radio. 
HithPrto, transmitters had been adjacent 
to studios in ordinary practice. 

With WLW established, and with plans 
going forward t{) build even a larger trans
mit.t.er, Crosley in 1926 made an important 
addition to his broadcasting activity. It 
was the establishment of a short-wave 
station known as WSXAL, renamed WLWO 
last y€'ar when the Federal Communications 
Commission chaJ}ged eall letters on many 
international tmnsmitters and gave per
mission for comme1:cial broadcasting. 

The station's first licence, in 1926, 
provided for power of lOO watts, which 
was Increased to 250 watts in 1927, and 
tht"n t-o 10,000 watts in 1931. 

~ley was taught the fundamentals of 
broadcast technique by Hamilton Fordyce, 
who owned a radio shop in Cincinnati, and 
his partner, Russell Blair, who for many 
years was one of Crosley's engineers. The 
spring of 1921 found him deep in experi
mental resParclt, trying new. valves and 
amplifiers, and building the knowledge of Power Increased to 75,000 Watts 
radio t.hat ~as t.o eV'entuaJ:e in t!vl far- The power of WLWO has been twice 
flung operations that th-day_mclude WLW,- increased, first to 50,000 watts, and more 
WSAI and short-wave station ~WO. . reoontly to 75,000 watts making it the 

A few months after commencmg exper1- most powerful .station in the United States. 
mental. work at home, C~ley moved ~he Engineers perfected a special transmitter 
tran&mrtter of 8CR ·to hlS manufacturing which enables the intern~tt.ienal station to 
plant. In March, 1922, the first licence operate on not one or two. but six fro
under the csllletters WL~ "\\'ll.S issued_. quencies, adapted to weather and solar 
. A yt>a~ after that,~~ acqmrt;d controlling conditions, and enabling the beam to, reach 
mterest 1!1 the PreelSIOn Eqmpment Corn- any given South American country at any 
pany, which as early as 1919 had owned and given time. Most of the programmes are 
ope~ted W!IDJ, _one of t~e first two bread- sent to Latin America by meal\11 of a direc
ca!ltmg st~trons m America. ~sley, ~o_w- tional aerial shaped like a rhombus or 
ever, _dectd~ to oonce1:1trate h1s actrVlt! diamond. Although operating on 75,000 
a.nd discontm~ted ope~trng ~- At this watts, the transmitter produces the effect 
trme the varrous ~ro]ects bemg sponso~ of. _900,000 _watts owing to the rhombic 
by Crosley were umfi.ed through the orgaru- a.enal which concentrates the beams at a 
sati<!n of a n~w co~p&n;r-the Croslcy ~ll _angle, and, ahOOts them in a 'given· 
Radto Corporation, ·'Yhich m 1939 became direction, just as a reHector increases the 
the CrO'Iley Coql,Or~10n. . . . brigh~ of an e~ctric light in a particular 

It was Crosley s Idea from the beguuung directiOn. The station is being regarded as 
tha~ adequat-? :power m~st be granted .a an important factor :.in the "good will" 
radiO station if 1t were to serve the public ·relations between the Americas. 
extensively and well. When WLW was 1n 1927 WLW marked up a red-letter day 

. moved to Crosley's Brighton plant in 1922, when it was granted a clea':red channel on 
its power "\\'aS incl'Cft!!!'d·'to 500' watts by the' 700 kilpcycles, and another a year later when 
Umtecl States Department of Commerce, the then Federal Radio Commission 
and even t_ht>n the· ~roadcasting pioneer increased ~ts power to 50,000 watts. Five 
, was e':lergetically leadmg the fight that :was mont~s after this permission was received, 
to brmg· about the present era of hrgh- WLW s new Mason tralll!mitter was put into 
power transmitters. operatio?, on October 4th, 1928. · 

·Also in 19!8, Crosley acquired control 
of WSAI, now known as " Cincinnati's 
Own Station." Founded in 1923, by the 
United States Playing Card Company, 
Norwood,· Ohio, ~AI originally divided 
time on a wavelength of 970 tl:ilocycles with 
WLW, and later with a new. outlet known as 
WFBW. Later the wavelength wa'S shifted 
to 930 kilocycles, ~d then to 830. In 1929, 
following the Crosley purchase, the fre
quency was set at 1,330 kilocycles. Its 
new position, urtder the Havanna Treaty, 
is 1,360 kilocycles. · 

Until1933; when it was granted pennis- · 
sion to use a daylight strength of 2,500 
watts, .\V"SAI had been a low-power st!l-tion. 
Its listening strength in the Cincinnati 
area was considerably increased in 1936 
when the transmitter was removed from 
Mason, Ohio, to the suburb of Clift.On 
Heights, where a high-fidelity trfl:nsmitter 
was installed at Warner and Roh Streets. 
In 1937 its signal strength was increased to 
5,000 wattS during daytime, and 1,000 
watts at night-time, and it was classified 
as a regional outlet. • 

The ·latest development in WSAI's 
technical progress was the permission 
granted, late in 1939, to increase night power 
froJll 1,000 to 5,000 watts, substantially 
improving service after sunset. A direc
tion&! aerial system to be located north 9f 
Mount Healthy, using three towers, each 
350 feet in height, is now in use. · 

500,()()()..watt Transmitter 
ln 1934 WLW engineers accomplished 

what until that time had been coiisidered an 
engineering improbability, if not an impos; 
sibility, by building a transmitter that could 
·send out a power of 500,000 watts. The 
transmitter's JllQ8t spectacular part is an 
a.erial tower at Mason soaring 831 feet into 
the air, topping the W a.shingtoa Monu
ment by 275 feet. The 50(),000-wa.tt trans
mitter is now operated from 12 midnight 
to .1 a.m. nightly under the experimentaJ 
ca.ll-letters W8XO. 

Further developments of vital importance 
. to Cincinnati broadcasting may be expected 
this year. The (lrosley Corporation has 
filed application with the Federal Com
mnnica.tions Commission for a licence to 
build awl operate a frequency modulation 

.. transmitter, said to eliminate receiver 
static, and for permission to operate a tele
vision station . 
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ITEMS OF INTEREST 
More Radio Men Wanted for R.A.F. 

NEW and forthcoming additions to 
Britain's bomber fleets have created 

an urgent demand for thousands of radio 
and wireless mechanics. They do not fly 
-they are the men behind the men who 
work the sets. Servicing the radio and wire
less equipment is their job. 

Much of the wireless gear used in the big 
bombers of the R.A.F. is of new and 
'1dvanced design, and the Air Force is 
giving special training to keen young 
men in the work of maintaining and repair
ing this vital equipment. 

Navigating the bombers out to their 
targets in Germany, and safely home again, 
depends largely on the radio aids and fixes 
which the signals members of the air 
crews obtain. Rescue, in the event of a 
forced landing on the sea, may well depend 
also on that vital radio link sustained by the 
business-like metal-cased sets in the" wire
less bloke's" cabin. 

Bright, intelligent young men who are 
keen on· radio and have an elementary 
knowledge of electricity and a mechanic's 
touch are the type the R.A.F. want. 
Their training as Radio and Wireless 
mechanics is one of the most thorough in 
the Service, and likely to be of immense 
value to them afterwards in civil life. 

The age limits are 18 to 34. And when 
proficient they pass to the highest paid trade 
group of the Air Force, with a minimum 
pay of 4s. 3d. a day. 

A Present from France 

A SCHOOLGIRL living in a small town 
on the line between occupied and 

unoccupied France has written to the 
B.B.C. enclosing some buttons with the 
llags of France· and Greaj, Britain printed on 
them. In the l~tter accompanying the gift 
the writer says : " In the town itself, which 
is occupied, there is a shop which even now 

~ is still selling buttons with the Anglo
French flags on them. I have sewn some on 
one of my bodices. They also sell boxes of 
notepaper on which there is a photograph 
of King George VI in his Air Marshal's 
uniform ••• I had a good laugh the other day 
when two Germans were looking at these 
boxel!l, and were just going to buy one. 
But in the end they decided they didn't 
like the colour of the papl)r. It was a great 
pity, it would have been lovely if they had 
gone off with a picture of the Head of the 
greatest Empire in the world-the Empire 
which is going to defeat them ! In another 
window there is a picture of Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth. I feel quite proud every 
time I go past, and the Boches haven't 
even recognised it yet ! Another window 
was full of Anglo-French badges up till a 
few days ago. All these little things will 
show you that the Anglo-French Alliance is 
still alive to-day in spite of the Boches who 
occupy our country. Soon our· English 
friends will land in France to chase out the 
Boche-we await that day and, me.anwhile, 
we resist as best we ca.n." 

BIDIO ENGIIEER'S 
VEST-POCKET 

BOOK 
2nd Edition 

By f. J. CAMM 

3/6, or 3/9 l>_y post from George Newnes, Ltd. 
(Book Dept.), Tower House, Sduthomj>ton Str,eet, 

Strtmd. Lam/on, W.C.l. 

------------~------. 

COMMUNICATIONS DEPEND •••• 

BULGIN 

BULGIJI 

BULGIN 
FOR 

FUSES 

THE finest Radio and small 
Electrical glass-enclosed 

Fuses in the World. The com
prehensive range, from 60 mA. 
to 25 A., covers every requfre
ment. Accurate and uniform in 
characteristics and made to~ 

British Standard Specification· 
No. 646, R.M.A.-and R.C.M.F. 
--specification. Absolutely (ire
proof and safe, sure in action 
upon 50-75% overload. it is 
better to be safe than sorry ! 

ON SMALL 
PARTS. ••• 

(N' countless instances quite intricate 
pieces of apparatus are wholly 

dependant on the proved reputation 
and reliability of their component 
parts. 

All products from the House of 
Bulgin are 'pre-eminent for superior 
design and workmanship, and every 
article bearing our Trade Mark has to 
pass exacting and exhaustive tests 
during the course of its production. 

That is why every manufacture 
of national importance incorporates 
Bulgin components. 

Our 80 pp. Radio Service Manual : 
fully illustrated, 280 circuits and 
diagrams. Over·25,000 copies sold. 

Price llld. post free. 

ALWAYS DEPEND ON 

BULCIN 
~EGISTERED • TRADE • MARK 

A. F. BULCIN & CO., LTD., BY-PASS RD., BARKING, ESSEX. 
. TEL. RIPPLEWAY 3474 (4 Hnes). 
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OJl.~!!: -~o:_!?.I! ~If! !lo:!! 
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the neme and addreas 

of the oender (not nece .. arily for pubUcarion). 

A Morse L.F. Oscillator 

SIR,-I enclose herewith theoretical cir
cuit and panel diagram of my all

mains morse L.F. oscillator, which may be 
of interest to other keen amateurs. About 
two weeks (evenings) have been spent on 
it, and the results amply justify the time 
put in. My friend (also a reader of your 
paper) and I have connected our shacks 
together with a twin wire, and we have 
morse practice, using my oscillator and his, 
with headphones in parallel across the 
respective outputs. Here is a br;ief descrip
tion of the uses of the various components. 

The B.T.H. L.F. transformer (sec. not 
used) replaces an L.F.· choke, and st9ps 
key clicks in the domestic receiver. It 
also smooths the note and lifts its fre· 
quency. R2 was originally the tone control 
alone, but I found that it only varied the 
note over a small scale, so RI was added 
with very pleasing results. C5 gives the 
note a " cushiony" effect; without it, 
the instrument cracks into oscillation when 
the key is pressed, but in circuit, the 
oscillations rise to a peak just quick enough 
so as not to clack the phones or vice versa, 
so as not to sound like a siren starting up. 
C6 prevents coarseness, and also lifts the 
frequency. The other set of switch contacts 
go to my "A.C.2," now in course of con
struction. To communicate with my friend 
I just plug a bayonet plug into an old lamp 

8.30, 9.30 and 10.30 p.m., B.S.T." I am 
still at a loss as to the situation and nation
ality of this station, but I hope the infor
mation above will be of interest to your 
correspondent. In conclusion, I should 
like to express my appreciation of l'HACTI
CAL \VIRELESS for "carrying on."-F. 
WHALEY (Taunton). · 

Who is the Doyen? 

SIR,-With reference to 'l'hNmion'~ 
guery, " \Vho is the DoyC'n ? ", it 

certainly would be interesting to know who 
is the oldest wireless amatem'. I am a 
proud possessor of the " Practical \Vireless 

Mains ::.wftcn 

P.ertorated Zmc /nspect1on 
Cri// Recttller 

Actual ~Jze 
=19'xB" 

Panel laq-oul of morso L.F. oscillator. 

Circuit diagram of W. G. Andrews' all-mains morse oscillator. Components are as follow: 
Cl-16 mfd. (wet); C2-4 mfd.; C3 and C4-2 m/d.; CS-.2S m/d.; C6-.001 m/d.; 
SI-switch (Burndept 5 p. 2-way); Rect.-Philips 1821 ; RI-! MQ vol. control (Philco); 
R2-old filament rheo.; T -L.F. T. (B. T.H. 10-1) : L.F.C. (Philips) ; Osc. valve-( Marconi 

MHL4) ; Osc. lrans.-(Ferranti AF4). 

socket and switch on. We call each other 
up in the Mercantile Marine style, and it is 
to this Service that I expect to be appointed 
shortly, in the capacity of radio officer. 

I trust that other readers will benefit 
from this circuit. 

"Torch's" poem in the May issue is 
noted. I think it is really the best he has 
produced. yet. It amused me intensely. 
-W. G. ANDREWS (Liverpool). 

S.W. Station Identification 

SIR,-In reply to a letter from one of 
your correspondents (John Parkin, of 

Hull), I should like to mention that I have 
heard the station to which he refers. The 
station gave an English news programme 
and closed at 9 p.m., B.S.T. with the 
announcement: "This is the N.B.S. New 
Broadcasting System station broadcastin~ 
on wawlcngths of .25.08, 30.77 and 41.07 
metres. Our programmes are radiated at 

Encyclopredia," " Radio Training Manual," 
"P.W. Service Manual," and "\Vireless 
Transmission." I also have the data sheets 
which were issued with the"first issue of 
PRACTICAL WmELESS, and I think these 
are a fine collection. I a,ni 47 years old.
T. W. HERBERT (Walthamstow). 

SIR,-I made my first set (10 valves) 
in 1916, long .before broadcasting 

began, with coloured soft Dutch valves 
and home-made bobbin transformers
panel 3ft. X 2ft.-and believe it or not, 
one pair of Army pattern headphones. 1 
claim to be your oldest reader. I have 
yet to buy my first ready made receiver, 
rrnd I must have made dozens of sets, but 
I am still just as keen as ever. 

Good luck, Lawton, of Prestwich, I 
was your first customer when you opened 
4P on Moston Lane, Bla~ey, about 1924. 
Remember my Three-Four ?-C. WILLIAJ\IS 
(Stockport). 

July, 1941 

Back Numbers Wanted 

W ILL any reader who has n spare copy 
of PRACTICAL WmELESS dated 

December 28th, 1935, and of January 4th, 
1936, please notify K. Fawcctt, 18, Roving
ham Grove, Harehi.lls, Leeds, 8, who would 
be grateful for the loan of them. 

Correspondents Wanted 

A HElD, 41, Calshot Road, Gt. Burr, 
• Birmingham 22, would like to c·orres

pond with another reader in any part of the 
Briti~h Isles who is interested in S. W. radio. 

A. G. S. Cobb, Blencowe, Heath Street, 
Tamworth, Staff's, who is a b<'ginner, is 
desirous of getting in touch with any young 
short-wave enthusiast. 

MAINS-OPERATED APPARATUS 
FOR RADIO 

THE British Standards Institution ha& 
.recently issued a revision of the 

British Standard Specification for Electric 
Mains-Operat.ed Radio and other Apparatus 
for Radio, Acoustic and Visual Reproduc
tion (Safety Requirements-B.S. No. 415-
1941). 

This rC'vision was undertaken c·hiefly as a 
result of the circulation by the International 
Electrotechnical Commission, of a draft
international- specifica1ion for mfety re
quirements for mains-operated radio appar
atus. The present revision has inPorporated 
a" much of the materin1 of that draft as has 
proved acceptable to the interests in this 
country. 

The scope of the British specification is 
wider than that. of the I.E.C. draft, for it 
ineludes television and public addrees 
eqtiipment, but it can be11a.id that the pres
ent issue of B.S. 415 diffC'rs little in prin
ciple from the I.E. C. proposals, so that when 
circumstances permit of the completion of 
the international draft, the British standard 
will be found to be in line on all fundamental 
questions, though differing in some impor
tant det.ails. A new Section No. 7 has 
been added, dealing with. the installatiou 
of the apparatus. 

Copies of the revised spcdfication may 
be obtained from the British StandardH 
Institution, Publications Department, 28, 
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1, price 2s. 3d., 
post free. 

RADIO 
TRAINING 
MANUAL· 

For the Services and the Trade 
Edited by F. J. CAMM 

The contents deal with Radio as a areer, 
Radio In the Forces, Production Servicing, 
Laboratory, etc., an Outline of Prospects. 
Electrical Units Explained, Radio Formulae 
Simplified, Principles of Receiver Design, 
a Guide to Servicing. etc. Fully Illustrated 
with Circuit Diagrams, Tables and Formulae. 

61• NET 
(By po•t 6/8) 

Or all Booksellers, or by post from GEORGE 
NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower House, 

Southampton Street, London, W.C.2 
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Comment, Chat and Criticism 

Outline of Musical History-21 
Beethoven's Life in Vienna. 

By Our Music Critic. MAURICE REEVE 

T HERE was much to learn and much 
hard work to get through before 
Beethoven could master the in

tricacies of composition and orchestration 
to the extent that would enable him to 
write worthily in such forp1s as the sym
phony, concerto, sonata ·or quartet. So, 
brimful of confidence and self assurance, 
and possessing, at long last, a certain 
measure of financial independence, he left 
Bonn for Vienna by the post-chaise at 
6 a.m. on November 3rd, 1792. Sure that 
he would conquer the musical world, he 
succeeded to a degree that must have 
reached l>eyond even his not inconsiderable 
vanity and personal egotism. The armies 
of the French Revolution were hard on the 
wheels of his carriage as it sped across 
Germany and Austria ; Bono soon fell 
under French government, a,nd, shortly 
after his arrival in the famous city on the 
Danube, it, too, listened to the victorious 
tramp of Napoleon's soldiers. 

Arrival in Vienna 
Beethoven arrived in Vienna about the 

lOth November, 1792. As to the great city· 
at the time of his arrival, we might do best 
by quoting M. M. Scott-' Beethoven.' 
" At a period when music was fashionable 
in most great• cities, Vienna stood . high 
above all others by the splendour of its 
professional musicians, the cultivation of 
its connoisseurs and the prodigality of 
those princely patrons who vied with each 
other in the maintenance of house orches
tras and chamber music organisations. 
H public concerts were few, opera was a 
constant factor, and the private concerts 
in the palaces of the nobility were an ideal 
ground on which to make music and meet 
musicians. Some idea of the prizes open to 
composers may be gained when we remem
ber that Haydn's oratorio The Creation 
and Beethoven's Eroica Symphony both 
had their first performances in private, 
one at the Schwarzenberg Palace, the other 
by Prince Lichnowsky's orchestra." 

He took up his abode, first in an attic, 
and then in a ground floor room, in Prince 
Lichnowsky's house. It was obvious that 
his friends in Bonn had arranged for his 
arriv&l, else how can it be explained 
that he· found a prince's home to walk 
straight into, even though it was the top 
floor? 

Few men in history have been the 
fortunate possessor of so many friends as 
Beethoven ; friends in the highest walks 
of life and friends who were faithful to him 
through the greatest provocations. For 
few men, also, have treated their friends 
in worse taste, and often with disgraceful 
and unpardonable rmJeness, than he did. 
Amongst those who honoured him with 
their confidence were Prince and Princess 
Lichnowsky firstly, who not only wor
shipped his music and practically placed 
their house at his disposal, but also pro
vided him with a· quartet of the finest 
instruments, and an annuity of six hundred 
guilden. Then there was Baron von 
Swieten, Prince Lobkowitz, Count Fries, 
Count Maurice Lichnowsky (the Prince's 
brother), Baron von Gleichenstein and 
von Domanowecz of the Foreign Office, 
who was so under the young despot's 

/ 

spell that he would be perfectly content and his pupils at the time he first met 
to cut his pens for him. Giulietta. -

Gifts at Transposition 
Beethoven was a splendid pianist and 

phenomenal at transposition and im
provisation. But it was his playing of slow 
movements, and especially his own, which 
caused his audience to give him their 
allegiance onee they had heard him. 
During his first year or so in Vienna, it 
was in this capacity that he was chiefly 
known. His gifts at transposition were 
truly remarkable in spite 'of the fact that 
Mozart, Mendelssohn, and a few others 
performed similar deeds. He transposed 
the whole of his Concerto in C at rehearsal 
into C sharp, owing to the piano being 
half a tone flat. 

There were few public concerts and 
recitals then as we know them now. 
Most of the music had to be heard at the 
private functions given by the aristocracy, 
at which a,rtists like Beethoven had ample 
opportunities for performance in con
ditions of quiet and before audiences of a 
greater degree of musical intelligence than 
could then be found in a public hall. Prince 
Lichnowsky and Baron von Swieten were 
the first to secure his services, the Prince 
for his regular Friday mornirig chamber 
performances, the latter for soirees, when 
he had " either to bring his nightcap in 
his pocket '' or to stay after the other 
guests had gone. On these latter occasions, 
he would play half a dozen of Bach's 
Fugues for his host, as a parting " good 
night" and for " pleasant dreams." It 
never failed. We must not forget that it 
was on Bach's famous "48" that he built 
up his reputation as a pianist in Bonn. · 

Romantic Life 
In 1795 he proposed to Magdalena 

Willmann, a charming and gifted singer, 
but she refused him because " he was 
ugly and half crazy.'"" Strange, that one 
of the women who might have been among 
the first expected to be appreciative of his 
greatness and to have come under the spell 
that most people couldn't resist, being 
herself in the world of music, should have 
uttered such a strange remark ! But he 
did not moan long over this pretty charmer, 
for he was called to give lessons to 
Giulietta Guicciardi, cousin of the Bruns
wick sisters, and the daughter of a court 
councillor. Giulietta was 17 and he was 30. 
Giulietta, however, married Count Gallen
berg, a man in her own station of life, and 
the much thwarted and romantic master 
had to nurse his sorrows afresh. He 
dedicated the Rondo in G to her, and it 
was considered more than a coincidence 
that the key and her initial were the same 
letter. But he took it back and for some 
reason or other sent to Eleonora, only to 
exchange it with Giulietta for something 
much more famous and imposing, the Sonata 
in C sharp minor, Op. 27, No. 2, to which 
we are indebted to a publisher for its 
baptism as the " Moonlight." 

In the autumn 'of 1803 he fell to the 
charms of the -beautiful young countess, 
Josephine von Deym, who with her equally' 
lovely sister, Coootess Therese von Bruns
wick, were cousins of Giulietta Guicciardi, 

Viennese Society 
Winter of 1805-6 saw the three of them, 

Beethoven, .Tosephine and Thcrese, in the 
full whirl of Viennese sncietv. It was at this 
time that he solved the ·problem of his 
deafness and gained his grcat victory over it, 
hence his emergence' from his self-impoEcd 
solitude, and the splendonr and magnifi
,cence of the great. works which flowed 
from his pen. Each of the compositions 
from now till 1812 v~C'd with one another 
in new marvels unknown i"n music beforC'. 
Did Therese help him with thi> fight ? 
It was at this time that he pencilled on a 
page of the sketches for the Rasoumovsky 
quartets: "Just as you are now plugging 
into the whirlpool of society-just so pos
sible is it to compose operas in spite of social 
obstacles. Let your deafness no longer be a 
secre~ven in art.'' There is something 
here that savours of Therese, the arostle 
of truth. 

Threatened Deafness 
In a letter to Giulietta mention is made 

of the commencement of what was un
doubteqly the great tragedy of his life
his deafness. Other references made at, the 
same time reveal the fact that he feared 
the oncoming of this terrible affliction with 
dread and consternation. / 

This great calamity must afford at least 
a partial excuse for his many otherwise 
unaccountable pieces of conduct. To a 
musician, striving to hear the 'threags of 
harmony as his patterns wpre weaved in his 
mind, and then, a little later on and for the 
rest of his life being "Ullahle to hear them 
even on a piano, and in the end not at all, 
is a tragedy that can only be called over
whelming. To compare it to a painter losing 
his sight or anyone their hands can do 
nothing to emphasise the horror of it. 

After settling down in Vienna, Ludwig 
got down to hard work under Haydn, with 
whom- he studied for over a year. The 
lessons were not a success, and, as already 
mentioned, the two men, one so ripe in 
experience and the other so eager to burst 
into blossom of his own, and not ofHaydn's, 
forcing, did not get on too well together. 
In fact, the lessons left Ludwig so dis
satisfied that he went secretly to Schenk 
for some stricter ones. 

When Haydn went to England in 1794, 
Beethoven strode off to Albrechtsburger, a 
famous pedagogue. These lessons lasted a 
year when he began to study vocal com
position, verbal accent, rhythm, metre, 
etc., from Salicri, J\!Iozart's old rival, and in 
quartet writing from Forstner. At the 
same time, he was gaining fame as a vianist, 
chiefly through his performances of Bach's 
48 Preludes and Fugues, and as a teacher 
amongst the more progressive students and 
the young ladies of the noblesse, in whose 
salons he had such a firm foothold. 

His first concert appearance was in 1795, 
playing his own Concerto No. 2 in B flat, 
Op.l9, at a charity concert and in the follow
ing year he went on tour, visiting Prague 
and Berlin amongst other places. On 
June 21st, he appeared at the Singakademie 
in Berlin where they sang in his honour. 
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ESSENTIAL BOOKS 
ELEMENTARY HANDBOOK FOR 

WIRELESS OPERATORS 
By W. E. Crook, A.M.I.E.E., A.F.R.Ae.S. 
This new book, written by an R.A.F. In
structor. is ideal for the man who wants to 
become a wireless operator. It gives you all 
the essential information you require in the 
first instance in a clear, easy-to--understand 
manner. You will be on the right lines if 
you read and study this book. 4•. net. 

RADIO RECEIVER SERVICING AND 
MAINTENANCE 

By E. J. G. Lewls. " Wireless World " says : 

~n~::o~~1l .. :~J:C"tfc~'a~o {i;~~~~~a_~;a;w1 
fg~~~he ~!~~::,rLrtno~~~~se tih:'0~~r~~c! 
engineer what to do and just how to do it. 
Ss. 6d. net. 

RADIO RECEIVER CIRCUITS 
HANDBOOK 

By E. l\l, Squire. A useful guide to circuits 
for members of the radio industry and radio 
amateurs. It deals· with the receiver in 
stages, and combines general theory with 
practical information. 4s. 6d. net. 

INTRODUCING RADIO RECEIVER 
SERVICING 

By E. M. Squtr.,. One of the best books 
available on this subject. Invaluable to 
students, radio service engineers, testers .and 
dealers, enabling all to attain a working 
knowledge of the subject in a minimum of 
time, e.nd without la.borlously studying 
unnecessary theoretical frills. 6s. net. 

FIRST COURSE IN WIRELESS 
By " Decibel.'" A handy guide to wireles$ 

for beginners. , It is clearly and simply 
written, employs a minimum of mathematics, 
and forms an excellent introduction to the 
more technical works on the subject. Joining 
the R.A.F. ? Then get this book. 5s. net. 

Send for a 'complete list of Pitman's 900 
Tecfmtcal Books. post free on application. 

t•t"t~~t.~2\'·s 
PARKER Sl., KINGSWAT, LONDON, W.C.l 

THE 
RADIO SERVICE MAN, 
DEALER AND OWNER 
The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio 
Course learns radio thoroughly, cam· 
pletely, practically. When he earns his 
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are 
not content merely to teach the prln· 
clples of radio, we want to show our 
students how to apply that training In 
practlcat, every-day, radio service work. 
We train them to be successful! 

INTERNATICNAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

Dept. 94A, International Buildin&'s, 
Kingaway, London, W.C.2. 

Please explain fully about your Instruction in 
the subject marked X. 

Complete Radio Encinnrinl 
Radio . Service Encinun 

Elementary Radio 
Television 

If you wish to pass a Radio examination, 
indicate it below. 

Institute of Radio En&ineen 
P.M.a. Certificate for Wirelesi Operators 

Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and 
Tele&rattiiY for Aircraft 

City and Guilds Telecommunications 

Name ..•••....................... Age ..... 

Address .... 

(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope.) 
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itistl lon~-Distance 
i steners' Club· -~ 

DURING the past few week~> several 
interesting letters have been received 

from members giving accounts of their 
activities, and other matters of interest. 
A selection of these letters is given on this 
page. 

From an Old M~mber 

MEMBER 1,775, whose QRA is in 
Palestine, sends us the following 

interestin~ letter : 
" After noting the regular corner in 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS for Club news, 
I take this opportunity of writing to try 
and re-contact some members from whom 
I have not heard since I emolled about 
four years ago. · 

"You will note from my membership 
number that I am a very old member of 
this Club, and if there are some good 
ex-hams who would like to eontaet me in 
view of exchanging ideas, I'll be delighted 
to respond. Plew'.e address, c/o The Editor. 

"You might be interPsted to learn what 

" Perhaps you will be surprised to hear 
from one who was and I hope still is an old 
memberofthe B.L.D.L.C. My membership 
number is 32 (March 14th, 1936), and the 
organisation which I was secretary of then 
(North Manchester Radio Society) was 
recognised as the Northern Headquarters 
of the B.L.D.L.C. This, however, was 
soon passed over, because at that time 
there were very few B.L.D.L.C. members 
anywhere near Manchester. I am still 
secretary, but the organisation is now 
called Narth Manchester Ra,diq and Tele
vision Society, and I am still interested in 
meeting members of the B.L.D.L.C., 
although I always find that they are rather 
shy at making themselves known. My 
purpose in writing this letter is to draw 
attention to an amateur radio conference 
which is to be held in Manchester on 
June 8th, and to assure all members of the 
B.L.D.L.C. who are ablPAo attend that they 
will be specially welcomed. 

" r should be interested to know if there 
type of equipment I am 
using. Well, I have one of 
the so-called Pommuniea
tion sets, and it is a good 
RX for the short waves. 
On this set I have heard 85 
eountries (hams); mostly on 
'phone, but have verified 
only 40, of which I have 
QSL cards. I have heard 
all continents, and verified 
the British Empire. The 
antenna in use at my QRA 
is. 66ft. end~fed, and 
directed N.E.-S.W., and 
certainly brings in the DX. 
'The W6, . K6, KD6 and 
KB6 hams· are regular 
' customers' of my set, 
and I certainly enjoy 
them." 

A corner of the den owned by Member 6,313. 

We were very interested in your long 
list of QSL's, No. 1,775, but pressure on 
our space prevents us from publishing it. 

Merimental Work . 
EMBER 6,313, whose rig is illustrated 

on this page, writes: 
" I follow with great interest the reports 

in PRACTICAL WIRELESS On the activities 
of the B.L.D.L.C. For some months past 
I have been doing a great deal of 
experimenting, and have tried all kinds of 
circuits and different methods of coupling 
and decoupling in the L.F. and H.F. stages. 
In the accompanying photograph of my 
den the short-wave set (on the right) is 
now an untuned H.F. buffer stage connected 
uy condenser to the coil, an ordinary 
regenerative detector stage feeding a 
pentode through a 10-1 Telsen coupling 
unit. Plug-in coils cover from 12-180 
metres. The broadcast band set is a Cossor. 
Circuits are now being tried for another 
·broadcast band set. 

"Above the short-wavesetisthespeaker, 
and a microphone for inter-house com
munication is on one side of the set. On 
the left is the Cossor receiver." 

Amateur Radio Conference in Man· 
chester 

MEMBERS residing in the Manchester 
district will be interested in the 

following letter from Member 32. 

are many members around the Manchester 
area, and if so I shall be pleased to Eee 
them if they will write me, c/o The Editor, 
arranging a date." 

Small Frequency Meter -

MEMBER 6,472, who has recently 
completed this handy unit, writes 

as follows: 
"The frequency-meter described in your 

April issue has been constructed and is 
now in the calibration stage. It is most 
certainly a very useful piece of apparatus, 
not only as a frequency-meter but also as a 
separate heterodyne or beat-oscillator when 
receiving through heavy interference. This, 
of course, only applies to C.W. reception, 
as the introduction of a beat-note on a 
telephony station would be the same as 
trying to receive it with the detector valve 
oscillating. With regard to WGEO operating 
on 48.47 metres, I think I can safely say 
that the only 'G.E.' station operating 
on this wavelength is KGEI in San Fran
cisco, Calif. Having heard local oscillations 
on the 14 me, and the 7 me. bands-from a 
S.W. enthusiast apparently-! s!lould very 
much like to hear-from any local S.W.L. 
in the Wandsworth district. All letters will 
fuid me at 81, Plymouth House, East Hill 
Estate, Wandsworth, London, S.W.l8. 
In conclusion, my offer in the January issue, 
of aid or co-operation, still stands good
so let's hear from you, fellow-member~.'! 
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The Committee of the wireless section of 
the Institution of Electrical Engineers 
make the following ~ominations to fill the 
vacancies which will occur on the committee 
on September 30th, 1941 : Chairman, 
.H. Bishop, C.B.E., B.Sc.(Eng.), member 
(British Broadcasting Corporation); Vice
Chairman, A. H. Mumford, B.Sc.(Eng.), 
member (Post Office Engineering Depart
ment); Ordinary members of committee 
(five vacancies), H. G. Beer, associate 
member (Post Office Engineering Depart
ment), F. P. Best, M.Sc., B.Eng., as.~ociate 
member (Marconi International Marine 
Communication Co., Ltd.), H. G. Hughes, 
M.Sc., associate member (H.M. Signal 
School), Prof. Willis Jackson, D.Sc., 
D.Phil., o68Sociate member (Manchester 
University), H. A. Thomas, D.Sc., member 
(National Physical Laboratory). 

Mr. G. Parr 
Fifteen momentous years in radio history 

are recalled in the news of the resignation 
from his post at Ediswan of Mr. G. Parr, 
where since 1926 he has been closely 

Mr. G. Parr. 

associat.ed with the technical development 
of radio in practically every sphere of its 
a.pplica.tion. Mr. Parr joined Ediswan in 
the boom days of radio when the com
ponent market, raked by a million amateur 
radio engineers, thrived even more richly 
tlian the receiver market. · 

He went into Ediswan from the FinsblllY 
College, at which he was trained and where, 
except for a short period of service with the 
Navy .WireJess Service in the last war, he 
worked as a demonstrator and lecturer in 
electrical' engineering. 

lle'"started his Ediswan career as assistant 
in the lamp works laboratory at Ponders 
End. At that time the development of the 
oxide-coated filaments for radio valves was 
an all-important subject, ·and much of 
Mr. Parr's work was directly in connection 
with its application to Ediswan valves. He 
was later transferred to Radio Division at 
Charing Cross Road, in charge of the 
Technical Service section, and so placed in 
the position from which he has become so 
widely known. His work in connection 
with the cathode-ray tube took him all over 
the country as a lecturer and demonstrator .• 
He .is leaving Ediswan to become editor of 
" El~tronic Ehgineering," and the news of 
his appointment will be received with 
interel!t in the radi6 and industrial world. 
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ENJOY "MUSIC WHERE 
, YOU WANT IT" ... 

't:r::~:, :?jr~ 
BUSY days and evenings leave little time for " 

leisurely listening beside the rndio set. Yet 
the need :for entertaiiunent is greater than 
ever. That is why more and more people are 
adopting W.:P. Extension Speaker listening. They 
are enjoying their favourite programmes in the 
kitchen, the workroom or the shelter. Thousands 
are getting the. fullest enjoyment from their radio 
by this means. Why not you ? Ask your dealer 

for a demonstration. 

Cabinet Models from 21/6 

Stentorian 
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO'., LTD., MANSFIELD, NOTTS. 

TAYLOM\ETEI iAF ~ 
32 RANGE . ~·~ YOU 
UNIVERSAL METER 
Sen!litivity 1,000 :ohms per volt. A.C. and D.C. 

The set teotina 
functions of this 
precision i!'Stru
ment covers all 
raa.--ntial for 
carryina out accur
ate electrical 
measurements for 
Radio and 
General test -rk. 

Model 90. PRICE 

£9.9.0 
(No purchase tax 

payable) 

Complete with leads. 
test prods and com
prehensive book of 
operating 
instructions. 
STUDY THESE. FE.ATUIIE.S : 
METER. 4i~ square type Taylor movinc coil meter. 
Sensitivity of 900 microamps. SCALES. The large 
dial has 3 clearly marked scales for measurements of 
Resiseance, A.C. and D.C. volts, A.C. volts and amps. 
RAJIIIGES. The 32 ranges include :-(7) D.C. VOlts 
0-0.25 up to f,OOO. (6) Output Volts 0-2.5 up to 1,000. 
(6} A.C. Volts 0-2.5 up to 1.000. · (5) D.C. Current 
0-1 mA. up to 2.5 amps. (4) Resistance from I ohm to 
10 megohms. (4)A.C. Current 0-1 m A. up to 2.5 amps. 
SOCKETS. There are 4 on the front panel, '' Common,'' 
~~Test,+"., I,OOOv!' and "Output." 

Model 95, 17 Ranp D.C. Meter .•• ... S7- 17.6 
Technical Brochure free on request. 

BRITISH MADE. GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS. 

TAYLOR Electrlc;d Instruments Ltd. 
419-421, Montrooe Avenue. · 

SLOUGH, Bucks. 
Telef>hone: Slough 21381. 

MORE and more men are urgently wanted lo 
maintain and operate R.A.F. Radio 

Installations. The work is intensely interesting, 
the pay and conditions are good, and the know
ledge gained can be of tremendous value after 
the war. 

If you are between rS and so you cannot do 
better than to qualify for Radio Service with 
the R.A.F. (ground duties only, if you wish). 

If you are not liable for service, there are 
excellent opportunities for you to earn good 
money as a spare-time or full-time civilian 
Radio Engineer. Never before has there been 
such a demand for trained men. 

We have already successfully trained many 
hundreds of men, and we can train you. Even 
if you know nothing about radio, you can study 
at home in your spare time, and become a 
qualified Radio Technician. 

Now, more than ever before, the out~tanding 
success of our method of tuition is being 
proved. Remember, we specialise in Radio, 
and our Courses are praised and approved by 
leading Radio Authorities. 

If you wish to learn modern radio or radio 
mathematics thoroughly, waste no time, but 
post coupon at once for free details of our 
Home-Study Courses. 

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE 
29, Market Place, READING. --------------------1 (post in uose.led envelope, Id. stamp) 1 
·Please send me free details of your Home-Study 

I Radio Courses. I 
I NAME .................................... • I l ADDRESS I 
L!.::..!?.;.. ____ ~·..;,;.;.;.·.;.;.;_ _____ j 
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Replies to Queries 
on the choke. In this case, the output 
choke should -be of a type specil!ollY desi,g11ed 

' for Q.P.P., and -it will pmbably have two 
or three taps on each side of; the ?ent:re 

·tapping to allow -for correct matchmg of 
· the speaker. . · _ 

The other method is to hse a speaker witl1 
a Q.P.P. tl-ansformer, in which case the 
only. connections to the set are from 
the three terminals marked "Anode," 
"Anode" and "H.T. +" respectively. 
These are connected in the manner des
cribed above in relation to the,putput choke. 
Provided that the choke and transformer · 
are of· suitable type for Q.P.P. output, 
either of the methods described is perfectly 
satisfactory, neither being'better than the· 
other. When the speaker has a built-in 
transformer of the ordinary type it is 
usually better to use the output-choke 
arrangement. 

Energising Current for M.C. Speaker 
" I have an M.C. loudspeaker with 1,250 

ohms Held, which I want to energise from the 
230 v. mains. I have various mains trans
formers and rectitlers on hand, mainly 350.0-
350, and also V12 valves. I presume a po1Ver
pack made up with one of these will do, but 
I am at a loss to know bowJo get the correct 
current for energising. Will you please put 
me on the right track? "-E. Stables, Junr. 
( Hemlngbrough). 

WE assume that the speaker requires an 
energising wattage of 15. The wat

tage is the product of the re~istancP of the 
field winding and the square of the current 
in amps. ; this means that the current 
required is about HO mA. To be on the 
safe side, however, and to avoid over· 
heating, it would be best to connect a 5,000-
ohm, 15-,watt, .semi-variable resistor in 
series with the field. You could then choose 
the highest value at which good sensitivity 
can be obtained. Take care that both 
speaker and resistor are mounted so that 
there is a good circulation of air round them, 
to avoid over-heating. 

Using Outdoor Aerial with Portable 
" I am constructing a 4-valve portable 

from the circuit publiahed ·In • Practical 
Wireless,' dated July 6th, 1940, and shall be 
glad if you can assist me on the following 
points : I want to use the set with an out•oor 
aerial, about 40ft. length with lead-in. If 
this will be satisfactory, will you please give 
me point to point connections-beyond 
screen grid valve to aerial and switch and 
earth. Also I have a small ·coli, wound as 
shown In rough sketch (not reproduced), 
with 6-pln connections, but' do not know 
point to point connections. Will this be 
suitable?"- A. W. White (Southend-on
Sea). 

IT is a very simple matter to use an out
door aerial with any portable set having 

a frame aerial, by following one. of two 
methods. The first is to wind about three 
turns of wire, of any convenient gauge and 
cotton covered, round the frame and con
nect one end of this extra winding to the 
aerial lead-in, and the other end to the 
earth lead, and to the earth line (generally 
L.T.-, H.T.- ), in the set. It is worth 
while to try the effect of reversing the aerial 
and earth connections to find whieh gives 
better reception. 

The other method is to connect the aerial 
lead to the grid of the first valve through a 
small fixed or variable condenser, a value 
between .00005 and .0001 mfd. being suit
able. In this case also, the earth lead should 
be joined to the earth line in the set. A 
reasonable degree of selectivity control can 
be obtained by combining these twli 
methods ; that is, by using the extra few 
turns of aerial winding and connecting the 
aerial lead-in to one end of this through a 
small variable or pre-set condenser. We 
do not advise you to alter the wiring of the 
receiver nor to modify the circuit published. 

It is quite impossible to make any really 
helpful suggestions concerning the proper 
connections to the coil of which you give a 
sketch, since this was probably taken from 
a commercial receiver, and was no doubt 
built to a special design for a special purpose. 
In view of this, the coil is probably useless to 
you as it stands, and would be better re
wound in accordance with one of the sets of 
instructions given in our book, " l:Vireless 
Coils, Chokes and Transformers," published 

at 5s., or 5s. 6d. post paid from _Tqwer 
House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 

Loading for Push-pull Output Stagt: 
"I intend to convert my 2H.F. set from 

A.C.-D.C. toj' all A.C.' working. In this modi
Jlcation, advantage will be taken to replace 
the ,simple A.V.C .. by delayed . amplllled 
A.V.C. and to 'replace the push~ pull pentodes 
by triodes (C.P.X.4's). Will you please 
inform me how much amplification .will be 
required between the duo-diode triode, and 
the output valves to load them fully, using 
R.C. coupling ? These will be operated at 
about 40 mA. apiece, so as to operate the 
,,._.~,_.·~~~~-t--.c~•-·-·-·1 

I RULES I 
We "ish to draw the reader's attention to the 

I fact that U1e Queries Service is intended only_ I 
for the solution of problems or difllculties -

I arising from the construction of receivers I 
I 

described In our pages, from ar~icles appearing -~ 
in our pages, or on general Wireless matter~. 

I 
we regret that we cannot,for obvious reasons- I 

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete 

I multi-valve receivers. -~ 
(2) Suggest alterations or modiflcat.ions of 

- reeeivers described in our rontcm- -~ 
porarieR. 11 (3) Suggest. altera~ions or modifications to 

1 commercial receivers. 

I (4) Answer queries over the. telephone. I 
(5) Graut interviews to querists. 

I A stamped, addressed envelope must he -, 
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and 

I drawinRs which are sent to W! should bear I 
the name and address of the sender. 

1- Requests tor Blm"prints mm;t not h~ r-nrlosed I 
with queries as they are dealt w1th by a 

I separate departmctlt. I 
Send rour qaeri01 lo lhe Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 

I Georae Xewnu, Ltd., Tower Bonae Southampton Strt~et. I 
Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon malt be enelcsEd 

L- with enry query. I 
1'-..c.-.ct.-c~,_..~.--(~1-~~· .... 

whole atrair from a 350v.-120mA. rectifier." 
-w. L. Young (Halifax). 

TO enable you to load the two P.X.4 
valves fully you will require a single 

stage of resistance-coupled L.F. between 
the double-diode-triode; and the push-pull 
output stages. 

The most suitable valve for the inter
mediate stage is one with characteristics 
similar to those of the M.L.4. You will be 
interested to know that this particular 
combination is recommended by the makers 
of the P.X.4 and M.L.4. 

Speaker Connections in Push-pull 
Circuit 
" I am thinking of constructing a four

valve wireless set for broadcasting and short 
waves. It is just a straight detector L.F. and 
two valves in quiescent push-pull, and it is 
with this latter part of the set that I have 
had trouble. With this circuit, what are 
the proper connections to the loudspeaker ? 
Are the two plate connections made a com
mon lead to the speaker ? On the other 
hand, I believe an output transformer can 
be included, and I shall be glad to know if 
this atrects the quality o( the reception 
much ; and do you advise me to include this 
in the circuit? "-Denis E. Urry (Long 
Ea ton). 

THERE are two st.andard methods of 
connecting the . speaker to a Q.P.P. 

or any other type of push-pull output cir
cuit. One)s by using a centre-tapped choke, 
the two end connections of which go to the 
two anodes, and the centre tapping to 
H.T. +. The speaker transformer (assum-. 
ing the usual built-in transformer) is then 
connected through two. 2-mfd. fixed con
densers to the two " anode " ends of the 
output choke, or to appropriate tappings 

Hum in an Amplifier 
" I have replaced the push-pull Input 

transformer in my ampllfter by a MuDard . 
354v. valve used as a phase Invertor, but this 
has caused very loud hum, although the 
H.T. to this valve Is. decnu11led. Will .a 
separate heater winding help. and should it 
be earthed or otherwise connected to -the 
cathode? "-W. S. Jaques (North Cheam). 

SINCE you do no~ give. t~e circuit o_f ymlr 
modified amplifier; 1t 1s not Jl()SSihll_l to 

give any direct suggestions as to the posSible 
cau8e of the hum. If, however, you havP 
fed the input to the phase invertor between 
grid atd the lower end ~f the bias resistor--:
instead of between grid and earth-th1s 
could be responsible, and we suggest that 
you try the alternative connections. 

The hum could also be due to the capacity 
between the heater and cathode, which arc 
at fairly widely-varying potentials. That 
could be overcome by using a separate 
heater winding, as you suggest, joining the 
centre tapping to the lower end of the ,bias 
resistor. · 

You do not state whether or not you 
have used a by-pass condenser across the 
bias resistor ; this is not normally necessary, 
but is sometimes desirable if the phase
inverting valve is of low mu. 

Voltage Dropping 
" I have a diagram of an A.C.-D.C. 

two-valve short-wave set, but am uncertain 
of the value of the mains dropping resistance 
for use on 210 v. mains. Details are as 
follow : 76 det. and L.F. and 1223 half
wave rectifier 76s requiring 6.3 v. at .. 3 
amp. and rectlller 12.6 v. at .3 amp. Am 
I correct 'in estimating dropping resistance 

186 
so 24 v. from 210 v.= ~amp.= 206 ohms? 
Could other resistances In circuit be of 1-watt 
type, I.e., voltage divider, etc.? "-D. Dawe 
(llrlstol). 

THE total current passed by th9 dropping 
resistor will be .3 amp., since all the 

heaters are in sei'tes. The voltage to be 
dropped is 210 minus 25.2, or approxi
mately 185. This means t_hat the va~Ie of 

· JSo 61 h • the res1stor should be T or 7 o rns ; 

you could, therefore, use a 600-ohm fixed 
resistor in series with a 25-ohm variable. 
. To find the wattage required for ,.resistors 

you multiply the resistance in ohms by the 
square of the current in amps. Without 
havinO' complete details of your circuit 
we co~ld not advise you as to the required 
ratinO's, but you can easily determine the 
figur:S by using the simple formula given 
above. 

, .... ~~t.-..~~~~._.,_...-.....-c.._., 

i The coupon on page iii of cover I 
•. must be attached to every query J 
-.~~~,-...-.~.-. .... -.-..-c..-.. 
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

No. of 
Date of Issue. Blueprint. 

CRYSTAL SETS 
Bl~~eprints, 114. each. 
1937 Crystal ReeeiYer . . PW71 
The" Junior" Cry,tal Set 27.8.38 .PWD4 

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated, 
One-valve : Blueprints, 1 s. each. 
All-Wave Unipen (l'entode) . . PW:31A 
Beginners' Oue-valver. . . . . 19.2.38 PW85 
The " Pyr~mid" One-valver (H~' 

Pen) . . . . . . • • 27.8.38 PW93 

Two-valve : Blueprint, ts. 
The Si~net Two (D & Ll'') 

Three-vain: Blae"'11ts, 1s. each. 
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 Ll!' 

(T'rario)) . . . • . . :. 
Sixty ~hl!Ung Three .(D, 2 I-F 

(RC & Trans)) . . . . . . 
T.eader Three (SH, D, Po"") .• 
Summit Three (Hl!' P~n. D, Pen) 
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D 

(Pen), Pen) . . . . . . 
Hall-Mark Three (SH, D, Pow) .. 
Hall-MarkCa<let(D, LF,Pen (RC)) 
},. J. f'amm'~ 8ilver SouvPnir (H_F 

Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave 
Three) •.. 

f.'nmen Midget Three (D, 2 LF 
(Trans)) .. 

1936 Sonotone Three-FoRr (}H' 
Pen, Hl!' Pen, Westector, Peu) 

Battety All-W:\YC Three (D. 2 Ll!' 
(RC)) . . . . • • • • 

The Mollitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) .. 
The Tutor Three (H.I<' Pell, D, Pen) 
The C'entaur Three (SH, D, P) .. 
F. J. Camm's Record All-Wave 

. Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) .. 

24.9.38 

The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D, 
2 LF (RC & Trans)) . . . . 18.2.39 

The " Rap it le " Straight 3 ( D, 
2"LF (RC & Trans)) . . . . 

F •. T. Camm's Oracle All-Wave 
·Three (HF, Det, Pen) . . . . 

19:}8 "Triband ~All-Wave Three 
(HF Pen, D, Pen) • . • • 

F. J. Canun's "Sprite'" Three 
(HF' Pen. J), Tet) . . . . 26.3.38 

The" Hurrkane "All-Wave Three 
(SH, D (Pen), Pen) . . . . 

F'. .J. Camm':-1 "l:'u..::h-Rut.ton .. 
Three (HI<' Pen, D (Pen), Tet) 3.9.38 

Four-valve : Blue,riftts, ts. each. 
Fury lr'onr (2 SG, n. Pen) 
lleta Uuh·er~tlt .Four (SG, D, J.JI', 

-Cl. B) .. .. .. .. 
N_uclecn (1ass ll Four. (SG, D 

(SG), U<', Cl. B).. . . 
Fnry·Four Super!t<t+. SG, n, Pen) 
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen, 

D, Push-Pull) 
F .. J. Camm's "Limit" All-Wave 

Four (HI<' Pen, D, LF, P) .. 
"Acme" All-Wave 4 (HF Pen, D 

(Pen). J,F, Cl. B) . . . . 12.2.38 
The " !l.dmiral " Four IH ~· Pen 

HF Pen, D, Pen (RC)'. . ' 3.9.38 

- Mains OperatH.. 
Two-VIIIft: BIBiprillh, 1s. each. 
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen) 
A.C.·D.C. Two (SH, Pow) 
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two 

(D, Pow) 
Tllrft.valve : Bluepriats, 11. eacla 
Double-Diode-Triode Three (HF 

Pen, DDT, Pen) •• 
D,C. ·Ace (SG, D, Pen) .. 

*A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) . • . • 
A.C. Lea<ler(HF Pen, D, Pow).. 7.1.39 
D.C.I'remler(HF Pen, D, Pen) •. 
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen .• 
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D, 

(Pen) . • .. .. .. 
F. J. camm's A.C. All-Wave Silver 

SouvenirThree{HF Pen, D, Pen) 
"All-Wave·" A.C. T!trl'e (D, 2 

LF(RC)).. •• •• .. 
A.C. 198ft Sonotone (HF Pen,'HF 

Pen, Westeetor, Pen) . • . • 
MaillS Reoord AH-Wave 3 (HF 

Pen, D, Pen) 

,_......: _..,., 11 ..... 
A.C. Fury Poor (SG, I!G, D, PeB) 
A.C. Fury Pou Super (I'IG, SG, :f), 

Pen) •• .. •• •• 
A.C. Ba11-Jiark (HF Pu, D, 

Pull-l'IIJJ) .. .. .. 
Unl-.-.1 Ball-llarlf {HF Pen, D, 

' Pnl!b-Pitll)· 

PW76 

PW10 

PW34A 
:PW35 
PW.37 

PW39 
PWU 
PW48 

PW49 

PW51 

PW53 

PW55 
PW61 
PW62 
PW64 

PW69 

PW72 

PW82 

PW78 

PW84 

PW87 

PW89 

PW92 

PWll 

PW17 

PW34B 
PW34C 

PW46 

PW67 

P..W83 

PWOO 

PW18 
PW31 

PW19 

PW32 
PW25 
PW29 

PW35C 
PW36B 
PW36A 

PW38 

PW60 

PWM 

PW5G 

PW'ro 

FW20 

PW34D 

PW45 

PW47 

SUPERHETS. 
Battery Set• : Blueprints, 1 s. each. 
£5 Superhet (Three-valve) .• 
F. J. Cannn's 2-valve Superhet .• 

Mains Sets : Blueprints, ts. each. 
A.O. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) .. 
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) .. 
Universal £5 · Superhet (Three 

valve) . . . . . . . • 
F. J. Camm's A.C. Snperllet 4 .. 
1<'. J. Camm's Univer;nl £4 Super-

het 4 .. .. .. 
,. Qualit.one '' Universal Four 

Fear-valve : DOallle-si4M BIIMprint, 1s. 61. 
Push Button 4, Battery }lode! .. }·>•> 10 38 Pnsh Button 4, A.C. Mains Model --· · 

PW40 
PW52 

PW43 
"PW42 

PWH 
PW59 

PW60 
PW73 

PW95 

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated. 
One-valve : Blueprint, 11. 
Simple S.W. One-valver • • 23.12.39 PW88 

Two-vlllve : Blueprillb, ts. each. 
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen) PW38A 
The " ~'lcct" Short-wave Two 

(D (Hl>' Pen), Pen) 27.8.38 PWOl 

Three-y8Jve : Blueprinh, 11. each. 
Experimenter's Short-wave Three 

(SG, D, Pow) . . . . . . 
The _Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and 

Tran•)) .. .. . . . • 
The Band-Spread S.W. Three 

(HF Pen, D (l'en), Pen) 

·PORTABLES. 
nr-vaiYe : Blaeprillb, ts. each. 
F. J. Camm's ELl!' Three-valve 

Portable (HF l'en, D, Pen) .. 
Parvo Flyweight Midget Porta Lie 

(SG, D, Pen) 3.6.39 

Four-Yal'le : Bl~~epriilt, 1s. 
"Imp" Port!\ule 4 (D, LF, LF 

(l'en)) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
Blveprint, ts. -
S.W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve) 

PW30A 

PW63 

PW68 

PW65 

PW77 

PW86 

PW48A 

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE 
CRYSTAL SETS. 

Blueprints, N. each. 
Four-station Cry•tal Set .. 
1934 C!'Y'tal Set. .. 
150-mile CryHtal Set 

23.7.38 AW427 
.'\W444 
AW450 

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated 
Otte-valve : Bfueprillt, 1s. 
B.B.C. SJre<:ial One-valvcr 

Two-Yalve : BIDeprints, ts. eacll. 
Melody Ranp;er Two (D, Tran•) .. 
FuJI-volume Two (SH det, Pen) .. 
IJucerne Minor (D, Pen) •• 
A Modern Two-valver 

Three-valve : Blueprints, 1s. each. 
£5 5s. S.H. !J (SG, D, Trans) .• 
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Tram~) .. 
£5 5s. Three: De Lnxe Version 

(SG, D, TranH) . . • . . . 19.5.34 
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC, 

Trans) .. .. .. .. 
Transport,able Three (SG, D, Pen) 
Simple-Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) 
Economy Pentode Three (SO. D 

Pen) .. .• .. .. 
"W.M." 1934 Standard Three 

(SH, D, Pen) . . . . 
£3 Ss. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. 
1935 £6 6s. Battery Three (SG, 

D,Pen) .• .. .• 
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen) 
Certainty Three (SH, D, Pen) 
Mlnitube Three (SG, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35 
All-Wave Winning Three (SG, J), 

Pen) 

F........,. : BIMJriBts, 1a. U. eacll. 
Glis. Four (S(I, D, RC, Trans) 
2HF Four (2 SH, D, Pen) .• 
flelf-oontained !!'our (SG, D, LF, 

Cl •. B) • • • • .. •. Aug. '33 
Lneeme Straight Four (SG, D, 

LF, Trans) • • • • . . -
£0 lis. Battery Four (HF,D, 2 LF) F~b. '36 
The H.K. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen) 
The Auto Sttalght Four (HF Pen, 

HF Pen, DDT, Pen) Apr. '36 

fiwe-waiH : llllll(lrillll, 11. ... eacll. 
Super-quality Five (2 HF, D, RC, 

Trails) .• .. .. .. 
Clas8 B Quadnldyne (2 SG, D, LF, 

Class B) .. . • .. .• 
Jkw Class B Five (2 SG, D, LF, 

Class· B) .. .. . • .. 

AW387 

AW3S8 
AW392 
AW426 
WM409 

AW412 
AW422 

AW435 

4W437 
WM2il 
WM327 

WM337 

WM351 
WM354 

WM371 
WM389 
WM393 
WM396 

WM400 

AW370 
AW421 

WM331 

WM350 
WM38l 
WM384 

WJI404 

WM320 

W.M344 

WM340 
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These Blueprints are dr&.wn full size. 
Copies of appropriate issues containing def:cl'ip

tions of these sets can in some cases be supplied 
at the following prices which are additional to the 
root o[ the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint 
Number indicates that the issue is out of print. 
~ctieaJ \\'trelt"ss (lssut>S dated prior to .Junf' 

1st, 1940). 4<1. Post. Paid 
ls~m~s dated ,June lo;;t. to 
.July 27th, 1940, 5d. Post Paid 

(Issues dated September41940 
and art.,r} 7d. Post Paid 

Amateur Wirf'lf"ss ... 4d. 
l\'ireless Magazine ... . .. 1 '4 ,, ,. 
The index letters which precede the Blueprint 

Number indicate the periodical in which the des
cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to 
Wireless Magazine. 
· Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost 
of the Blueprint. and the issue (stamps over 6d. 
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint 
~~~\·on~~~~=t~~'fx~~~~~c·.2~ower House, south~ 

Mains Operated. 
Two-vatve : Blueprints, 11. each. 
t:onsoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.l'. 
E<lOnomy A. C. Twt> (D, Tran•) A. C. 
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen\ 
Tbne-¥a1Ye : Blueprints, 11. each. 
Rome I~over"s .New AH~l·:lectric 

Three (SG, D, Traus) A.l'. . . 
Mantomni A.l'. Three (HF, Pen, 

D, Pen) .. .. .. 
£15 15•. 1936 .~.C. Radiogram 

(HO', D, Pen) . . . • • • Jon. '36 
Feur-walve : Blueprints, 1s. U. each. 
All Metal .!<'our(~ SG, D, 'Pen) . . -
Harri•' Jubilee :Radiogram (HF, 

Pen D, LF, P) . . . . • 1/ay ';);; 

SUPER HET. 
Battery Sets : Blaeprints, 1s. &d. each. 
llodrrn Super Senior , . 
'Varsity .Four . . .. . . . net. ':~:; 
'11Je Re•]Uest. AII-Wawr . . . . June ';lti 
19:15 Snp<'r Five Battery (Superh•t) 
llhlills Sets : Blua,rints, ts. HCII. 
Hepto<le Huper Three A.C. . . May '34 
~· W.M." Radiogram Super A.C... · 

PORTABLES. 
Fnr-yalye : Blueprints, 1 s. ''· ncll. 
Holtday Portable (SG, D, LF 

(,'lass Bl . . . . . . . . 
Family Portable (HF,. D, R.C, 

Trans) . . . . . . . . 
Two H.l''. Portable (2 SG, D, 

QP'.!I) .. .. .. .• 
Tyers Portable (C!G, D, 2 Trans) .. 

AW+O:l 
'VM:!.~H 
"~ .M~W-l 

A\Y::b:J 

\Y)[:J71 

\DUOJ 

\Y~I:32~} 

\V)J:l7:i 
WM:J!l~• 
\nun; 
\nt:J7!l 

w:u:J~.n 
W~I:JHH 

AW3ll3 

AWH7 

\\"1\1:3fi:1 
W)J:l1;7 

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated. 
Otte-valve : Blueprints, 11. each. · 
S.W. One-valver for America .. 15.10.:18 AW42q 
Roma Short-Waver AW452 
Two-valve : Blueprints, 1 s. each. 
Ult.ra-sbort Battery Two (SG, <let., 

Pen) . . . . . . . . Feb. '3fl Wl\[402 
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) . . A WHO 
Tb-·valn : Blueprinh. 11. each. 
World-ranger :5hort-wave 3 (D, 

RC, Trims) . . • . . . A W:J:;:; 
Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D, 

Trans, Snper-regen) . . . . 30.6.3~ A W 4:).'< 
The Carrier Short-waver (SG, D, P) J1</y '35 "')[!!UO 
Four-nln : Blueprinti, 1s. &d. each. 

.A.W. Short-wave World-beater 
(HF, Pen, D, RC, Trans) . . A W nu 

Empire Short-waver (SG, D,- RC, 
Trans) . . . . . . . . WM313 

Standard Four-va!ver Short~waver 
(SG, D, LF, P).. P.W. 22.7 39 WM383 

S.,.,..et : Blueprillt,' 1s. &41. 
Simplifted Short-wave Super Wll39i 

llaiH Operated. 
T-.valn : Bl..,riRts, 11. udl. 
Two-valYe Mains Short-waver (D, 

Pen) A.C. . . •• •• P.W,13.1.40 AW453 
•' W .M." Long-wave Converter WM:180 
~~ : Bllleltri1tf, 1s. 
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C. WM352 
FDIIf-YtLft : Blaepriat, 1a. &41. 
Standard Four-valve A.C. Short-

waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM3Dl 

MISCELIJUIEOUI. 
S.W. One-valve Converter (Price 

Enllj.~ .. st's Power ·Amplifte.: ui6> 
Listener's 5-watt A.C. .o\mpliller 

(1/6) .. ,. .. .. 
Radio Unit (2v.) forWM392 (1/·) 
Harris Electrogram' battery am-

pllller(I/·) . . . . •• 
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro-

gram (1/-) • • .. .. 
New Style Short-wan Adapter 

(1/-) •. •. .. 
Trickle Cba:rger (6d.) •• 
Short-wave Adapter (1/-).. , , 
Superbet Converter (1/·) • • • • 
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Collvertft 

(l/·) .. .. •• .. MOII/'36 
Wil!!On Tone Master (1/·}.. · •• J- '36 
The W.M. A.C. Sbo:rt-wave C6D-

ve:rter (1/-) 

AW3!!9 
WM387 

WM39'.! 
WJl398 

Wll399 

WM403 

Wll388 
AW462 
AW4&6 
AWt57 

WJI40fi 
Wll406 

WM40l 
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Classified Advertisements· 
ADVERTISEMENTS arc accepted for these columns 
at the 1;ate of 2s. per line, minimum charge 4s. All 
advertisements must be prepaid. Each paragraph 
will commence with the llrst word in bold face capitals. 
All commnuicat!ons should - be addressed to the 
Advertisement Manager, "Practicnl Wireless," Tower 
House. Southamllton Street. J.omlon, W.C.2. 

CABINETS 

A CABINET for every radio purpose. Send measure· 
ments of chassis, etc., and say wha_t kind of cabinet 
r~quired. Stamp for reply. Inspection invited. 
H. L. SMITH-AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road, 
W.2. Tel.: Pad. 5801. 

FOR SALE 

PREMIER S.G.3, wired by mijkcr, less coils, 3 months 
old, £2 lOs.-Geddes, K)"d Street, Arbroath, Angus. ·• 

LITERATURE, MAPS, etc. 
AMATEUR Ra<l!O Handbook. Second edition now 
on sale. 32S pages, price 4s.-Radlo Society of Great 
Britain, 10, A.l;hridge Gardens, London, N.13. 

WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates any station 
heard. Sir.e 40" hy 30", 4/6, post 6<1. On linen, 10/u, 
po>t t;tl. WEBB'S Radio G\obe-12" model. Ra<lio 
preftxc,, r.ones. etc., 27/6.-Wehh's Radio, 14, Soho 
Street, London, W.l. 'Phone: GERrard 2080. 

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS 

LOUDSPl::AKER repairs, British, American, any 
nakc, moderate prices.-Slnclair Speakers, Pulteney 
Terrace, Copenhagen Street, };ondon, N.l. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN Invites all 
{een amateurs to join. ltrduced war-time subscrlp
lons. Send 1s. for current issne "T. & R. Bulletin" 
tn<l d •tails.-10, Ashrldge Gardens, London, N.lS. 

"PRINT-A-SIGN" Celluloi<l Stencils. Showcard print· 
·n~ outfit, 4/-; Poster, 6/-. l~x:perience unnecessary. 
-"Print-a-Sign," 2a, lllackbnrn Street, Glasgow. 

24-HOUR Service on all makes, particularly home· 
const.ruct.ed sets; also American multi-tube receivers 
-B.A. Uadio, 02, The Broadway, N.'\Y.7. 'Phone: 
Mill Hill4:na. 

MORSE EQUIPMENT 

FULL range of 11 t·ansmitting Keys, practice sets a!ld 
other equipment for Morse t.ralning.-Webb's Radio, 
14, Soho Street .. Lonrlon, W .1. 'Phone: GERrard 20SO. 

MORSE TRAINING 

FREE. "Book of Facts," tells you all about The 
Camller Sy•t.em of Code training. Courses for Begin
ners nnd · Operators.-Write: Candler System Co. 
(LO), 121. Kingsway, London, W.C.2. . 

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS 

3,000 Spealcers, P.:M. and energised, 4in. to 14in., in
cluding ~everal Epoch 18it;t.-Sinclair Speakers, 
Pultency Terrace, Copenhagen Street,, J,ondon, N.l. 

PATENTS 

THE owner of British Patents Nos. 481526, relating 
to " Improvements in or relating to Radio Receiving 
System•," and 481!\27, relating to" Improvements in 
or relating to Multiplex Radio Signalling Systems,"' is 
desirous of entering into negotiations with one or more 
firms in Great. Britain for the purpose of exploiting the 
inventions, by the grant of I~icences on reasonable 
terms or by tbe sale of the Patent Rights. Interested 
parties who desire further particulars should apply 
to Albert J,. Mond and Thiemann, 14·1S, Holborn, 
London, E.C.l. 

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS 

WIRELESS TEC~=IC:~~~ST.r:I~~ORS REQUIRED 

Emoluments.-Pay Ss. Od. per day (7 days a week). 
Clothing, rations and acc_ommodation or, if this 
cannot be provided, allowances at authorised rates. 
If married and otherwise eligible family allowance pay
able in respect of wife and children, subject to allotment 
from pay. 

Ca!ldidates should preferably be under 3> and over 
24and- • 
(a) Hold one of the following qualifications 1 

Graduateshlp of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers. 

Final (Grade Ill) Certillcate of City and Guilds 
of London Institute Examination in Radio Com
munication. 

Higher National Certillcate in Electrical 
Engineering. 

Certificate of City and Guilds of London Institute 
In Radio Service Work. 

(Continued in next column) 
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RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd. 
LOW-LOSS Ceramic Valve Holders, J,jssen Hi-Q, 
baseboard and chassis, 7~pin, 1/- each. 
LOW-LOSS Short·wave Condensers, variable 
cernmic insulation brass vanes, Lissen Hl-Q, 
minimum capacity 5 microfarads, 20 mfd. 
lAst, 5/0 each; our price, 2/6 each. 
PUSH-PULL Switch, Lisscn 2·point., 4d. each; 
~·point &d. each. 
YAXLEY type Switches, 4·pole. 3·wny, Id. each. 
YAXLEY type Switches, 4·bank, 2·polc, 4-way, 
2/8 each. 
YAXLEY type Switche:-~, G-hauk, 3/· ea,ch. 
YAXLEY type Switche•, 9·hank, 3/6 each. 
ROLA P.}l. Spenkers, latest model, 7iin. cone, 
with power and pentode_ transformer, boxed, 
17/&each. 
STRAIGHT LINE ~·wave·band Dials, 1/11 each. 
MAINS TRANSFORMER. :J00·0-300v., 100 m.a. 
Gv. 2 amps. 6.~ 5 amps. Drop-through chassis 
type, 12/8 each. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Wearlte 100 watt, 
auto transformers, 100-llOv., 200-250v., revers-
ible, 14/11 each. . 
CHASSIS MGunting Valve Holders, American 
Octals, &d. each. 
CHASSIS Mounting Valve Holders, English Clix 
tvpe, 4·,)·7-pin, 3d. each. 
CENTRALAB Volume Controls. Midget t.)'pe, 
2,000, 5,000. 25,000, 50,000, 100,000 ohms. 
l,ess switch, 2/8 each ; 1,000, 25,000, with switch, 
316 caeh. • 
8-WAY Push-bntton Swltet•es, 1/3 each. 
4-WAY Push-button Switches, 1/3 each. 
DROPPING Resistances for all purposes t,ota! 
resistance 535 ohms, 5 taps in steps of 50 ohms, 
st.andard for Pye, Lissen, Ever Ready, etc., 3/8 
each. · 
RESISTANCE&, 100 ohms 10 watt, 1/- each. 
10FT. Coils Connecting Wire, 4d. each, glazed. 
PUSH-ON Pilot Lamp Holders, 3d. each. 
PLESSEVS!ngle-gang0.0005 Variable Condensers, 
1/11 each. 2-Kang .0005 Variable Comlenscrs 
with Vernier Control, 1/11 each. 
,PERMUABILITY 1'uned Press Button Units, 
2/6 each. 
B.l. Wire-end Bias Electrolytics, 50 mfd., 12v., 
1/6 each. 
TUBULARS, wlre-end non·lnductive paper 
condensers, all sizes up to .01, &d. each; .1, 
7d. each. 
T.C.C. 2 mfd. mectrolytic Condensers, 200v. 
working, 1 /3 each. . 
CONDENSERS, .0005 triple, 1/8 each. 
1 LB. REELS 20 gauge Tinned ·copper Wire 
2/8 each. 
T.C.C. 1 mfd. paper condenser, 3~0v. working, 
1/- each. 
DOUBLE FUSE HOLDERS, complete with two 
1 amp. f1ll!es, 1/6 each. 
All orders mutt include SUFFICIENT POSTAGE 
TO COVER. Hours of Business : Weekdays, 

8-4.30. Saturdays, 9-1 p.m. 
PLEASE WRITE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS 

IN BLOCK LETTERS. 
We cannot undertake to answer enquiries unless 

full postace is includu (2ld.) 
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 8&.1. HIQH HOLBORN, 

LONDON, W.u.1. 
" 'Phone: HOL 4631. ~ 

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS 
(Continued from preyious col..,.n) 

OR 
(b) Be able to pass an examination on the following 

syllabus: 
Simple algebra, Including quadratic equations; 

simple trigonometrical ratios and Identities; 
vectors. 

Properties of electrical curr.ents; beating of 
conductors ; magnetic fields ; nn!t of current; 
Ohm's J.aw; resistance in series and parallel; 
potentiometers. 

Magnetic effect of current ; fte!ds due to parallel 
wires; field due to a solenoid; electro-magnets. 

Meters. 
Indnction; effect of rotating a coil in a magnetic 

field. 
Mutual and self Induction and Inductance ; 

elfeet of ind uetance on growth and delay of 
current; 

Capacity; charging storage nnd discharge of 
condensers; through resistance and Inductance. 

Alternating currents ; vector diagrams ; effect 
of resistance variation ; effects of J, and C In A. C. 
circuit; phase difference of currents; resonance in 
a series circuit ; paralle I circuit of L and C ; Q 
factor. 

Elementary knowledge of valves; simple theory 
of amplifiers; oscillators and detectors; general 

suft~g~P~:n:d~;:io J;.Wc~:'tntervrewed at .local 
centres, and, if successful, will be enlisted and appointed 
Acting Sergeant Tradesman. For those who are on the 
Schedule of Reserved Occnpatlons, special arrangements 
will be made to enable them to be enlisted. In the event 
of any applicant found to be reserved under Schedule 
of Rese~ved OccupatiDns special application will be 
made or relaxation of the Schedule. No guarantee 
can he given that this application will be successful. 

AppHcation Forms· may be obtained by post card 
from the Under Secretary of State, 1'he War Office 
(A.G.6c), WhitehaU, S.W.l. -

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

COULPHONE Radio, New Longton, Preston. Prompt 
personal service. Brand new good•. Tungsram English 
and American valves. Cosmocord Crystal Pick-ups. 
Goldring Pick-ups, with volume control, 17/6. 10" 
Rola P.YI. speakers with tran•former, 22/6. Goodman's 
8" P.M., 17/6. Electrolytics, 8 mfd., 500v., 2/9; 8+S 
mfu. (4 leads), 4/9; 16+8 mfd., 6/:l; 50 mfd., 50v., 
2/!1. .Erie am\ Dubiller 1·watt resistors. All values, 
D/6 per uoz. S.A.E. for New J.l•t. 

RADIO, brand new in makers' sealed cartons with 
guarantees at reduced Jlfesent priceR. Also valves, 
Hend 2td. stamp, Uadlo l!nrgains, 261·3, Lichlleld 
Road, Aston, Birmingham, 6. 

SOUTHERN Radio's Wireless Bargains. 
Most lines previously advertised stlll available. 
New liHt. to he advertised shortly. 
Southern Radio, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C. 
'Phone : Gerrard 6653. 

SURPLUS RADIO STORES, 
46, NEW KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E. 

BARGAINS FROM THE BLITZ. FIRST-CLASS 
COMPONENTS·COLLECTED FROM BOMBI!D WARE
HOUSES. MANUFACTURERS' DISCONTINUED 
LINES. LOW PRICES FOR TH'E KEEN ENTHUSIAST. 
WIRE;· WIRE; WIRE. A further big purchase 
enables us to again reduce onr ·prices. Mixed parcel 
of cotton and rubber-covered In 10-, 12-, 14·, 16-, etc., 
strand copper wire. Approx. 30ft. lengths, to clear, 
3/- for 6 assorted coils. O.K. for aerials and a dozen 
other uses. Special line of 8·strand at 641. per 30ft. 
coil. Huge assortment of 2·, 3•, and 4·way battery 
leads at ridiculous price of 1/- dot., or 10/- gross. 
COl LS. Thousands of them to be cleared. Jlled. 
waveband, long waveband, !.F.'s. Some wound on. 
paxolin formers, others on bakellte. Some with 
trimmers on ceramic bases. All stripped from 
manufacturers' chassis. A good line for experimenters 
and servicemen. Take your chance at the very low 
price of 3/9 for 3 dozen assorted. 
SURPLUS COLLECTIONS. These have sold extremelv 
well, and we are making lar~er parcels at the request 
of P.W. rea<lers. _Many repeat orders received. All 
components stripped from manufacturers' chassis. 
cons. condensers, resistances, valveholders, plixolin 
sockets-in fact, all odd, nnclassifled components. 
Box of not less than 50 components,&/-; for 120 Items, 
10/-; and the real bargain hox of 175 is 15/-. We 
guarantee sat.!sfaction. 
PUSH BUTTON~UNITB. Sprin.g loacled, die cast frame 
\\ith 6 units. No trimmers, hut are ideal for remote 
control. This Is a good line. To clear at 11- each. 
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Single .0005 mfd. at 
11- each, and well•made job with Ali vanes and 
die cast frame, 3 gang, .0005 mfd., at 2/- each. 
TRIMMERS. Stripped from unused chassis, 30·115 
m.mfd. ~n~aranteed within 5% accurate. Silver on 
ceramic bases, 4d. each. 3/8 dor.en. 
L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Igranic midget type. These 
have sold well to P.W. readers. A few only remain 
to be cleared at 1/8 each. . 
SHORT-WAVE Oscillator and Aerial Coils for super· 
bets. Stripped from new chassis, ex. important 
manufacturer. 'l'o clear, Id. pair. 
TUBULAR&. Wire-end:t>apertype, all assorted values. 
1/1 doz. Also resistances, useful ,·alues, asstll., 2/-lloz. 
L.F. CHOKES. 20 h.,. 60 m.a., paper interleaved; a 
good line for service en~eers, 1/6 each. 
PRESS BUTTON UNITS (8). Ideal for meters and all 
forms.of remote control. To clear, 1/3 eaeh. 
VOLUME CONTROLS. Get them now, supplies are 
difficult. Brand new, but shop soiled. Assorted 
valnes, some with switches. 21- each ; 20/- doz. 
MICA silvered wire-end Padder condensers, for short, 
med. and long-wave work within 1% accuracy. 
Assorted values, 2/8 doz. 
CONDENSERS. Tag·tyPe bakel!te moulded. Popular 
assorted values. Useful for replacements. 1/8 doz. 
VALVE·HOLDERS. Paxolin skeleton chassis type, 
octal and 7-p!n. 311. each; 2/8 doz. · 
KNOBS. Assorted bakelite knobs, some milled, some 
plain, some engraved Vol., L., M., S., etc. 1/8 doz. 
ROTARY SWITCHES. Two-way wave-change, heavy 
duty, many uses. Well made, 1(8each. Also ordinary 
push-pnll type at &d. each; 5/- doz. Cheap line rotary 
2-way, Id. each; 5/- doz. 
&-WAY line cords, 2/6 each. 4-way battery leads, 
1/8 doz. Assorted terminals and wander plugs, 1/3 doz. 
EBONITE PANELS. Difficult to replace. New snpplie• 
almost Impossible. s· X 7!" ; various drillings. &d. 
each; &f- doz. 
GOODMAN'S P.M. SPEAKERS. S", with transformers. 
Give-away price. · 12/8 each. 
COIL-FORMERS. 4" x t•. 1/6 doz. Wafers for 
Yax!ey type switches, 2/6 doz. 
ELECTROLYTICS. Wire-end tubulars. Assorted 4, 
8. 16, 25 and 50 mfd., varioas working voltages. 
Ideal for experimenters and replacements. 9/- doz. 
SPEAKER CONIES. Elliptical, 12" x 6£", for magnetic 
reed type. Gold mesh. 11- each; 101- doz. 
POSTAGE MUST BE ADDED- NO C.O.D. ORDERS. 

SURPLUS RADIO' STORES, 
48, NEW KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E, 
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RECEIVERS AND ·COMPONENTS RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS R£C£1VERS AND COMPONENTS 

LOitO&N CEIITRAL RADIO still saiiPIJjnr; tile !lest 
llar&aiH ill ....,... Electrical and lhlllie 8ear. Mllltly 

EX-80¥EttiiiiENT, G.P.O. ad URYICEfl 
EX TELEVISIOII MANUFACTURER. Following odd· 
meuts at ridiculous prices. See ahio our arlvt. on p. :Ha. 
7-pin valve-holder on metal bracket containing 2 tag 
tnJe .0002 mfd. T.C.C. conden•ers, 1 I\. I. ~}lectrolvtie 
Tubular 200 mfd., 1 Tubular .02 mfd., 450 v. i>.t'. 
working, 1/3 eomplete. Also, 5-pin valve-holder on 
IJ1"acket with 6-pin connecting socket and 2 resistaw·t•s. 
9d. complete. Paxolin squares 2!" x 2" to clear, Id. 
doz. \Vax impregnated cardboartl panel8, lOf' x ()'', 
1/3 Uoz. :m ohm volume controls wire wouml, 1/3 
each. Short wave coil 7.23 metres mount.etl on ceramic 
trimmer, 1/ .. eaek. A big range of volwne control~. 
30 ohm 1;9, 200 ohm 1/·, 1,0011 nbm 1/3, 2,000 ohm 
1/-, f>,OlJO ohm 1/&. 1 megohm 2/3. All above items are 
high quality television Component f', n£>w and unused. 
TRIMMERS. Twin trinunen:~ on eeramic base, brand. 
new, to dear 6d. each. 5/- doz. 
VARIABLE CONDEIISERS. Well ma•le heavy 3-gang 
Flllperhet contlensers. Die t·a~t framf"s in first t'lass 
•·m~tUtion. T .. ow price tu de-ar 1-itO!'k 1,.13 eaeh. 
SPEAKERS. HrancJ uew ener~i~etlmoviugcoilspeakers, 
ex famous maker, 516 eat'h. 
PLESSEY t-;mall h10ek type ('Ontlt'll"t"Tf.;, two tapping:::;, 
. UOU5 and 0.1 mfd., :3!">0 v. tt·~t, 1/· t'Ut'h, 10/6 do?.. 
tiNGLE l~arpieceH. A j.!oOU Hu(' rnr experimenters 
with tlexiiJie metal sheathing, chromium-plated. Ouly 
a few to dear, 216 ead1. 
RESISTANCES. 'Assorte•l values "'"! makes, l'irie, 
T.C.C. Am.eriean, et(~. H.e~h•f ant·e~ are in short :mpply 
-get a dozen or so whilt:' yotl ean. J,,l\V pri,:f l)f1/6 doz. 
TAPPED tnaius ret~it\tanee~. Auntht'r goo~l line, for 
.2 amp. valvrH. Tapped at :!00, ~:~o awl :.?.&0 volts. To 
dear. 4.1 .. each. 
WESTIIIGHOUIE ltcct.il\ers. The popular type R.T.8. 
Xlightly used, but. guara.ntrr'l in ~oud eonc.lition aiHl 
workin~ order. Only 8/6 c;lt'h. 
SWITCHES. Heavy dnt~· :~-wa~· -t-p1>le switdle~, a 
good son11dly coustr111·ted job, will st~nd up to hard 
wear, 1/6 each. 
B.l. COIIDEIISERS. Jlloek tn>e oil filled in metal 
cases with tenninals. Hig-h qualitr comronentH. 4 mfd. 
450 v. cl.<·. test. 3/6 ead1. Abo .l mfd. 1,000 v. d.e. 
test, 2/6 ead1 a111l O.:!f, mfd. 1.tltl0 v. cJ.c. te~t. 2.'6 ea('h. 
WESTINGHOUSE lteditiN l'nit". Input 220/250 Y. 
A.C. 50 eyde~. U.C. output., H v. :{amps. Sound, heavy 
job, built. ou stout gau:.!e black crystaliur flnh;h eha::;sis. 
Complete with lt•ads in hrautl new condition. Size 
overall, 12"' x r)V x t:i", prkr 42:6. 
RELAYS. Rmall relays f()r opt>rafion 011 2 v. D.C. 
with 6-way make antl hn•ak swit t'hcs. Brand uev1, 
n-mny URf'ful appUcatinm:, 5, • t>ad1. 
YAXLEY type Switehe:-:. -tllaHk, -1-way rotary Rpindle, 
2/3 ea.·h. 
VALVEHOLDERS. llellin~·Lee 'i~'dal H.l<'. 5-pin, 
dlassb mnunting; in lliHI'k hakPllte, &d. cad1, 5/- doz. 
RESISTANCE& AN& CONDENSERS. Ex famous 
tclcvisiun moumhtdurer. Paxolin ~trips l'.ontaining 
ap}Jroximat.e-1~' 1~ n•,.b-tafu'P~ an(l 1\ tutmlar eowlru:-:er:-:;. 
Yarions va.hw~. Jdc:ll for ~cn·icemcn ami experi
menters, 3.'6 ead1. 
HORN TYPE PRO.JECTION LOUDSPEAKER. Also 
cx-Governnwut ~tod\ tiiu. :-;Upf'r 1' . .\t. wlit. Alnmin.ium 
horn, 4:2in. lun!..(, :t2iu. dianwtt~r of flare ideal for 
"Music WhilP Yon \\'t~rk ·· in fcwtorif'~, A.R.P., etc. 
lmpedau!"'e 20 ohm~. Pri1·e to l'iPar £8;10/-. 
SMALL REVERstBLE A.C. MOTORS (as nsr<l for 
Ii10tortuuing-}. ;!;,_:~tl \olts A..l'. Built-in n•dudion grar 
~;pindle. Hpf>ed ahout lii.l.r.p.m. A tlr:-,t-elass job with 
hnndrrds of application.;. 8,·6. 
AUDAK PICK·UP HEADS. High re,istauce roil. 
matte hy the famuns Antl.ak ('ompany of Nt>w York. 
Jl:xten~ivrly u~e1l in :-;ouad ret·ordill~ allillahoratorie:-:. 
lllea.l for j.!ramu t.uruta.hle amplitier:-:, 6. 6 e-adJ. 
AUDAK CUTTING HEADS. HeaY)' duty tYJ'"· .,.,, 
ohm coil. A reall~· hh.;h-da~s iu~t rumf"nt, 17, 6. 
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC COUNTERS. Re'i'tancc 
f){)U ohHl~. Couutim~ from 1-l:!,tHlH. ~izc -l~" x :!" x 1 l" 
Ex-G.l'.O. lHY;_\Iual,le for ''Oll!ltlf'~~ JHtrpo::-if'f-. 9'6 
each. A Rnlllller type. 1-1.\l!liJ. sir.~ ~1'' x 1~" x lf'. 
-5!G. ()tnHot. be rppeated, aml lloUlJt.l'ul if they can be 
purchased hmwl llPW to-day. 
SMALL MECHANICAL COUNTERS, with striker 
urm rpgbtering up to U,HH\l. HeaYily eonstrn<"te1l to 
stancl any amonnt of hard wear. To ('\('ar, 3/6 f'<H'h, 
FLEXIBLE DRIVES. WeJIHUllle, shiel•led eal.Jle <lrhes 
fi)r remote control. ideal for ratlio:..!ramojlltom·~. 
Approx. :!' Ion:!. To clear. 4/- eadt. 
SEE ALSO OUR DISPLAY ADVT. ON PAGE 313. 
SUFFICIENT POSTAGE MUST BE INCLUDED. 

REGRET NO C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED. 
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, LISl.!:: ST., 
LONDON, W.C.J. 'Phone: Gerranl :!HO~l 

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT 

u H.A.C." Rhort.-wave Receiverl:'.-} ... amous fOr OYrr 
S years. Improved one-valve model now availahlt>. 
Complete kit pre<"ision component~. aeces~orir~. full 
instructious, no soldering, only 16s., po~tage Gd. 
lmmecliat.e despatdl. Jllustrate(l ('atalognc free.
A. L. Bacchus, 10~l, Hart ington Road, H. \V.~. 

.~~,_..,_.._.,_,.~t-.c,_,..._..,,_..-.,,_.c, 

I FREE .ADVICE BUREAU I 
I COUPON I 
I This coupon is available until July 5th, I041, I 
I 

and must aceompany all Queri .. and Hints. 
PRACTICAL WIRELEs;;. July, 1941. t 
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FRIED'S RADIO CABfll 
75, Newiqtoa ButtJ, 8.E.11. 'Pliant : Retlaay 1180. 

THE SPOT FOR KEEN BARBAINI. 
MORE MOII£Y-sAVIW8 BAR&AIIIS FROM TKE 
CABIN. SUPPLIES ARE liiETTIN8 DIFFICULT. LAY 
IN A FEW SPARES WHIL£ THE GOING'S GOOD. 
COl L FORME RI. Most. of them have heen sold, but 
we have n few remaining lin. formers in eardhoard 
at the reduced price of 1/- dozen to dear. 
MICifOPHONE Bullous. Absolutely first quality; 
no Juttk; to dear, 2/6 ead1. 
PAXOLIN mains panele. 1i" x 4!", socketR markr••l 
10~0-200-220-240 with two ~;crew termiual~. ldt>al for 
amplifiers or any mains work. New, Id. r-ac·h. 
KNOBS. Bla<'k hakelite milled knol•s, with t" opintlle, 
2/6 doz. Only a fe'v dozen retuain. 
ORMOND, brand new In ori~innl hoxee, .0003 mf<l. 
reaction condensers. To clear, 1/3 eath. 
MAINS CHOKES. Only a few left to rlear, 60 nu., 
350 ohms at spedal dear-out price of 2/· each. Also 
H. F. Filter chokes, twin mains, for srnoothinA", 1/9 eaeh. 
CRYSTAL and cat!'\whiskerin tin box . .Krw :-:.tuck, lower 
prke, Id. ea~~h. Very u~eful to experirllenters. Ah;o 
J..ucerue permanent er3-·stal detectors, 116 eal'h . 
TWIN Binocular H.F. Chokes. A well-nuule line 
with wrapped windings. New, 611. each, 5/ .. doz. 
PLESSY :l gang .0005 mf•l. Superhet screened vari· 
nblt> condenser, 3!" long, 3" wide. A re~1.lly marvellous 
line at the ritliC"'ulous priee of 1/3 eaeh. 
EKCO mains dropping reMistancr~. Total re~ist:uwe 
7oo olun~. 3 tappings: 500-, 100, and 100 ohms. 
Only a few remaiu to be cleared, ~pe•·i1.1lly redueetl 
priee, 2/8 each. Also a few •• Truwiml " mains Urop
ping resist.ances! 2 tappings, 400 ohtnf:., 2/8 ea(·h. 
VARIABLE Condensers .. 0005 u>f(l. uuule hv tlrmond, 
in original boxes. Brand new. RiJ?"htly desCribed as a 
sma:r)hing job for the money. Ouly a small quantity, 
2/· eaeh. 
SIX-PIN dual·range coils with circuit. 1/9 eaeh. 
REMOTE CONTROLS. Bakelite, v.ith knoh. two ping 
so<'kets and two pin output. 7 po~itio11s, en!.!ravrd 1~7. 
Only the round pattern now available. Brautl urw. 
suit. all movin~ toil~ ait~l n1any othPr purpo:-:c:-:., 1i· 
eaeh. Spedal prif'P for ~;) or morr. 
LINCOLN ITEWART Aerial Eliminator Cut out 
interferem:e and improve re('f'ptimJ, 1 3 l':wh. 
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Parcel or .i '""'·'' t" <'~<'"'• 
solid job, firl'"t-t·lass eonUitiun, :!-gam! .. OOO!"l tnfil. 
9d. eaeh. 
CRYSTAL RPplacemrnts fnr verm:nwnt ny~tal 
deteetors. llrami 1ww, 1 . .'- per set. 
TRIMMERS. New :..!00 m.mfd. on ~"'re•plf'llitt~ err:Hnic 
ha~e. A besl.lltifulliue, 4d. ea(·h. 
DUAL·RANGE COILS. A new line ""'I a tine joh. too. 
::\lauufaetured hv onr of the lw:-:t ,·oil nwkl'l'!'. .Full' 
screeued, a rrat'ban~ain to (•(ear at 1 - ear·lt. · 
WE HAVE IIOT BEEN BLITZED AND ARE STILL 
QOING 100 PER CENT, SEND YOUR ORDERS 
WITH EVERY CONFIDENCE. "THE CABIN " 
KEEPS GOING ! 

Pestace must lie included wilh all orders. 
Regret cannot accept C.O.D. orders. 

FRIED'S RADIO CABIN FOR BARGAINS, 
75, Newincton Butts, S.E.11. 'Phoae: Rodnty 2180. 

GEE GEE GEE GEE GEE GEE 
15, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, W.C.2. 

THE BAR8AIIIS ARE RUNNING OUT. ORDER 
NOW WHILST STOCK REMAINS. 

CABINETS. Two llOOd line-J; for :-;f"miMmhl~rt re,·ein•r>.:. 
Walnut finif;h. Drillf'(l lnr :-:pr~;~ker frpt aJHl di<~l. 
Hrantl new, ex famou~ mauufaeturer. 1-1" x i" x ~" 
or 11" x 6" x 7~. 3/6 eadL 
CHASSIS. Heav.v ~auge (:admiunl plalf'll metal c·has:-:i-., 
tlrillP(l for :o~Pven valve~. 1:.!" x tl" x :q", 3.'6 .. .AJ~o 
I)'' X """ X 'V-"' 1 16 
AM"ERICAN'AND B.V.A. VALVES. T""<e are ~..tting 
short. \Ve have nwn~· type~ axailable at l\~'t'HCf-t 
prkes. Sen1l us your li:-:ts for n quotf'. 
METAL CHASSIS, finbht>'l hatfif'ship grP~'· 11" x 7" 
x 2f', Brand new (•onditioll, tit.te:l ..J: :-\t'\'eu-pin aHd 
~ fi,·e-pin valvrholden~. )lany n~es. 4- t>"owh. 
AMERICAN AND B.V.A. \'alw,. many tnws at 
keeH<'st. pr!crs. Semi u:-:. ~·o11r requirf"JHP!lts. 
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS. Bx·G.E.!.', stoek 
entirely exhausted. New sto•·ks of ~uperior linf, 
c~entre tappe1l, :-;oundly const.rnctPd, Hew. J/ .. each. 
SLEEYING. l~e~t quality wax impn·,tnwtecl linen, 
:2 mm. Hleevin~, six 1 yanl lengthR for 1/6. Also 
pn~h-l,a('k wiJ·r. ~ ('otton {'overings, 2/9 doz. yard~. 
SCREENED SLEEVING. A go01l liue of circular 
mrtal wr:lpPPil slPrYill:..!;. l'nrepeataUle, 611. a yard. 
SOLDER. Yerv hrf't quality re,.;incore solder, 50 per 
~·Pnt. tin, 1:! g-:w~e. 6d. a lenp:th.~ 
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. :!-gang, .0003 mf,]. 
A fiue joh with die-en::st frame and solid alumiHinm 
Y:lllP.~. 2/6 f'~Wh. 
Hold larce stocks of the allove, can •uote extremely 

low terms tor · large quantities. Postage extra. 
GEE ELECTRIC, 15, LITTLE NEWPORT ST., W.C.2. 

TUITION 

PRACTICAL l'ostal Radio Con"••; couching for 
J.P.R.B. exams.; qualifying f<>r R.A.F. an<l A.I.D. 
posts; booklet fret>.-ilecretary, I.P.R.E., hush House, 
\Valton Avenue, Henley-on-Thamr~ . 

GALPIIII ELECTRICAL STORES 
ELEC. LIGHT CHE~~ METERS, 'mall, late type, ~o•l 
makers, fine conditiOn, elcctrkaiJv guaranteed to 
200/250 volts 50 ry. I phaseA.t'.!; an1p., 6/·; 10 amp., 
7/6 : ~0 amp., 9/-. Post I;- ead1. 
D.C. ELEC. LIGHT CHECK METERS, 200/250 v. ~awl 
10 amp~ .. 4.'6 each. JIOHt 1/- (Iww t:ondition). 
&LASS ACCUMULATOR TANKS, ex R.A.F., 5 x 5 
x Km .. new awl unused, 3:6 ead1, 1,01'-t 1/-. 
SWITCH PANEL, ex. H.A.F .• with ('a:-:.e (nf'w) fitte,f 
!l small knife ~witdu•s, lcad:o:., l'ord~ awl cleats, complete 
Ill wood ra:-;f", 2i6 ra('h, po~t Hd. 

DUQ:-OUT LAMPS, f'X. H.A.F .. ..;ci]i,l hra:-:s. ~laR:" tlomr, 
''ompiPfe with 1:!-Yolt hulh (a11~· I~Hih f'UIJ hf' tittt>d), 
WHII !.'-"!'f'. 3,- f':Wh. Ditto, \\iHJ! t~·pp, a:-; ntw. 2/6, 
po~t lHl. <'adJ. Porthole typt~, 11r I'Uil hl' hra,·ket titted, 
gla:".;; dornt·. thrt>t' 1:olnur tittiill.!. whitf•. red, or J!l'(>f'JI, 
soiltl bra-"~"~· ftin. dia .. with hulh: :Ill\' :-ize h11ib ntH he 
ttttPd, &: .. , po:-:t till. · 
AUTO. CHANQING CUTOUTS AND VOLTAGE REGU· 
L~TORS, ex. H.A.F .. ~uit any d~·namo up to :20, .. at, 
l;J amp:-. .. fully adju~tahle. "·irin~ instrudiuns, 
complett> iu mt.'t:tll'lll-\P. 3 6. po:-t !Id. 
DYNAMOS, :-;hunt womu_l, ~wlralltt>etl. ;)o ·7;, ,·.-IG a. 
16110'-: ;)o i'J v.-~:-~ a., 18 10 -, ('JT:..!P. fwd. ' 

110-VOLT D.C. MOTOR, totaJ11· endoseol, rated at, 
tl amp:-- .. ht~ll bearircg-. in ne" t'UJhlition! make good 
t::\low-:-:.pf>c'll d~·namo, 12,'5 -, carria:.re forward. 
FLOODLIGHTS, l:!in. Uia., multi mirror, 5in. (lia. 
margin :-<pot c·entn• take any bnih. 1Si·. Carr. paid. 
HT8 RECTIFIERS, ~et·ontUmucl but iu verfect work.in<l'. 
order, 7 6, post f1"PE". n 

GALPINS ELECTRICAL STORES, 21, WILLIAM 
STREET, SLOUGH, BUCKS. l';"h or C.O.D. 

READERS' BARGAINS 

~ALVEI want t>d, any quant it~·, H'f.\. goml prit-f',., paid. 
~P1.'~. pout ..... t>ll'., al:::!o wantt:'d.~.J. Hull, ..J:, 1\oltlthorne 
Hnn:•, Uuif-lip. 

A .. c. ELIMINATORS, a" new, 2:..; with combined 
trwkle c·h:1r~t-'r". ;;r,t-. P.O. witil ordt>r. \\'r pay eaniage. 
_Htwton:-;, I~ \ t•wnoft. Ave., ~ewca:::;th:·-ou-Tynf', :,. 

BATTERY . ...:.. W Trophy :L 1:.!-.'i.)O m. f;"i or nt"ar ot-rer. 
l\olnllor.'· Eliwiuat11r, Hv . .:WOY., tl.-Spe:.n-num, 
~ta11:-:tiPld. ;--;H!Jhur~·. ~nffolk. 

DYNAMO. 1~ volt. 10 amp. \~t't' l'niiP, .. -.wjtc-lJhonrd to 
matd1. }lair :!:)!',, new COIHJitiun.-DUrwin~ton, Heck, 
:-:1witll. t;ooh•. 

HALLICRAFTER ~1!) t-:.HpPrhPt. anud rowlit ion 
('Oillllit'tf·. t7.-PIIH·k, H, Prr'~lJect Hoad, i':\outh~ 
IJorou!..!;IJ, Tunhridg:e \\'ell:-:. 

MISCELLANEOUS (·nmJ~ollrllt:-: (:-:.llort nnd hror1d~>a:-:f. 
WHYP). Yaln·:-:.. Hotlwrruef Pkk-up. ~lamp with 
('llquirie-.. -I>:n ie:-. Tat tOll, I\ in~~ }{osul. rxhridge. 

TUNING 1\it!':, ~- aJltl :3-).!ftll!.!, "·ith .... witdlin~. perfrd 
,·ondition .. ~~~-<Hid HI/- re!"pt>diYe]~·. l'o~tn!.!e extra.
//. llolme·lat·~· l{oad, 11t·rpJord. 

VALVES, !.!<111~ ('IHHir-us~·r. tnlH:o;fornwr ('Oil. 1--J rom
pn!J('IIt~. Lnt .-1/li.-Hoi'ir, ],....., 1·pton Park, 8Jon~h. 

VALVES and I'(JHlpnnf'Ht:-:, he;;;t 111akc:-:. ~tate wantR.
Hf'll"nn. :~. \YaYPrfrt>c Hou~r-. llillll:ot Hoad, l.iYerpooJ. 

VALVES 

YALVES-Briti"II nwl Amrri('an. we may havt" t.h1' one 
\OH war1t .- Sr·J,•l ::~d. ~tamp for list, :!G1-~, LidlliPid 
Hond. :\.~1 fill, l>irmin~hnm, 6. 

WANTED 

WANTED Allli'l'i(·:m Cro::;lf'y Ten ('ha:.:.:-:i<:. 
nG-5 Yalvcs.-W<lrd, 4, llriuhtou .-\.Ye., 
Lancs. -

Al,...,o liFf; 
l'kvekys, 

WANTED. :Multi-range :Mf't('r, rea~onahle concli1ion, 
about 30/-.-Partic'ulnr~: Arnold, \\"e~tbnry :Farm, 
Oftky, Near Hitd1i11, Herts. 

WANTED. ~lazda ().P.:240 "'"! T.P.:2:!.-Walker, 
2H, \\"t>:-.t l'aradr, \Yi~bed1, Ca111h~. 

WANTED. :Xew or Sf'C'ondhand Uadiogram motor~ 
A.C. or t:niversal. Particul:11·~. dC'., to Hacllry Bro,., 
5Si', Brarwood Road, ~methwiek. 

PREMIER )lode!, 21 metre, 0·1 mA., E<hl: sto ·e 
Uual~speed drive, Type 1070 awl EU(ly~tmu .. 11 idg:e', 
corulenser, Type 1013. New or Aecondhaml.-BJ,,. IlL 

Snnbury Hou~e, Gloucester Road, Swainswitk, Dath, 
Somerset. 

SERVICEMAN urgently require' Maz,la A.<'./T.P, 
H-pin valve. GoOi:l condition or new. Prke to Barrett, 
Service .Eugineer, Cock.tlekl, Co. Durham. 



THIS IMPORT ANT GUIDE ' 
TO SUCCESSFUL 

ENGINEERING CAREERS 
After months of intensive effort and research we are pleased 
to announce that the new edition of our handbook, 

,. . I I' I 0 (Jl{ 1 l f- is now out of the 
publishers' hands and ready for /ree Jislri
bution. Containing 208 pages of practical 
guidance, this book is, beyond argument, the 
finest and most complete handbook on Suc
cessful Engineering Careers ever compiled. 
It is a book that should be on the bookshelf 
of every person interested in engineering 
whatever his age. position or experience. 
Th~ Handbook contains. amol}g other inten~ely 
interesting matter, details of B.&;., A.Ml.C.E., 
AN.t.l.M:cch.E., A.MJ.E.E., A.Ml.A.E. A.MJ.W.T., 
A.M.LIU: .. A.MJ.P.E., OVIL SERVICE, antl other 
important Engineeri!l!L~inations ; outlines courses 
in all branches of C~VIL, MECHANIC~ ELEC
TRICAL, AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELE\'ISION, 
AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION 
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, 
TRACING, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT, 
BUILDING {the great oftcr--.nr r rcer), R.A.F. 

· -r-•rs., etc., etc .• and l'xplains the unique 
advantages of our Employment Department. 

.F.J 
PILOTS 
OBSERVERS 

ETC. 

Special rapid Home
study courses in 
the essential 
branches of Mathe
matics. For fu 11 
details of this 
scheme apply or 

write 

WE DEFINITEJ... Y GUARANTEE lB.I.E.T. (~~~) 
17, Stratford Place, 

t-ONDON, W.l. I "NO PASS-NO FEE" 
If you are earning less than £. I 0 per 

week you cannot afford to miss reading 
01 I ~ .. S".'' . 

To S.I.E. T., 
In your own interests, we advise you to 

write (or forward the coupon) for your 
copy of this enlightening guide to well-paid posts 
- NOW. There is no cost or obligation of any kind. 

BRITISH I 
ENGINEE ING 

. 
STI T OF 
TECHNOLOGY 

Pri rc.pol Prol~n.or A. M. Low 

409a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 
17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1. 
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409a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 
17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, 

LONDON, W.1 . 
Please forward. Free of cost or obligation 01 any' 
kind, your 208-page Handbook, " ENGINEERING 
O PPO RTUNITIES." 
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